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The Marilyn Charles Symposium 

Are Women the Dark Continent? 

Marilyn Charles—Austen Riggs Center 

Historically, the woman’s voice has been relatively muted.  
Even in this country, women have been second class citizens, need-
ing legislation to obtain property rights and only afforded the right 
to vote in 1920.  In spite of the illusion of equality, woman are still 
paid less than men for the same jobs and are often characterized as 
fundamentally incapable of managing challenging positions be-
cause of their physiology.  History has been largely written by men, 
and the woman’s place has often been that of the more silent shad-
ow that stands to the side and does not speak directly.  This leaves 
her in the somewhat “sinister” position of coming from the side, 
relieving when she can be kept in her place but unnerving when she 
insists on taking a more direct stand.  Women are caught between 
being self-effacing versus self-authorizing, resulting in ambivalent 
and conflicting feelings regarding what it means to serve self versus 
others.  This tension makes it difficult for women to realize many 
of their individual potentials.   

Like Diana and the golden apples, there can be an agree-
ment that the woman should not outpace the man.  In this tale, Di-
ana’s hand is finally taken in marriage by the man who can outrace 
her because he throws golden apples in her path.  The allure of the 
gold takes Diana’s attention off the race to be run, though in some 
versions of the tale, she recognizes what she is giving up and is 
thereby complicit in giving up her autonomy.  That reading of the 
tale holds the complexity of the multiple layers of allure of the au-
tonomy that can bring isolation, the intimacy that can impede self-
actualization, and the price that can be paid for material comfort. 

Along with their own ambivalent feelings regarding the 
prices entailed in the various choices afforded at crucial junctures 
in life, women have been both idealized and depreciated in how 
they have been positioned by men, and have both enjoyed and de-
plored being held in this way.  Freud (1925) wrote of women as the 
“dark continent,” something mysterious to be conjectured about.  
Lacan (1982), too, positioned the woman as the mystery, the un-
fathomable other in whose gaze the male lack might be revealed.  
Given the patriarchy in our culture and in the liturgy that has be-
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come the psychoanalytic text, women have, paradoxically, been 
revealed and concealed through the lens of the male gaze that may 
idealize or demonize but, in coming from the external position, can 
only objectify.  If we think of the male gaze as that frame of refer-
ence that runs through and conditions our readings of “reality,” then 
we can see how the male gaze runs through contemporary culture, 
insidious because of its relative invisibility.  Because men have 
dominated legal, corporate and political culture, values associated 
with the feminine have tended to be obscured and denigrated, mak-
ing it difficult for women to take an alternative position.  In this 
way, basic human values such as empathy, vulnerability, and com-
passion that are associated with femininity are deprecated, to the 
detriment of both men and women.   

We find ourselves in the paradoxical position in which the 
illusion of gender equality is predicated on the subordination of 
these female values.  This illusion makes it difficult to speak to dif-
ferences as they emerge.  Psychoanalysis has evolved via a male 
lineage, such that it has been difficult to question some of the pre-
sumptions that keep the dark continent obscure.  Shoshana Felman 
(1993) argues for the importance of dialogue between subjects as a 
way of illuminating both difference and similarity.  I put it this way 
because I believe that the position Felman is taking is a crucial one, 
in inviting each individual to speak as a subject who can, of neces-
sity, only illuminate certain aspects of the field under inquiry.  In 
the absence of a conversation between different subjects, important 
data will inevitably be missing.   

This conditionality may be the beauty of psychoanalysis as 
a field of inquiry, which is predicated on the supposition that there 
is always more than one can see.  The unconscious is unconscious 
and, while we can hope to recognize its communications, its pat-
terns, the ways in which it configures our experience or leaks into 
it, we are always looking for traces of something we cannot see di-
rectly.  Many psychoanalysts have pointed to this dilemma, as in 
Bion’s (1990) highlighting of a remark by Freud regarding the im-
portance of being able to deepen the darkness in order to better 
catch a glimpse of things that are merely further obscured by illu-
mination.  Similarly, Lacan (1978) refers to the oblique angle, the 
ways in which the gaze that cuts from the side may reveal more 
than might be observed through a direct view.  What we have 
learned from oppressed minorities strikingly reveals how infor-
mation can be visible to those who are cast to the side and margin-
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alized that may be largely invisible from within the frame of the 
dominant culture.  The Greek chorus, the voice that speaks from the 
side, is always a privileged voice, ironically privileged by virtue of 
its very marginalization that frees it up to speak from outside the 
frame of whatever has become consensual within the culture.  This 
is also the power of art, to speak from the side, to provide an idio-
syncratic position that cuts across the field of vision, defamiliarizes 
it, and thereby invites us to take a new look.   

From the side, we can perhaps see where our gaze is head-
ing and therefore what it might miss.  The recognition of the inevi-
tability of perspective helps us to recognize the limits of what can 
and cannot be seen from any particular perspective and invites us to 
take seriously what might be revealed from another vantage point, 
to inquire into difference rather than opposing it.  Such opposition 
may be seen, in part, as a function of shame, the shame that ensues 
when we are called into question precisely as lacking something, as 
though whatever we lack is the very thing on which our value 
would depend.  Yet, if we take Lacan’s suggestions seriously, we 
see that our challenge is precisely to come to terms with the inevita-
bility of lack, itself, so that we can work with what we have.  The 
history of psychoanalysis has been written as though the most im-
portant lack was that of a penis, leaving women the envious 
“castrated” others who, from one perspective, cannot even be con-
sidered capable of the type of moral development to be achieved by 
men.  Although the “castration complex” has been rewritten to 
highlight the relationship to the phallus of power and male privilege 
rather than the penis itself, there is a paternalistic overlay that re-
mains.  The history of the human psyche, as written by men, privi-
leges the penis over the womb, affirming that one lack is superior to 
another, a stance with which women often consciously disagree and 
yet unconsciously are diminished by.   

Perhaps, in part, what is insidious is the externality of the 
gaze on women that runs through the history of psychoanalytic ide-
as.  The external gaze always holds the possibility of shame, of re-
vealing precisely that which we find most abhorrent in ourselves, 
including lack itself.  Part of the challenge in psychoanalysis is to 
encounter the abhorrent and to face it.  If we take seriously Bion’s 
(1965) conceptualization of the Oedipal dilemma as relating to the 
human tendency to turn a blind eye rather than facing unpleasant 
truths, we also find ourselves in the territory of Lacan’s warning 
regarding our tendency to defer to the authority of the grand Other, 
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rather than taking a stand as a singular subject in relation to our 
own particular desires.  Ironically, Lacan positioned himself as the 
“grand Master” while also inviting us to subvert his authority and 
find our own.  Character is everywhere, and leaves its stamp on all 
of our productions.  Learning to recognize that stamp has been the 
challenge posed by psychoanalysis, and also the challenge inherent 
in psychoanalysis, as we recognize the ways in which character and 
context have informed the various theories and perspectives as they 
have been put forth.   

Although psychoanalysts have looked for universal laws 
through which to better understand the complexities of human ex-
perience, there is always an intermingling of the universal and the 
idiosyncratic.  Being able to see common structures helps us to rec-
ognize the skeleton that underlies human experience, so that we can 
then also recognize the inevitable idiosyncrasy of human experi-
ence and rendering of meanings.  It is from such a position, when 
the human life is viewed as structured by experience but inevitably 
idiosyncratic, that the individual subject might be found. 

Freud centered much of his practice on language, the ways 
in which language slips and reveals something of what is hidden 
beneath the surface.  That realm of analysis was never user-friendly 
to me, my data coming more from the nether regions Bion de-
scribed in terms of the authentication of passion and the common 
senses, the ways in which nonverbal meanings are read and taken 
in without necessarily even being registered by the conscious mind.  
The body is often seen in terms of inferior functions, and yet, in-
creasingly we discover that our bodies register data directly from 
the mind of the other through those nonverbal communication ca-
pacities most apparent in interactions with young children, on 
which we rely but lose sight of as we adapt to the strictures of ver-
bal language.   

In this culture, men seem to be able to better create a split 
between mind and body, whereas the woman is continually faced 
with embodiment, her life marked by life cycles large and small.  In 
my own life, I have struggled to hold to my own values and the 
truths of my experience as lived, trying to also learn from the ideas 
and experiences of others without being overridden by them.  Hav-
ing grown into a paternal Authority that devalued my focus on 
more basic human truths, I held on to the Authority of those like 
Bion and Lacan who offered endorsements of the values I held.  I 
found myself in the paradoxical position of being unable to directly 
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value what I might know as a female subject in her own right, turn-
ing, rather, to the patriarchy as a means to get myself out from un-
der the very bonds I was tightening. 

Yet, paradox is everywhere, and in retrospect, I can see how 
I devalued myself in holding tight to the paternal authorities in the 
psychoanalytic liturgy, rather than reaching for the female voices, 
such as Joan Riviere and Marion Milner, whose sensibilities were 
so much more in line with my own.  As early as 1929, Riviere is 
linking the mask of the woman to the fear of the man, whereas 
Milner is allowing theory to stand to the side as she attempts to en-
gage as directly as possible in her work as one complex human be-
ing to another (Charles, 2012).  The latter position is precisely 
where my own hours in the consulting room have brought me, to an 
appreciation of the metaphors and other conceptual structures af-
forded by psychoanalytic theories, in the face of the utter vulnera-
bility of the encounter between subjects that underlies the psycho-
analytic journey.  Is it easier to locate myself in opposition rather 
than in identification? 

History has a tendency to soften itself, as the details dim in 
relation to current concerns.  Some years further down the road, I 
can see that what becomes invisible is often that which most threat-
ens to undo us, the traps that lay waiting because we cannot see 
them.  In the generations of women that have come after mine, the 
difficulty of being a woman in western culture does not have the 
urgency that it did in my generation, much less that of my mother.  
I found my own mother’s efforts toward autonomy quite strident 
but, in that very stridency, I recognized the extent of the difficulty, 
for her, in getting out from under the bonds that oppressed her so 
that she might find a way to value herself.  A close friend, the same 
age as my daughter, seems at times to be similarly embarrassed by 
my stridency, but one can also see that she becomes entrapped at 
times by her failure to take seriously the pressure toward deferral of 
authority by the woman to the man in this culture.  We each stand 
in our own generation. 

One place where I see this struggle toward differentiation 
without deprecation playing out in my patients is in the arena of 
gender identity, in the increasing nebulousness of gender that seems 
to be much more about identity than sexuality.  I see women of all 
ages questioning their gender identity, these questions playing out, 
for example, in the choices they make in terms of who to love and 
whom to be loved by.  For some women, the possible choice of a 
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female partner seems to represent a move toward authorizing and 
authenticating something in themselves that is more accessible 
through the female gaze than through the male.  This choice brings 
forward the question of values in human relationships.  In a society 
that endorses such texts as Men are from Mars, and Women from 
Venus (1992), there is a presumption of meeting points that are less 
accessible across genders than between them.  The choice, then, of 
the woman who gets me rather than the man who desires me be-
comes a meaningful one.  The idea that this must be a forced choice 
seems in part to be a function of our romantic ideas about love, pre-
suming that one person could or should fill all of our affiliative 
needs. 

Particularly when families have been created and children 
reared, and the question emerges more directly regarding what we 
intend to do with our remaining time on the planet, it is possible to 
be selfish in a different way and therefore to take more seriously 
the questions regarding who am I and what do I value.  In my con-
sulting room, I see older women struggling to take up these issues, 
hoping not to unduly hurt the families they have created and deeply 
care for, and yet needing to be able to move beyond the position 
they had taken of self-abnegating martyrs in relation to the needs 
and feelings of family members. 

I know all too well the internal injunction to take the last 
and smallest piece of pie, or to be satisfied with doing without 
when only a crumb remains.  That austerity, mingling with martyr-
dom, may have its place but only alongside the other, equally com-
pelling question regarding what does it mean to tell our daughters 
(and our sons) that their lives, needs, feelings, and desires matter 
less than those of the people around them.  There are few choices in 
life that are really so simple, and the move toward austerity and 
martyrdom can have as high a price as selfishness and greed. 

Those young people who are breaking into our assumptions 
regarding what it means to be a man; what it means to be a woman 
are, in my opinion, doing us all a great service, in breaking open the 
presumptions regarding gender that have overlain our ability to cre-
ate possibilities within actual constraints rather than imaginary 
ones.  Wrestling back a foothold from that dark territory beyond 
whatever is valued and validated by current conventions is precise-
ly the work of psychoanalysis, which, at its best, helps us to move 
beyond the direction imposed by the perspective of the gaze, those 
inherent underlying values that focus our attention in particular but 
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largely invisible ways.  Being able to recognize the gaze, itself, and 
its impact, helps us to position ourselves in between the desire of 
the other and our own, to flesh out that territory in between, the are-
na of potential possibilities that have yet to be envisioned.  In that 
“transitional space,” we can, perhaps, discover hidden aspects of 
ourselves with enough grace and kindness to become more fully 
ourselves and to make use of that potential in our daily lives.   

Today, as I travel, I encounter others who are hungry for the 
kind of authorization I, too, had been seeking.  I try to take the op-
portunity to encourage them to authorize themselves, to cherish and 
safeguard their own idiosyncratic perspective that is precisely what 
they uniquely have to offer.  Recently, at a talk on “The Future of 
Psychoanalysis” at Hampshire College, a young person inquired 
“what does psychoanalysis have to say to me, someone who identi-
fies as queer and trans?”  I replied that I had had similar questions 
because I found that Freud did not speak directly to me, a woman, 
as the subject of the conversation but did offer me a method 
through which to make my own inquiry.  This, I think, is precisely 
the future of psychoanalysis, to be able to make use of the extraor-
dinary tools afforded in the application of a psychoanalytic lens and 
method of inquiry. 

Because of the tension between the Establishment (as Bion 
put it in 1970) and whatever lies outside the gates, it matters to be 
able to take a stand, at times, to rehumanize that which has been 
dehumanized.  If we are to sustain and develop our own creative 
capacities, we need to be able to recognize that creative potential in 
precisely that which seems odd or even “crazy.”  Recalling Joyce 
MacDougall’s (1980) Plea for a Measure of Abnormality, and Bi-
on’s (1970) recognition of the ways in which the marginalized 
voice is vital to the ongoing vitality of any group, it is crucial to be 
mindful of ways in which our “knowledge” can become concrete 
and foreclose possibilities.  We tend to project or externalize—to 
“other”—aspects of self that frighten or overwhelm us, tending to 
locate concreteness in the psychotic, for example, in this way scoto-
mizing our own tendency to reify human dilemmas into impenetra-
ble structures that defy growth or development.   

This othering tendency seems to be part of human nature, a 
tendency that can be seen as peculiar to an adolescent stage of de-
velopment we don’t necessarily outgrow.  We need to be able to 
deal with the complexity of daily life by organizing experience into 
categories but, if we can’t also entertain the inevitable grey, we lose 
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much of the richness and possibility inherent in a human life.  From 
my perspective, perhaps the greatest legacy of the Women’s Move-
ment was afforded the men in western culture, for whom the cultur-
al injunctions drove them toward losing touch with the essential 
human capacities for intimacy and relatedness.  When we close our-
selves off to aspects of being human, those aspects wither and the 
quality of life is diminished.  The woman’s body reminds her that 
life is a miracle, with the potential for both great joy and great sor-
row, and that life is lived in the little moments or it is not truly lived 
at all.  That is a lesson to be taken seriously, and joyously, by us all. 
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http://pep.gvpi.net/document.php?id=se.019.0241a&type=hitlist&num=2&query=fulltext1%2Cdark+continent%7Czone1%2Cparagraphs%7Czone2%2Cparagraphs%7Cauthor%2Cfreud%7Cviewperiod%2Cweek%7Csort%2Cauthor%2Ca#hit1
http://pep.gvpi.net/document.php?id=ijp.010.0303a&type=hitlist&num=0&query=fulltext1%2Cmask+woman%7Czone1%2Cparagraphs%7Czone2%2Cparagraphs%7Cauthor%2Criviere%7Cviewperiod%2Cweek%7Csort%2Cauthor%2Ca#hit1
http://pep.gvpi.net/document.php?id=ijp.010.0303a&type=hitlist&num=0&query=fulltext1%2Cmask+woman%7Czone1%2Cparagraphs%7Czone2%2Cparagraphs%7Cauthor%2Criviere%7Cviewperiod%2Cweek%7Csort%2Cauthor%2Ca#hit1
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Stockbridge, MA.  She is affiliated with Harvard University and 
several psychoanalytic institutes, is a Contributing Editor of Psy-
choanalysis, Culture, and Society, and serves on the editorial 
boards of a number of psychoanalytic journals.  As the Co-Chair of 
the Association for the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society 
(APCS) and President-Elect of Division 39, she is actively engaged 
in mentoring and promoting community involvement for those in 
the helping professions, and supports psychoanalytic training, out-
reach, and research initiatives.  An artist and poet, her research 
focuses on creativity, psychosis, and resilience.  Marilyn has pre-
sented her work nationally and internationally, publishing over 80 
articles and book chapters and four books: Patterns: Building 
Blocks of Experience (2002), Constructing Realities: Transfor-
mations Through Myth and Metaphor (2004), Learning from Expe-
rience: a Guidebook for Clinicians (2004), and Working with Trau-
ma: Lessons from Bion and Lacan (2012).  Currently in progress is 
The Stories We Live: Life, Literature, and Psychoanalysis.  She may 
be contacted at Marilyn.Charles@AustenRiggs.net.   

Don’t Underestimate the Contributions of  
Women to Psychoanalysis 

C. Fred Alford—University of Maryland 

As someone who began to take psychoanalytic thought seri-
ously only after reading Melanie Klein, and for whom the British 
School of Object Relations remains the paramount way of seeing 
the world, I just can’t agree that “Psychoanalysis has evolved via a 
male lineage, such that it has been difficult to question some of the 
presumptions that keep the dark continent obscure.”  As soon as the 
second generation, when Anna met Melanie, the Kleinian women 
(and men) were an influential counter-force.  In fact, Marilyn men-
tions a couple who followed in her tradition. 

This doesn’t mean that men aren’t more influential in the 
field, only that the “lineage” of psychoanalysis underwent an early 
schism, one in which a powerful woman started an influential 
school in which women, such as Hana Segal and others, were im-
portant.  That is worth trying to make sense of.  

Charles Frederick Alford, PhD, is Distinguished Scholar 
Teacher in the Department of Government and Politics at the Uni-
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versity of Maryland and a member of the Board of Editors of this 
journal.  He may be contacted at calford@umd.edu.  

Some Gender Issues: 
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Some Gender Issues 

Herbert Barry—University of Pittsburgh 

Marilyn Charles quoted similar comments about women 
made by two male psychoanalysts.  Women are the “dark conti-
nent” according to Sigmund Freud.  Women are “the mystery, the 
unfathomable other in whose gaze the male lack might be revealed” 
according to Jacques Lacan.   
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An opinion expressed by many men to their mistress is “My 
wife doesn't understand me.” A more accurate statement usually 
would be that he does not understand her. Another gender differ-
ence, emphasized by Marilyn Charles, is that most women are an-
gry about their inferior economic and vocational status.  

Marilyn Charles identified a physiological attribute of wom-
en that contributes to their mystery for men.  The monthly cycles of 
ovulation and menstruation, also the nine months of pregnancy, do 
not occur in men.  The specialized functions of women include giv-
ing birth, suckling, and caring for the infant.  Men, who lack these 
functions, thereby do not fully understand the motivations of wom-
en.   

Geert Hofstede, Culture’s Consequences: Comparing Val-
ues, Behaviors, Institutions, and Organizations Across Nations 
(2001), reproduced quantitative ratings of masculinity, partly de-
fined as degree of male supremacy.  Masculinity was measured in 
more than 60 nations.  The scores were lowest in Sweden and Nor-
way, where the cyclical differences between winter and summer are 
most extreme.  The extreme solar cycles, experienced by both gen-
ders, might increase men’s awareness of the importance of wom-
en’s physiological cycles.   

Women more than men are sociably connected with both 
genders.  The needs and feelings of the spouse are usually per-
ceived more accurately by wives than by husbands.  

Reproduction of individuals is a crucial necessity for surviv-
al of a species.  Sexual reproduction is intrinsically inefficient.  The 
multivariate differences between the genders increase the difficulty 
of mating by a male and female.  The prevalence of sexual repro-
duction in most species is attributable to the need to maximize di-
versity of the members of a species.  Changes in the environment 
can result in survival only of individuals who differ in an extreme 
way, such as largest or smallest, most competitive or most coopera-
tive, most habitual or most innovative.   

People are attracted to others with the most similarity to 
themselves, including the same male or female gender.  Mating by 
maximally similar individuals, including the same gender, would 
occur more easily.  It is thereby understandable that two males or 
two females sometimes are lovers and marry.  They do not contrib-
ute to reproduction of the species, but they conform to the tendency 
for attraction between people who resemble each other maximally.  
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Marilyn Charles thereby stated the following: “For some women, 
the possible choice of a female partner seems to represent a move 
toward authorizing and authenticating something in themselves that 
is more accessible through the female gaze than through the male.”  
This fits in with the much more open acceptance of homosexual 
relationships in our society. 

Large differences among individuals are necessary for sur-
vival of a species.  Natural selection therefore requires reproduction 
by a member of two genders, which differ in many attributes.  

Herbert Barry III, PhD, is a psychologist who became a 
faculty member at the University of Pittsburgh School of Pharmacy 
in 1963 and Professor Emeritus in 2001.  He was President of the 
International Psychohistory Association (IPA) from 1991-1992 and 
has presented reports at many of the annual IPA conventions.  The 
topics have included childhood personality development of the 
presidents of the United States, attributes of nominees for president, 
differential customs in a world sample of diverse human societies, 
and preferable sources of revenue for governments.  He may be 
contacted at barryh@pitt.edu.    

Continents of Light and Shadow 

Molly S. Castelloe—Psychohistory Forum Researcher 

I would like to imagine a dialogue with the person in Dr. 
Charles’ lecture hall at Hampshire College identifying as “queer” 
and “trans” who asks, “What does psychoanalysis have to say to 
me?”   

As a Jewish man of his historical period, Freud identified as 
“queer” too.  He existed between conventional or normative catego-
ries of sexuality.  (Is there such a thing as “normative” now consid-
ering we can no longer presume one of heterosexual reproduction?)  
Living at the height of anti-Semitism in Europe, Freud was 
“feminized” due to the association of Jewish men with circumci-
sion, a symbolic substitute for castration (Sander Gilman, Freud, 
Race, and Gender, 1995).   

I agree with Charles that sexuality makes itself felt to the 
female body in idiosyncratic ways.  A woman’s desire is not bio-
logical fact but an aliveness created through multiple variables, the 
primary one being a woman’s thoughts and feelings about her own 
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body and the places she claims for it in her society.  To my mind 
Freud’s declaration “anatomy is destiny” was defensive.  It sprang 
from anxiety as his own manhood was brought into question in an 
attempt to overcome the effeminacy attached to the figure of the 
male Jew.   

Ann Pellegrini argues in Performance Anxieties: Staging 
Psychoanalysis, Staging Race that it also defended against a col-
lective unease about the growing visibility of women in Austrian 
and European public life (24-5).  Pellegrini’s point is that Freud’s 
theory of sexual difference shifted the perception of lack onto 
women’s bodies and was one of the ways he sought to distance 
himself from his own racial association with femininity.  The fe-
male body thus provided the unacknowledged foundation for mas-
culine identity, as Charles suggests; the use of women to this pur-
pose was intensified in effort to temper the opposition between the 
Jewish and Christian male.   

Psychoanalytic feminists give us the theoretical tools to 
think about how we endow meaning to anybody, female or other-
wise.  The more awareness women gain into our rendering of 
meaning, the less defined we are by an external presence such as 
the male gaze, which makes women the object rather than the own-
er of desire.  Today, more than ever, women are continents of light 
and shadow.  There are means of recouping a female vantage point 
from within what Charles describes as the remaining “paternalistic 
overlay.”  Art often provides that venue.  I think of The Guerrilla 
Girls, an anonymous group of female artists sporting gorilla masks 
that sparks dialogue on sexism in the arts with their poster cam-
paigns.  Their best-known billboard announces the number of fe-
male artists compared with female nudes on exhibit at New York’s 
Metropolitan Museum of Art.  The poster image riffs on Ingres’ 
Grande Odalisque (1814), the reclining unclothed female figure 
donning an ape mask.  The accompanying headline reads: “Do 
Women Have to Be Naked to Get into the Met. Museum?”  

We authorize our wants by knowing more fully who defines 
them, by giving them words or, as Charles says, by bringing into 
consciousness what in our sexual experience exceeds words.  In this 
way, we enhance our agency and our ability to choose how we act 
in and upon the world around us.   

Molly Castelloe, PhD, trained in theater and psychoanaly-
sis at New York University and is currently working on a film about 
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the peacekeeping work of Vamik Volkan.  When not caring for her 
seven-and eight-year-old sons, she is a Psychohistory Forum Re-
search Associate, creator and moderator of its online forum, and a 
blogger for psychologytoday.com.  Dr. Castelloe may be contacted 

at msc214@nyu.edu.  

Seeing in the Dark: Illumination  
is Everything 

Velleda C. Ceccoli—N.Y.U. Postgraduate Program  

 In reading Marilyn Charles’s personal essay on women, 
equality, and psychoanalysis as a privileged line of inquiry, I was 
reminded of the multiplicity of female perspectives that are now 
voices speaking a language built through generations of feminist 
thought.  This may indeed be a time to celebrate such perspectives 
and how far we have come in illuminating the continent that is 
Woman.  My focus is on a post-Lacanian perspective, which articu-
lates a position of difference rather than equality, and highlights the 
need for a female language (ecriture feminine), addressing some of 
the points that Charles makes through this lens. 

 My own definition of “woman” comes from an integration 
of European and American perspectives, which parallel my experi-
ence as an Italian expatriate creating a personal and professional 
identity abroad.  In becoming a psychoanalyst and considering gen-
der I, too, both internalized and struggled with positions that did not 
match or adequately capture my experience as a woman.  Unlike 
Charles, however, I had the good fortune of encountering strong 
female role models on both sides of the ocean, women who embod-
ied difference and capitalized on it rather than buying into the sacri-
ficial aspects of the social contract.  So rather than taking on a glob-
alized view of woman like first wave feminism necessarily had to, I 
was able to avail myself of the aesthetic sensitivity of second wave 
feminism and its focus on the socio-symbolic contract and the dy-
namic of signs.  Woman then, became me, as a woman, allowing 
for the variations in how one lives out female experience.   

 A position of difference allows a dialogue between the sex-
es without demanding sameness.  Such a view acknowledges the 
biological and anatomical differences that lead to different develop-
mental experiences and markers, to be crucial in the development 
of psychic life.  Furthermore, it also incorporates the impact of so-
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cial, cultural and political influence into the layers of gendered 
identity, initiating a dialogue of complimentary and difference 
within which “equality” can be addressed in terms of function ra-
ther than constitution.  

 Feminists have long criticized theories that ignore and si-
lence women’s bodies, as well as female subjectivity.  The defini-
tion of female sexuality as the “other” of masculine sexuality, ra-
ther than as an entity in and of itself has been called into question 
by generations of female thinkers who have staked out the territory 
of woman in the world, opening up many possibilities for genera-
tions to come.  Yet, as Charles states: “The history of the human 
psyche, as written by men, privileges the penis over the womb, af-
firming that one lack is superior to another, a stance with which 
women often consciously disagree and yet unconsciously are di-
minished by.”  Sad, but true.  Or is it?  I think that post-Lacanian 
thought, particularly as elaborated by the psychoanalytic ideas of 
Kristeva, Irigaray and Cisoux offers some interesting possibilities 
and hope.  My reading is that it extends and amends Freudian and 
Lacanian views of “that dark continent called woman,” shedding 
various shades of light on what we may be all about.  

 Equality is a difficult position to work with precisely be-
cause it is impossible for genders to be equal in that they have to 
work out similarity and also retain difference.  Such a position nec-
essarily leaves women torn between two contracts, social and sym-
bolic, and having to identify with one or the other.  At best, this re-
sults in compromise solutions between symbolic solicitation and 
the solicitation of desire, leading to the position that Charles has 
aptly described in the myth of Diana and the golden apples.  Per-
haps in being complicit, Diana is seeking maximal symbolic and 
psychic jouissance (enjoyment) while struggling with the impossi-
bility of her desire—how to achieve this as a woman in a man’s 
world.  In order to get what she wants Diana must at least appear to 
think and want like a man.  To succeed in a man’s world as a wom-
an requires a phallic identification, which then necessarily com-
petes against symbolic performance.   

 As women we may be able to think like a man, but we can-
not understand like a man; our lived experience being based on a 
set of developmental experiences that are substantially different and 
necessarily lead us to different existential realities and meanings.  
Charles’s essay provides a poignant example of the psychological 
hurdles that such a position implicates.  In viewing oneself through 
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the male gaze, one adopts the language of the “other,” a language 
that emphasizes lack and what is missing, and is necessarily tainted 
by that same other.  Enter the necessity of a female language that 
captures the nature and complexity of female experience, a lan-
guage that must capture both the social and the symbolic so that it 
can allow for difference, similarity, and parity.  

 While Lacan postulated that language falls under the “rule 
of the father” and is therefore the container of the un-symbolized, 
post-Lacanian thinkers view the maternal, with its corporeal and 
sensual language and its prosody of sounds, rhythms, cadences, col-
ors and reverberations, as the vessel that sets up the possibility of 
signification.  In this view, the structure of separation is bodily, and 
it is therefore bodily operations that prepare us for our entrance into 
language and signified experience.  The fundamental variance be-
tween the sexes arises out of the network of these differences.  
Meaning differences are constituted through an embodied relation-
ship to another and, as such, remain fluid.  Keeping within this per-
spective, difference allows for the possibility of being whoever we 
are and not having to become equal to another, yet enjoy the power 
that such difference can bring.  

 I agree that the current generation Charles refers to has done 
us a favor in breaking down how gender is embodied and how they 
live and choose who they love, whether out of similarity or differ-
ence.  Yet, I wonder if it really is a choice, rather than an ongoing 
search for recognition which all of us pursue.  Charles states, “The 
choice, then, of the woman who gets me rather than the man who 
desires me becomes a meaningful one,” and indeed it is, but must 
we choose between recognition and desire? This question addresses 
the very nature of the social-symbolic contract and constitutes 
much of what takes place in the analytic hour.  As psychoanalysts, 
how we embody our gender has much to do with how we listen, 
understand and interpret what we hear.  I say vive la différence! 

Velleda C. Ceccoli, PhD, is a psychologist and psychoana-
lyst in private practice in New York City.  She is on the faculty of 
the N.Y.U. Postdoctoral Program in Psychotherapy and Psychoa-
nalysis, the faculty of the Mitchell Center, and she is the training 
and supervising analyst at the American Institute for Psychoanaly-
sis.  Dr. Ceccoli is on the editorial board of Psychoanalytic Dia-
logues and Studies in Gender and Sexuality.  She writes a psycho-
analytic blog called “Out of My Mind,” and is an ongoing contrib-
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utor to Psychology Tomorrow.  She can be reached at 
Velleda@drceccoli.com.  

Women Are from Mars & Men Have a Penis 

Howard Covitz—Private Practice of Psychoanalysis 

As an admiring fan of Dr. Charles’ volumes, papers, presen-
tations, conferences, and reviews for many years, I’ll still take this 
opportunity to see things from a slightly different perspective.  To 
begin, let me say that while, as Marilyn Charles opines, our culture 
embraces such writings as Grey’s on gender differences (as that 
with which I take liberties in the title), there are those of us who 
accept that the variation within gender classes is likely greater than 
that between these same classes, rendering these gender categories 
less interesting than one might anticipate from the Mobius 
(sexualized universe) in which we live.  

In dealing with the envy I feel for my wife, I compared the 
convoluted complexity of understanding my gender identity to one 
that might obtain peering into in my chapter of Patricia Munhall’s 
Emergence of Man into the 21st Century (2002):  

“an array of mirrors. Some… fine reflectors… oth-
ers… foggy or cracked or but partially reflective due 
to some aging process in the surface’s material. 
Some face each other and others face away.  Diago-
nal, orthogonal, pairwise skewed — a congeries of 
mirrors set in a never to be replicated pattern. I im-
agine choosing a spot in a singular mirror upon 
which to focus my gaze. I shall have arrived at this 
moment and this place and this choice of spot after 
years of trekking through many other such mirror 
mazes.  Still, I… marvel and fascinate at the array of 
sequential visions… visible through this chosen spot 
in this mirror. The images… stare back at me at that 
moment. Not simple images, but compound ones 
that, if I look with care, may include me, the intru-
sive observer… inadvertently been cast as a shad-
owy figure in his own observations” (Covitz,  2002, 
29). 

 Indeed, my notion of what it means to be male is an amal-
gamation of my identifications with important male figures, cultural 
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imperatives, and my sense of what I might see in my Mother’s gaze 
at my Father and what I saw in her eyes as reflections on her sense 
of her own Father and much more.  My notion of what it means to 
be a woman is one step further removed. 

 The categories that the culture constructs dichotomous and 
otherwise are not necessarily intrinsic or “essentialistic” to our be-
ing or even unambiguous cultural precipitates.  No.  We embrace 
them idiosyncratically according to our complex interactions with 
whatever mazes of mirrors have been created by and around us.  As 
an example of such an errant category, I often think of the presump-
tion made by others that I identify as a white male… that I see my-
self as a member of a subgroup that lives in the intersection of two 
categories – race and gender – that are not necessarily essential in-
gredients of who I am.  People may attempt to impose these catego-
ries on me from the outside… so be it.  

 There are many other categories in which I do see myself as 
on one side or the other of such a categorical divide.  Most compel-
ling for me is the one that separates those capable of intersubjective 
functioning—of seeing the other as a subject in their own right (an 
expression that permeates both Marilyn’s and my own writings) 
capable of respecting the relationships of their near and dear to oth-
ers and to these near-and-dears’ own theories and gods.  As well as 
those who seek unilaterally dyadic relations with others who are 
essentially treated as objects (an object being something that lacks 
multilateral relationships with others).  What to say?  I feel far less 
the kin of dogmatic psychoanalysts (and Marilyn is not one of 
those) than to those practitioners of whatever stripe who hold to 
their own models in a primus inter pares (the first among equals or 
first among peers) fashion (as Marilyn, in my experience, consist-
ently does). 

 I certainly agree with Dr. Charles that human history has 
been saturated with the depreciation of the sense of agency and au-
thority of women.  This is both shameful and incontrovertible.  To 
think that one of the premier thinkers in Freud’s time, Sir Thomas 
Huxley, compared the absurdity of giving the franchise to women 
and blacks and that psychoanalysis itself has a shameful history of 
excommunicating outed gay practitioners based on what was called 
their “object choice.”  However, here I tend to agree with Bruno 
Bettelheim, Margaret Mead and Otto Rank that fecundity envy has 
run amok in the wild underbrush of supposedly cogent thought and 
has sons and even daughters and psychotheorists depreciating the 
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powers of the grown woman, she who is at least the potential life 
giver and the one who—as many a mother has reminded her child – 
has the power to take that life back again. 

 One more comment and a bone to pick.  Dr. Charles takes 
up many of these same issues in her International Journal of Psy-
choanalysis (JPA, 2012:3) review of Marian Milner’s works, works 
which she emphasizes above.  Her review of Milner’s five books is 
brilliant and brought Milner’s thinking out in the clearest and sim-
ultaneously most elegant way imaginable.  As to getting picky?  
Now, I am being a defensive male.  I read Marilyn’s paper in part 
as a member of one of the first professions in which a Felix 
(Deutsch) could be known as a Helene’s husband and one in which 
Anna, Karen, and Melanie could lead important groups that led to 
major changes in the field.  True.  Freud’s at least twice repeated 
contention that “the sexual life of adult women is a Dark Continent 
to Psychology” (not, by the way, that women were thus but that he 
and his colleagues were clueless as to female sexuality) and that 
their sense of morals were never fully divorced from feelings and 
relationships are, indeed, complicated.  Still and frankly, after re-
cent scandals and wars, I often find myself wishing that the sexual 
lives and morality of our generals held more to the purported fe-
male type than to the male.  

 Many thanks for both pieces and the opportunity to discuss. 

Howard H. Covitz, PhD, ABPP, NCPsyA, is a late middle-
aged analyst in private practice in Elkins Park, PA.  He was long-
time Director of the Institute for Psychoanalytic Psychotherapies 
(1986-1998), was nominated for the Gradiva Best Book of Year 
Award for his Oedipal Paradigms in Collision (1998) and has been 
a frequent contributor to the psychoanalytic conversation.  He may 
be contacted at hhcovitz@aol.com.  

Helen of Troy under the Female’s Gaze 

Helen DeVinney—George Washington University 

 Part of psychoanalysis is about coming into contact with 
multiplicities of meaning—of seeing the layers within oneself and 
one’s community and understanding both their independence and 
interdependence.  As Dr. Charles’ piece posits, it is impossible to 
completely extricate the male gaze and the patriarchy of language 
from psychoanalysis.  Women and men alike are taught to imagine 
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the subject behind the de facto gaze as male; the appearance of 
things takes precedence, even in our efforts to get underneath. 

 Psychoanalysis, too, can be oversimplified as “talk thera-
py,” giving verbal language primacy; we can argue that nonverbal 
interaction is as much, if not more, a part of understanding the un-
conscious.  However, even those who subscribe to that premise are 
forced to rely on words for much of the dyadic interaction.  This is 
problematic because language, in its construction, inherent power 
dynamics, and transactional nature, is also rooted in patriarchy, as 
well as the false premise that it is direct and factual.  In fact, it is 
better described as obscuring and subjective.  For what is language 
but a system of arbitrary signifiers for those things we want to sig-
nify to others in an effort to make meaning?  Thus, the extent of our 
connection through language is always an approximation at best. 

 In reading the story of Diana and the golden apples, I asso-
ciate to the story of Helen of Troy, a figure in Greek mythology 
who, depending on the version of the story, draws her power from 
both the purity of the virgin and the uncontained sexuality of the 
dynamo.  The idea (and the allure) of one woman holding elements 
of both the virgin and the dynamo is one steeped in patriarchy, in-
ternalized by women, and ever-present in psychoanalytic theory, 
the dynamics of the consultation room, and heteronormative culture 
at large.  Like Homer and Aeschylus relating Helen’s story, we 
struggle to make sense out of how to integrate what has been com-
moditized, valued, and denigrated about women: their virtue, bod-
ies, and unrestrained sexuality.  

 Helen, beautiful and fickle, is often said to have fallen in 
love with Paris; she then abandons Menelaus and runs away to 
Troy—thus, the face that launched 1,000 ships, literally responsible 
for starting a war.  However, if we approach from the side, engag-
ing with the fact that her story is one based in a patriarchal oral and 
written tradition, we recall there is always a subtext, another per-
spective, another story.  Helen’s fate begins with Eris, the goddess 
of discord who, angry over being snubbed at the wedding of Peleus 
and Thetis, throws the golden apple of discord—inscribed with the 
phrase “for the most beautiful”—into the wedding, causing a quar-
rel between Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite.  Paris is asked to judge 
who of the three is most deserving of the title and, amongst the 
bribes offered, he rejects power and wisdom in favor of the posses-
sion of the most beautiful woman in the world, Helen.  In this less 
romantic version, Helen is compelled by Aphrodite to accompany 
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Paris to Troy, forced to love him against her own will.  Interesting-
ly, this is the second time Helen’s fate is not her own, for her mar-
riage to Menelaus is the result of straws that are drawn, a strategy 
her father, Agamemnon, devised.   

 The questions of one’s complicity versus autonomy and the 
slipperiness of how our stories are told are aspects present in any 
therapy, but they are particularly present in therapeutic encounters 
in which women seek to better understand who they are and the 
choices—if they are indeed choices in some cases—that they have 
made.  This is the power of a psychoanalytic toolbox with the em-
phasis on uncovering, on looking for the non-dominant story and 
recognizing that as important as the story told in the moment is, the 
story left unexpressed and silent, perhaps transmitted in some other 
way, perhaps not.  

 Ernest Hemingway, a figure who the dominant text tells us 
is a man revered for his masculinity and conformity to patriarchy 
(though scholarship has revealed he was a person with a much more 
complicated relationship to sexuality and gender) argued that, when 
writing, that which was most significant, most moving, should be 
left out of the written text; he argued that it was its absence, its si-
lence, its inability to be conveyed in words, that announced its sali-
ence and importance.  In my own life I have grappled with the in-
tersections of these tensions—I have strained against the dominant 
story assigned to my life.  I have communicated the most signifi-
cant events in my life by honoring the ways in which they defy 
words and I have challenged myself to embrace them both/and of 
my field.   

 In pursuing psychoanalytically-informed work as a patient 
or clinician, one is simultaneously complicit in a system that has 
been and continues to be oppressive.  At the same time, we are also 
doing work that is especially suited to bringing a voice to the mar-
ginalized, as the emphasis on the alternate point of approach 
demonstrates that the dominant, straight-on gaze is often the least 
direct and the most fantastic.  In holding this tension and approach-
ing from the side, we remember that we all carry multiple stories of 
our lives, none wholly true or false, all there to be uncovered and 
yet never fully uncoverable, all there to be told and yet never fully 
speakable. 

 Helen DeVinney, PhyD, works as a postdoctoral fellow in 
the Professional Psychology Program at George Washington Uni-
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versity where she teaches and supervises graduate students in clini-
cal psychology while also working with patients within the pro-
gram’s community-based clinic.  She is a 2014 recipient of the Di-
vision 39 Early Career Scholarship.  She came to psychology fol-
lowing graduate work in English where she focused on theory re-
lated to gender, race, and sexuality; she has also worked in educa-
tion reform, teaching, and publishing.  She is passionate about pur-
suing an interdisciplinary approach to dynamic work with patients, 
blending critical theory and psychoanalysis to help patients explore 
their experiences and gain empowerment in their lives and commu-
nities.  She can be reached at hdevinney@gmail.com.  

Side Effects 

Muriel Dimen—N.Y.U. Postdoctoral Program in  
Psychoanalysis 

My remarks on Charles’ article issue from the side, the per-
spective she perspicaciously offers us.  Upon first reading this 
piece, I was annoyed.  Why, I wondered irritably, was she asking 
questions which second-wave Anglophone feminists have been ask-
ing and answering for a generation and whose efforts she did not 
mention?  I thought about taking her to task, deconstructing her ar-
gument.  Then I decided I’d taken that route too many times.  If as 
distinguished a psychoanalyst as Marilyn Charles omits reference 
to this work, there must be a good reason.   

Marilyn Charles and I inhabit different feminisms.  Each 
concerns itself with women, but each has its own vocabulary, its 
own intellectual and political genealogies.  As I reflected on these 
differences, my annoyance ebbed to reveal a new idea that, upon 
reflection, turns out to be venerable: perhaps these questions about 
women and men and gender and sex fall into the category of those 
that need to be asked and answered repeatedly.  When posed from 
different perspectives, in other words, old questions yield new an-
swers which, whether they are right or not, have the side effect of 
animating new thought.   

What I do appreciate in Marilyn Charles’ attempt to wrangle 
the conundrums about women’s subordination, their voice, and 
their symbolic power, is her trope of the “side.”  She derives this 
image from what she calls “woman’s place,” i.e., to the side of his-
tory in the “‘sinister’” position of coming from the side (a side to 
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which I am partial, being a lefty or sinistra—sinister—myself).    

Now here’s a point of divergence: Marilyn Charles fre-
quently reasons that a woman is a symbol rather than a live being, 
which is my usual point of departure.  After all, many living wom-
en are right at the center of things—Lynn Cheney, Michelle 
Obama, Cheryl Sandburg, Margaret Thatcher, to name just a well-
known few.  Some of them (sometimes) embody what Marilyn 
Charles, like many others, hypostasizes as “female values,” while 
some of them most emphatically do not.   

Yet even as they dwell in the material and social world, 
women occupy personal and cultural imaginations too.  It is this 
symbolic dimension on which she draws to distill the trope of the 
side that she uses to carry us from gender to analysis, to Jacques 
Lacan’s oblique and especially to Wilfred Bion’s enrichment of 
Sigmund Freud’s notions of what it is like to look at something in 
the darkness.   

Here, perhaps, Marilyn Charles and I converge.  I have long 
thought that clinical process works at its best by going in from the 
side, the analyst speaking at an angle to what the patient is saying.  
Think about it: as a patient, you enter treatment with an idea or 
even many ideas about what’s wrong with you.  Of this you become 
disabused as your analyst listens to the many things you don’t know 
you think.  In order to hear the unspoken—the unconscious, the re-
pressed, the dissociated—your analyst necessarily attends to mat-
ters off the main road of your intent.  Heard from the side, you are 
taken by surprise.  Thereby you discover there is more to you than 
you knew.  You find you are divided: who is it who is dreaming, 
you come to ask yourself.  Even when you feel most at one you 
know, seen from the side, that you are “other” to yourself as well.  
Seeing yourself from the side becomes as familiar as seeing your-
self from within.  Or, at least, you learn that you cannot do without 
it. 

Muriel Dimen, PhD, is Adjunct Clinical Professor of Psy-
chology in the New York University Postdoctoral Program in Psy-
chotherapy and Psychoanalysis and Professor Emerita of Anthro-
pology at Lehman College (C.U.N.Y.).  She is Editor-in-Chief of 
Studies in Gender and Sexuality; associate editor, Psychoanalytic 
Dialogues; and founding board member of the International Asso-
ciation for Relational Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy (IARPP).  
Her most recent book is Sexuality, Intimacy, and Power: From Du-
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alism to Multiplicity (2003) and her recent anthology is With Cul-
ture in Mind: Psychoanalytic Stories (2001)  She is the author or  
co-editor of five other books and the author of many articles.  Dr. 
Dimen practices in Manhattan and may be contacted at 
murieldimen@nyu.edu.  

Historical Reflections on Women   

Paul H. Elovitz—The Psychohistory Forum 

In her fine article the extremely talented Marilyn Charles 
doesn’t have much space to cover history and some aspects of the 
roots of man’s psychic need to denigrate women—I will start with 
the latter.  Women are so often unknowable to men because we 
start out as babies and small boys attempting to figure out the mo-
tives of our giant caretakers.  They inevitably frustrate us (and all 
babies) by failing to meet our each and every need.  In our early 
infancy we don’t even realize they are separate beings with their 
own needs who are often left guessing as to what we desire.  Boys 
start out identifying with their mothers, but are then instructed to 
separate themselves from the person they have primarily identified 
with to prove they are not “momma’s boys.” 

Man’s need to belittle and subjugate women is based on 
counterdependency.  We’d like mom and women to take care of us 
forever.  When we sexualize the breast that fed us and turn women 
into sex objects who are to be “fucked” (probably derived from the 
medieval German term “to strike”), men are not only fulfilling sex-
ual impulses but are also denigrating the mother and mothering 
which, at an unconscious level, they continue to long for.  Beating 
women into submission is not something that began in the Third 
World but occurs everywhere to varying degrees and goes back to 
our very beginnings.   

Women living in less developed parts of the Islamic world 
can be seen as powerless to Westerners, but they hold onto some 
power within the home.  The future feminist psychoanalyst Phyllis 
Chesler writes in An American Bride in Kabul: A  Memoir (2013, 
79-86) that she fell in love with and married an Afghan fellow stu-
dent at Bard whom she followed to his homeland.  There she expe-
rienced virtual imprisonment by her traditional in-laws and the tyr-
anny of her mother-in-law, who had great control over           
daughters-in-laws.  Had all her in-laws known she was pregnant, 
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she believes she never would have been able to escape by traveling 
to the West for medical treatment for hepatitis, which they finally 
allowed. 

In traditional society, women’s roles were relatively simple.  
She was to have many children, work extremely hard, and be sub-
servient to the man—exercising what power she had through her 
father, husband, sons, and brothers.  While this system did not leave 
her totally powerless, it did mean that she could not openly assert 
herself in most situations.  Wives who see themselves as quite tra-
ditional can certainly be the power within the family.  A contempo-
rary 44 year old mother of six comes to mind as a prime example of 
this.  As a little girl she wanted to be a nurse, rather than a doctor as 
was suggested by her parents, and saw herself as marrying young 
and becoming a wife supporting her husband and caring for her 
children.  Although she substituted being a medical secretary for 
nursing, she fulfilled her familial dream.  Despite her belief that she 
is simply a dutiful wife in, at most, a marriage of equals (tradition 
takes a modified form in suburban America), she is clearly the con-
trolling force in her household.  Her husband and children generally 
do what she wants. 

In Victorian Vienna of Freud’s day, tradition meant that his 
daughters should prepare themselves for a life of marriage and chil-
dren.  However, his youngest daughter Anna (1895-1982) wanted a 
career, despite the expectations of the father she identified with and 
wanted to be like.  As a teenager, the family sent her away to “gain 
weight” and improve her self-control, even prohibiting her from 
attending her sister’s wedding.  However, after two analyses with 
her father, her identification with him was accepted so that she 
could make her life as an unmarried psychoanalyst who somewhat 
rigidly carried on his work while strongly defending his reputation.   

In rereading Freud’s reference to “a dark continent,” a term 
he wrote in English, I was reminded that in his discussion of lay 
analysis his actual words were “the sexual life of adult women is a 
‘dark continent’ for psychology” (The Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund Freud, Vol. XX, 1925, 212).  Thus he was not 
saying that women generally were unknown to men, just their sexu-
ality.  In the same paragraph he goes on to write about feminine 
penis envy, a concept that has never had any appeal for me.                                                                  

 The struggle for equal rights for women is a recent develop-
ment that has made enormous progress in a comparatively short 
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period of time.  After over 5,000 years of holding women down in 
traditional society, the idea of equality was proclaimed during the 
French Revolution by Olympe de Gouges (1748-1793).  Her fellow 
revolutionaries may have had her guillotined for being part of the 
wrong faction, but her ideas took hold.  Women have not even had 
the vote for 100 years in the U.S., yet today the most talked about 
person for American president in 2016 is a woman, and we have 
numerous women presidents around the world. 

 It is my conviction that beneath this need to belittle and sub-
jugate is an envy of the female ability to create new life.  Awe, en-
vy, and profound appreciation of the women’s procreative power 
are certainly true for me.  We men try to compensate for that which 
we can’t possible do by creating what we can—empires, machines, 
tall buildings, bombs, and much else for better or worse.  Is there 
anything more binding or rewarding than creating new life and 
holding a newborn baby?  When women sacrifice careers or educa-
tion to care for a baby or another loved one, as so many do, they are 
making a decision of great value to humanity even if it will drasti-
cally reduce their income and prestige in society.  Charles touches 
on the self-sacrificing tendency for women to be satisfied with left-
overs or none at all.  Men are less likely to be so giving, I suspect 
because they have not had the experience of mothering children and 
they are raised to be more openly competitive. 

As psychoanalysts we know that the struggle to change is 
within as well as without.  Changing discriminating customs and 
laws is sometimes much harder than changing the thought patterns 
ingrained in women and men from the earliest years of life.  This 
often requires giving up identifications with aspects of one’s own 
mother, which can be experienced as disloyalty.  The intensity with 
which many women denounced successful women like Hillary 
Clinton is a reflection of just how uneasy many women can be 
when one of their numbers threatens to break through the glass ceil-
ing. 

 My wife is not an unfathomable woman.  She wants to be 
cared for, laughed with, loved, and respected.  I admire and envy 
her ability to know and listen to her emotions so well and just relax.  
As a man I need to prove to myself by writing another article, read-

ing another book, editing another issue of Clio’s Psyche, teaching a 
new course, or starting another project.  In my experience, women 
are better at just being than we men.  While every encouragement 
should be given to women leaders competing for top leadership po-
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sitions in the male dominated world, it is quite clear to me that 
many women of great talent chose and continue to choose not to 
climb what Benjamin Disraeli called “the greasy pole” of success.   

 Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, is a historian and psychotherapist 
who is editor of this journal.  His biography may be found on page 
174.  

Some Thoughts on the Nature of Power 

David Lotto—Psychohistory Forum Research Associate 

 We hear a good deal, mostly from women writing from a 
feminist perspective, about male power, the patriarchy, and the 
male gaze.  Much of this, including Dr. Charles’ comments on 
these subjects, is important and necessary to expose the existence of 
patriarchal power structures and the many abuses of this power, 
particularly regarding the mistreatment of women. 

 What I would like to focus on here is the complementary 
subject—a man’s perspective on the power of women.  In particu-
lar, the hidden, secret, and often unacknowledged aspects of this 
power.  The power of which I am speaking is primarily interperson-
al.  It is most often used in the interaction between two individuals, 
usually a woman and a man.  It is relational power.  The currency 
of this power is love—not hate.  The power lies in the actuality or 
offer to give or the threat to take away or withhold love (often 
played out in the arena of sex) as opposed to giving material re-
wards or using/threatening to use force, the usual means by which 
patriarchal power is deployed. 

 Another difference between these two kinds of power is on 
the overt/covert dimension.  Force/reward-based power works best 
when it is out in the open.  Relationship power is more potent when 
it works covertly, when the patriarch can be allowed and encour-
aged to believe that he is in the dominant position, when this is not 
the case.  Mystification and disguise can enhance the application of 
relationship power.  This is a different perspective on Dr. Charles’ 
observation that “women’s place has often been that of the more 
silent shadow that stands to the side and does not speak directly.”  
The woman is still silent in the shadows, but she may exert a good 
deal of actual power, the power behind the throne.  Like any power, 
relationship power can be abused.  It can be used to coerce, manip-
ulate, or cause pain. 
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 The position of the victim—or one who was helpless, weak, 
or dependent—can be very effective in getting the other to do 
things that you want them to do.  The woman in this situation is in a 
complicated position rife with ambivalence.  Is it worth it to get 
something you want but at the price of renouncing being an overtly 
powerful autonomous person?  Does Diana choose to remain the 
fastest runner in the land or does she succumb to the lure of the 
Golden Apples and pay the price of being somebody’s wife and the 
second fastest runner? 

 There can be some advantages to deferring and accommo-
dating to the patriarchy.  To be the spouse or under the care and 
protection of the powerful patriarch can have its rewards.  To be a 
dependent means that one can share in the benefits of the patri-
arch’s power and wealth—which may well be based on the use of 
coercive force, violence or threats of such, exploitation of others, or 
any of a number of other ways that patriarchs use to become rich 
and powerful.  All without having to get one’s hands dirty by di-
rectly participating in the exercise of power and the acquisition of 
wealth.    

 Mel Brooks says that it’s good to be king. However, it also 
can be good to be the king’s wife. 

David Lotto, PhD, is a psychoanalyst and psychologist 
who is co-editor of the Journal of Psychohistory and a Research 
Associate of the Psychohistory Forum.  He is a longstanding and 
prolific psychohistorian who may be contacted at dlot-
to@nycap.rr.com.  

Three Suggestions 

William R. Meyers—University of Cincinnati  

We are indebted to Marilyn Charles for an outstanding arti-
cle bringing this matter to our attention.  Rather than commenting 
in detail on what she has said, I have chosen to try to answer her 
question directly. 

 Given that a person’s mother and sisters are women, one 
can reasonably conclude that women are not exactly rära avis (rare 
birds, rarely encountered).  Why, then, are women widely perceived 
by men as mysterious and dark, a “dark continent”?  Why do men 
find women so mysterious?  For example, it is common to find ad-
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vice to men on how to chat up an attractive woman one might en-
counter in a café, supermarket, or bookstore.  However, women do 
not seem to need advice on what to say and how to react in such a 
situation. 

 Given the abundance of women that an unsuspecting person 
is likely to encounter, why all this feeling of mystery?  I can think 
of three reasons: the first is justification for exploitation.  Much of 
the claimed “mysteriousness” of women is likely to be self-serving.  
If women are defined as “other,” as unlike “us,” it can seem more 
reasonable to exploit them.  We recall from the past, and unfortu-
nately, from the present history of slavery, that slaves were defined 
as “other” than us, as not completely human.  Hence it was accepta-
ble to enslave them, treating them as property, animals.  In many 
Third World countries, women do the work in the fields while the 
men watch.  Marilyn Charles’ stimulating article details very well 
the second-class status of women in our own society. 

 My own experience suggests that the two sexes share many 
attributes with men leaning more toward building and women nur-
turance.  These differences are hardly unknown and seem likely to 
be genetically rooted to some extent.  A close friend of mine, a fine 
clinician who has published in The Psychoanalytic Study of the 
Child, tells me that when her first daughter was a small child, she 
decided to give her a small rocking horse to let her daughter know 
that it was okay to be active and that she need not be timorous and 
self-effacing.  She left the child to play with the rocking horse for a 
while and when she returned she found her daughter had placed the 
horse on its side on a rug, covered it with a blanket, and was feed-
ing it tea.  So the nurturing urges within women are manifest, even 
to social scientists and clinicians.   

 The daughter, brilliant like her mother, went on to graduate 
with honors from Yale, then graduated with honors from Harvard 
Business School, and later became president of an international cor-
poration; she also married and had several children.  Building and 
nurturance can go together.  This suggests a second reason for the 
claimed mysteriousness of women: perhaps we men cloud our vi-
sion of women because we are envious that women can build, and 
can also bring a new person into the world from within them, which 
men cannot do? 

 It seems to me that we men are making a determined effort 
not to understand women.  Let me suggest a third reason.  Children 
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identify with both parents but the process is somewhat different for 
men.  We know that little boys and little girls first identify with the 
mother; boys have to shift this identification to the father, while 
girls retain the original primary identification.  I think this back-
ground renders men more vulnerable to recognizing this earlier 
identification.  Young women leaving a table of friends in a restau-
rant sometimes say “Bye, guys!” but men are more defensive, and a 
man would be mauled if on parting he said “Bye, girls!” 

Willie Nelson put it this way in his song “Cowboys are Of-
ten Secretly Fond of Each Other”: “…Inside of every lady there is a 
cowboy who wants to come out.  Inside every cowboy there is a 
lady who’d love to slip out…”  However, as Willie says, the sec-
ondary identification is very threatening for men.  So, I conclude, 
we men have a strong motivation not to understand the woman 
within us and, by extension, to treat women as mysterious and un-
known. 

 My teacher David Bakan (men can be nurturing too), an 
outstanding clinician and methodologist, put it this way in his book 
On Method: Toward a Reconstruction of Psychological Investiga-
tion—there is a “mystery-mastery complex,” a conflict between our 
wish to understand and master psychological processes and our 
wish that they remain shrouded in mystery.  So, concern about the 
woman inside men gives rise to the idea of women as a dark conti-
nent.  Women, with less fear of their inner masculine identification, 
usually don’t feel the need to regard men as mysterious and un-
known. 

So we men have three reasons for our delusion that women 
are a dark and mysterious continent: a justification for exploitation, 
a manifestation of envy, and an expression of defensiveness about 
our secondary identification.  Let’s try to do better in the future. 

William R. Meyers, PhD, is Professor Emeritus in Psy-
chology at the University of Cincinnati who holds a B.A. in history, 
graduated magna cum laude, a Phi Beta Kappa from Harvard Col-
lege, and has a PhD in Clinical Psychology from the Department of 
Social Relations at Harvard.  He has been on the faculty of M.I.T. 
in urban planning and on the faculty of Harvard in psychiatry, has 
served as the Director of Research for the Peace Corps, has been a 
business and organizational consultant, and has had a clinical 
practice.  Professor Meyers is finishing the manuscript of his third 
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book, Seeing Deeper: Social Science Methods for Psychohistory 

and may be contacted at wrmeyers@fuse.net.  

Women Emerging from the Dark Continent 

Ruth Neubauer—Private Consulting Practice 

 For many years I have been working with women in indi-
vidual psychodynamic psychotherapy support groups, teaching 
basic psychoanalytic concepts, and workshops.  The issue of “using 
our voice” emerges filled with powerful internal conflict, as noted 
by Marilyn Charles as “self-effacing versus self-authorizing” in her 
article “Are Women the Dark Continent?”  Questions emerge such 
as: When have you felt you could not use your voice?  What were 
the circumstances?  When have you used your voice?  How did/
does it feel?  How do others react?  What do you say to yourself 
when you do use your voice?  What do you say to yourself when 
you do not use your voice though you wanted to?  As with the 
“direct gaze”—feeling objectified “may idealize or demonize”—
when women choose to use their individual, “idiosyncratic” voice 
(the voice which defines our proud uniqueness and individuality) 
we are often dismissed with common words such as “strident,” 
“brash,” “attention-getting,” “bossy,” “inappropriate,” “stupid,” 
“emotional,” or worse.  We women get quiet.  Or become used to 
the way things are.  It’s getting better/easier.  We are still learning.  

Women, being ancient gatherers, have a tendency toward 
holistic understanding, stability, unwinding complexity, and unique 
ways of problem solving.  We also tend toward compassion and 
empathy.  If history could be re-written by men and women, a rich 
and comprehensive dialogue might ensue.  Yes, it is an interesting 
point that history has been largely written by men.  The voice of 
minority positions and the historic use of the Greek chorus as illus-
trations of the essential importance of using voice, spoken or sung.  
These unison expressions raise the volume so as to be heard ex-
pressing what cannot be said directly by others, providing insight 
and speaking truths which, psychoanalytically speaking, remained 
in the dark of the unconscious, fiercely seeking light and sound.  
Needing to be spoken and heard.  Contributing (from the side) to 
what those with blinders on are loathe to consider.  We might think 
of women using their voice as giving voice to elements of the un-
conscious of men.  
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 If our inquiry in psychoanalytic treatment is bringing the 
unconscious to consciousness, naming, seeing the unseen, hearing 
the as yet unheard, and experiencing the repressed feelings, then we 
must not give up on the intention that together the strong voices and 
ideas of BOTH men and women, mother and father, are essential 
for filling in the historical gap.  

 We can begin now.  Women, write your history, tell your 
story, sing it, paint it, express it in clay, but take the risk which 
men’s disdain (and that our own fears) has kept you from taking.   
See the sideways gaze as curiosity and interest.  Take on the direct 
gaze as full eye contact and forget being objectified.  It remains 
within ourselves to make the shift from object to subject, from 
shaming glances to proud entitlement. 

 I venture to surmise that women of my generation—those of 
us who grew up in the 40s and 50s—are all intimately familiar with 
the singularity of the gaze of desire coming from men which, in-
stead of being “complimentary,” denied all that we valued in our-
selves: our unseen mind, ideas, creativity, vulnerability, care, and 
capacity for loving. 

 I am quite fascinated by how the author uses the notion of 
“the gaze itself and its impact, to flesh out that territory in between, 
the arena of potential possibilities that have yet to be envisioned.”  
This implies that having awareness of the gaze coming from the 
external world can be useful in knowing our position of being in-
between.  It is defining.  

 I am here. You and your gaze are there.  There is space be-
tween. We call that space “transitional space” into which we can 
move and change and invent and create and speak our truth and be-
come as authentically ourselves as we are able.  This is not easy.  
We step forward, get scared, and step back again.  However, we 
then do it again and move each time with more internal resources, 
which the experience of self-expression is now building.  We move 
again and again into the transitional space we have come to value 
rather than simply fear.  We grow. 

 The gaze is and shall remain objectifying, external, “other.”  
We who receive that gaze are fully here, fully subjects in our own 
right, here with our bodies and our internal lives.  We are not 
“other.”  We are the “I am.”  From this transitional space, we begin 
to use our voice more.   
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 We fortunately witness the evolution of younger genera-
tions, who now consider less of a split between body and mind, 
think nothing of their felt experience of gender equality, and expect 
to share responsibilities in all areas of shared living.  Let our side-
ways gazes hopefully meet in the middle. 

 Ruth Neubauer, LCSW, has a private consulting practice 
in Denver, Colorado.  She is co-founder of “Retirement” or What 
Next™ (www.retirementorwhatnext.com), working with women 
over 50 in transition.  She teaches “Psychoanalytic Concepts for 
Everyday Living” through Osher Lifelong Learning Institute of 
Denver University to non-professionals.  

We Are All Equal 

Lysandra Perez-Stromolo—Ramapo College  

 Many of the lessons my father taught me emerged in con-
versations during my drive to school in the mornings, and one of 
the most significant ones was delivered with the following words:  
“Always remember that you are not better than anyone else in the 
world, and that no one is better than you.  We are all of equal value, 
regardless of the position we might hold in life.”   

His lesson was one that I not only heard, but lived.  I devel-
oped in the richness of a large extended family and engaged Latino 
community in Puerto Rico where women were valued just as much 
as men.  I experienced my family as typical, although I am sure 
there were variations, as in any culture, and I often thought to my-
self that women “wore the pants” in our family, because much of 
the meaning making that I observed was done by mothers, sisters, 
aunts, and daughters.  The men in my family participated in deci-
sion making, but women always seemed to have a strong voice, 
both in their homes and in their communities.   

During my adolescence, my parents chose to migrate to the 
U.S. and as I entered that critical period of identity formation I was 
faced with the contrast between what I had learned about woman-
hood in my native cultural context and what I experienced as a 
young Puerto Rican female living in a white, working-class com-
munity. My 12-year-old female peers were overly concerned with 
their appearance, with fitting in.  They seemed fragile and primarily 
focused on efforts to attract the attention of boys.  While it was dif-
ficult to articulate to myself, some of what I observed showed a 
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striking contrast.  I felt different from my female peers, but not de-
moralized—in my mind, I knew I had it right:  I was not any better 
than anyone else, but no one was better than me.  My voice count-
ed, although it was certainly silenced in that its value seemed to 
have diminished in my new cultural context. 

I chose autonomy, and it did bring with it some isolation.  
The cost of giving myself up to a culture of deprecation of women 
was too great.  I observed how this new culture limited my female 
peers, their self-esteem, their self-efficacy, their assertiveness, their 
motivations, their ability to be themselves and to love themselves.  
The experience of being different became quite intense.  However, 
the isolation I experienced was in some ways quite empowering.  I 
did not want to become a “typical” American woman as I under-
stood her, and my rejection of the gender norms I observed gave me 
the freedom to be myself and to value the person I was becoming. 

I was lucky later to find a life partner who experienced me 
as an equal, even when his family did not.  We experienced some 
challenges around gender norms as our relationship developed, but 
we seemed to have the willingness to listen to each other, to see our 
relationship from multiple perspectives, and I imagine this was es-
sential for our success in maintaining a strong commitment to our 
marriage.   

Interestingly it was later, during my graduate training in 
clinical psychology that I again had to reflect carefully on the ten-
sion between self-actualization and self-effacing experience.  I re-
member clearly a moment of conversation about the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) item that asks whether 
one has ever wished to be of the opposite sex.  I was astounded to 
learn that when women answer this question in the negative (when 
they report they have not ever wished to be of the opposite sex), the 
response is considered deviant.  I thought, how could this be?  I had 
never wished to be a man…ever!   

I was flooded with many of the feelings I had experienced 
during my early acculturation, feelings of sadness and loss for the 
many women in our American and Latino cultures who have at 
some point had to feel this sense of self-deprecation. While I had 
certainly wished that I lived in a world where equality was not an 
illusion, where women and men were similarly valued and equally 
empowered, I had never wished to be anything but my female self.  
In my mind, there was absolutely no reason to wish to be a man 
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other than to have the privilege that our social context ascribes to 
men. I felt sad and frustrated to see that the response to this social 
injustice centered more often on self-deprecation than on social re-
construction. My feelings of sadness and frustration were so signifi-
cant, that they inspired my dissertation, which turned out to be an 
exploration of gender role attitudes in Anglo and Latino Americans.  
The topic of my dissertation, “Latino Gender Roles and their Rela-
tionship to Acculturation, Self-esteem, and Life Satisfac-
tion” (2001), was also inspired by my strong sense of disagreement 
with much of what had been written at the time about Latino gender 
roles, which were often described as highly traditional.   

This simply had not been my experience, and the contrast 
again speaks to Marilyn Charles’s point about perspective:   “What 
we have learned from oppressed minorities strikingly reveals how 
information can be visible to those who are cast to the side and 
marginalized that may be largely invisible from within the frame of 
the dominant culture.”  My husband and I have four adolescent 
children: two boys and two girls.  I do fear for them because they 
were not privileged to live in a culture more like my native one.  
However, I do hope that our family has been a place where each of 
us feels equally valued, from the moment we take our first breath, 
until the last.  Although changing social structures is certainly very 
slow work, the gift of parenthood provides an opportunity for us to 
empower our sons and daughters to love and to value equally.   

Lysandra Perez-Strumolo, PhD, is Director of the Faculty 
Resource Center and Associate Professor of Psychology at Ramapo 
College of New Jersey and will relinquish this position to become 
the Convener (Director) of the Psychology Major in September.  
Her graduate training is in the field of clinical psychology, and her 
applied work is focused on the provision of psychological services 
to disadvantaged children and families.  Among her research inter-
ests are psychological reactions to trauma, Latino psychology, and 
the scholarship of teaching and learning.  She may be contacted at 
lperezst@ramapo.edu.    
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Women Need Not be Castrated  
or Unfathomable 

Joyce M. Rosenberg—Private Practice 

 Charles understands very well that psychoanalysis as a 
whole tends to be blamed for the short-sighted theories of some of 
its great thinkers who were very much a product of their eras, cul-
tures, and psyches.  Those who blame psychoanalysis for its myo-
pia about women don’t understand that it has evolved over the dec-
ades, much like any other body of thought or knowledge.  Its per-
spective has changed as society has also changed.  If Freud were 
writing today, he might have a more expansive and accurate view 
of women. 

 Nonetheless, as Charles points out, male theorists like 
Jacques Lacan at the end of the 20th century were as mystified by 
women as Freud was in 1925.  Perhaps fearful of them is the better 
way to put it.  The “Dark Continent” is an apt metaphor; Africa has 
long been seen as dangerous and unexplored.  Mystery, danger, and 
fear often go hand-in-hand in the psyche. 

 It is interesting that analysts, whose role is to explore, can 
brand more than half the human race as a mystery or unfathomable.  
Of course, analysts meet people inside and outside their offices who 
cannot be understood and remain mysteries in varying degrees.  
However, are our psychoanalytic thinkers looking for a way to 
avoid knowing more about all women?  Are they saying “we give 
up”?  Charles notes in an insightful passage that “Perhaps, in part, 
what is insidious is the externality of the gaze on women that runs 
through the history of psychoanalytic ideas.”  Why the need for this 
externality, this distance?  Why shroud women in mystery? 

 Perhaps the answer lies with mothers, who are mysterious 
creatures to their children, particularly their preverbal and pre-
Oedipal children.  It is possible our great thinkers have been held 
back by the taboo and prohibition against knowing too much about 
their mothers.  Maybe unconsciously they fear that getting a better 
understanding of the female psyche would be to see their mothers 
as symbolically naked.  

 However, there is more than taboo at work in the relegation 
of women to the Dark Continent.  Charles writes about men’s need 
to view women as castrated and their need to see themselves as 
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more powerful because they have penises and women don’t.  The 
male need to symbolically castrate and weaken women has many 
contributing factors; one undeniably is the fear of being over-
whelmed and engulfed in the way that boys can be by their moth-
ers.  By consigning women to the ranks of the castrated, our for-
bearers have maintained not only their safety but also their domi-
nant role in the psychoanalytic world.  As Charles notes, it is a role 
that was largely unchallenged for decades, even by women analysts 
and thinkers.  

 She writes at the end of her paper: “When we close our-
selves off to aspects of being human, those aspects wither and the 
quality of life is diminished.”  The inability of male theorists to ex-
plore the female psyche has left us the poorer. 

 Joyce M. Rosenberg is a licensed psychoanalyst, member 
of the National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis 
(NPAP), and Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum.  She 
has a private practice in Manhattan working with adults and cou-
ples.  She has written papers on the connection between the psyche 
and creativity, on empathy in culture and psychoanalysis, and on 
the Holocaust.  In addition, she is a small business reporter at The 
Associated Press and may be contacted at psyjourn@att.net.  

Women Face Obstacles to Having It All 

Joan T. Seymour—U.N. Diplomat (Retired)  

One of the first issues that I dealt with when I joined the 
United Nations was the question of the equality of women.  In 
1975, preparations were being made for the first world conference 
on the status of women in Mexico.  My supervisor held meetings at 
which I was privileged to meet such luminaries as Gloria Steinem 
and Bella Abzug.  The discussions centered on women enjoying 
their civil and political rights and having the opportunity to reach 
the same career levels as men as well as having a family. 

I was surprised at the discussions about women not being 
able to “have it all”—marriage, children, and a career.  I was taken 
aback because I came from a developing country which had ap-
pointed me one of the first diplomats for the Government of Guy-
ana and now I was in a post at the UN which put me in the profes-
sional ranks with all the possibilities of moving upwards.  At that 
time, it didn’t seem to me that moving ahead would be such a prob-
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lem, but then I didn’t understand the UN system of promotions.  
The main point is that I had felt that I and other women could “have 
it all.” 

After all, my mother was the example par excellence.  She 
had a career in early childhood education, ran her own kindergar-
ten, had six children, and engaged in many activities relating to 
church and social work.  Perhaps there was a rivalry between her 
and my father—he also had many outside activities besides his all-
consuming job.  In the home, it was my mother who urged my fa-
ther to buy our house and advised him how to go about it; she was 
the motivator in many such practical things.  So I had the vision of 
a strong woman who knew how to forge ahead with what was nec-
essary. 

During the 1950s and 1960s Guyana was moving from colo-
nial status to independence and it seemed that we could all attain 
goals if we had the education.  That was the key.  I never imagined 
that I wouldn’t have a career.  The question was just what kind of 
career.  The future I saw for myself was a position in the civil ser-
vice, having a lovely home with a garden and husband and children.  
What I did not see at the time and only later recognized was the 
price I paid for emphasizing my career at the expense of my per-
sonal/emotional life; I was on a ladder and I wanted to climb it and 
compete with others for the next position.  After all, I covered 
many bases on the statistics for women which counted toward ad-
vancement: a woman, from a developing country, speaking both 
French and English and seen as proficient.   Besides, I enjoyed my 
work, apart from the infighting, and the travel it entailed.  Finding a 
partner was something I felt would happen and I did not need to be 
too proactive about it.  Each year on my birthday until I was 45 
years old my mother would ask, “Anyone special Joan?” and I 
would recount meeting men who were interesting and as committed 
to their careers as I was to mine, but who as diplomats could not 
marry out of their nationality.  My mother, who had it all, was in-
vested in seeing me married and providing her with grandchildren, 
and she could not see what stood in my path.  

Yet, as the only unmarried daughter of three, it was to me 
that my mother turned for emotional and financial support.  In West 
Indian families the unmarried daughter had a certain role to play 
and it didn’t matter that I was living and working thousands of 
miles away, I still was expected to fulfill that role.  Many of my 
Western colleagues found it hard to understand that I contributed to 
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my parents each month, nor was I the only one, so too did those 
from Africa and the Philippines.  Had I lived in Guyana I would 
have lived at home until I married, whereas in the United States 
young people were expected to leave home and find an apartment 
after college.  During the years of my UN career, I did not wonder 
if and how my personal life was being affected by the particular job 
I was doing, as the trusted “special assistant” to the head of a de-
partment or as head of a division, working long hours and ensuring 
that all was in perfect order.  I did not see that my career was taking 
over my whole existence and that I did not “have it all.”    

Despite the example of my mother, I had put myself in the 
background of my work and family instead of putting myself in the 
forefront of the picture.  At this stage in retirement it has been a dif-
ficult journey learning to bring myself and my wishes forward and 
not defer to serve the needs of others.   

Joan T. Seymour, a former Guyanese diplomat and inter-
national civil servant, lives in New York City.  She has consulted on 
gender issues with the UN and studied organizational dynamics at 
the William Alanson White Institute.  An active member of the 
Church of the Transfiguration, she is chair of its music committee 
and the tour guides, as well as a volunteer for hospice.   She can be 

reached at edytha@earthlink.net.      

Marilyn Charles Replies 

I am grateful for the opportunity to reflect on the position of 
women in relation to psychoanalysis and to read the thoughtful re-
sponses to my commentary.  As Alford and Barglow note, there is a 
counter-voice running through psychoanalysis from the beginning, 
with Horney taking a stand for a psychoanalysis that is both embod-
ied and contextual and Klein becoming a force that would alter psy-
choanalytic theory and practice profoundly.  Yet, in spite of the no-
table contributions by women, there is a paternalism that runs 
through psychoanalysis that remains problematic to the extent that 
we are not able to see it.  A woman’s voice does not necessarily 
solve our problem in a culture in which the values associated with 
the female are devalued.  Seymour, for example, notes that it is on-
ly in retrospect that she can see ways in which her “free choices” 
had not been in line with her own intrinsic desires but rather had 
been shaped by culture in ways that had been invisible to her.  
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My omission of Klein in my original reflections was notable 
given that my clinical work and theoretical orientation owe so 
much to her.  Yet, Klein was so embedded in what Freud had begun 
that at times the Freudian canon creates an overlay through which 
one must peer in order to touch the depths of her insights.  It is not 
that women have not made significant contributions.  The question, 
rather, has to do with the possibility of using psychoanalysis in 
ways that allow the layers of culture and context to reveal them-
selves such that the particularity of a given individual—man or 
woman—can be revealed and explored in ways that afford greater 
choice in living and greater creativity.   

In these final reflections, then, I speak not for women but as 
a woman, a woman who sees the hope of psychoanalysis in the line-
age of those who pass along their wisdom born of living and re-
flecting deeply such that they can nourish whatever is incipient in 
those whose lives they touch.  As a woman of a particular genera-
tion and social context, I am aware of the formative and at times 
constricting layers in my history.  For me, Lacan’s knots come clos-
est to providing a metaphor that holds that complexity—the mys-
tery of an individual human life—in a way that holds reverence and 
respect for that particularity and thereby the person’s unique crea-
tive potential.  Perhaps that is my womb-nature, to have in mind the 
creative potential that seems to be at the core of what it means to be 
human and yet, notably, Winnicott, stood there before me.   

As Barglow notes, culture matters and, in psychoanalysis, 
explanatory power is crucial.  His anecdote could be countered by a 
myriad of others, each of which might affirm a different theory or 
perspective.  That multiplicity, for me, is the power of psychoanaly-
sis, accepting the complexity of experience, recognizing the basic 
forms and structures of the human experience, and also the inevita-
bly idiosyncratic ways in which meanings register and cohere for 
any given individual.  While I might agree with Barglow regarding 
Lacan’s human failings, I still value the extraordinarily insightful 
metaphors offered by Lacan that help us recognize and work effec-
tively with these complexities.  

Castelloe describes ways in which art, like theory, can af-
ford a vantage point that cuts into our presumptions and exposes 
aspects of experience that are otherwise hidden from view.  Ceccoli 
highlights the beauty and potential of recognizing and valuing dif-
ference itself.  Her reflections leave me thinking about the “dark 
continent” in men, the territory that is left unexplored by loading it 
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into the woman.  In many ways, psychoanalysis has been precisely 
an exploration of that “dark continent,” through a lens that was of-
ten unnamed and itself insufficiently explored.  Thus, we encounter 
the particularity of Freud’s lens as it was contextualized in space 
and time within the frame of one man’s experience.  His willing-
ness to explore his own “dark continent” gave a brilliance that was 
both illuminating and obscuring to those who followed, inviting us 
to follow the method rather than adopting the lens.   

Covitz marks the difficulty posed by dichotomization and 
offers a view from another side, much as we find in Dimen’s will-
ingness to engage with my different voice in reflecting on questions 
that, as she wisely notes, are never entirely answered but rather 
continue to animate our explorations of what it means—and can 
potentially mean—to be human.  Like Ceccoli, Dimen points to the 
two sides—the lived experience versus the symbolic—those essen-
tial aspects of what it means to be human and require a complex 
model in order to be able to even consider reflectively.  In psychoa-
nalysis, there tends to be a confusion of tongues, and I have appre-
ciated the willingness of individuals who speak in different tongues 
to move past the particularities of my language and struggle with 
the questions I hoped to explore.  By looking at these questions 
through their own lenses, the variety seems true to the topic at hand 
and to psychoanalysis as an instrument that cannot answer the basic 
human questions with any finality but, rather, takes a stand on the 
importance of the exploration.  

Elovitz, in his own direct way, goes to the heart of the mat-
ter of denigration of that “other” who otherwise would seem too 
threatening.  He points to the early battle between wills that I see 
playing out with my grandchildren, that poignant battle for autono-
my within the context of utter dependency.   Given that we are born 
from the mother’s womb and deeply entangled with her at a psychic 
level, it may be inevitable that we will find ourselves at war with 
that cord that binds.  Negotiating those deep and conflicting ties 
seems to endure over the course of a lifetime, renegotiated from 
other angles as we take up different roles within the generational 
relationships.  That capacity to locate ourselves in these various po-
sitions may be what is needed regarding the subject of gender, as 
well as to be able to locate what has been “othered” within our-
selves and to consider to what extent we are willing to accept these 
foreclosures.  The strength of the Women’s Movement, it seems to 
me, lay in raising the issue of “equal opportunity,” a very American 
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ideal that is also confusing.  Certainly, equal opportunity has never 
truly meant equal opportunity but rather, perhaps, equal possibility.  
In this country, one can envision the possibility of attaining one’s 
desire.  In psychoanalysis, one can discover that desire. 

Turning the question around, Meyers highlights ways in 
which women may become caught in a male ambivalence that 
speaks more profoundly to difficulties in relation to their own fe-
male parts than to a devaluation of women as women.  Perhaps it is 
the woman’s failure to recognize this particularity of the male di-
lemma that leaves her further captured in what would otherwise be 
his problem.  Lotto notes the power, for the man, of the female 
gaze.  Female power, according to Lotto, is relational and indirect, 
and relies on the currency of love.  Potency may not be the crucial 
issue here but rather to what extent it is possible to make a direct 
claim on one’s values, beliefs, and desires.  There is an important 
difference between the subtlety that speaks from beneath the sur-
face and the shame that keeps one silent, locked below a force that 
keeps its stranglehold precisely because one cannot meet the light 
of public scrutiny.   

Psychoanalysis is, at essence, an art and science of self-
understanding, predicated on the hope that greater individual under-
standing would lend itself to greater humanity within the culture at 
large.  Being able to recognize the sense and nonsense, the ways in 
which culture becomes implicated but is not at the heart of the mat-
ter, is part of what this lens can show in the inevitable Möebius 
strip, the hall of mirrors pointed to so eloquently by Covitz. 

Rosenberg, too, points to the mystification that is at the 
heart of the human experience, the impossibility of truly knowing 
another person’s heart or mind.  As Neubauer notes, it is in the mul-
tiplicity of voices that a larger truth emerges.  In this way, we might 
move closer to being able to answer questions being raised regard-
ing a difference that, as Covitz notes, is more about differences 
among individuals than between genders.  Gender is merely one 
thread.  In describing her efforts to locate herself within the chang-
ing lenses of culture imposed by emigration, Perez-Stromolo notes 
the challenge of being able to locate oneself in a heritage sufficient-
ly enough to be able to invite one’s children (and one’s students) to 
be suitably mindful and to envision the possibilities within the con-
straints.  

DeVinney counterposes my myth with her own, considering 
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ways in which a text can both hide and reveal alternative readings, 
in this way coming to the heart of the psychoanalytic enterprise, 
whose value lies in that very ineluctable duality such that the dream 
has value because we can say the impossible in a way that enables 
us to unsay it at the same time.  Truths can be told because we can 
strain at their edges and soften them sufficiently that they can be 
allowed to register in their own way, in their own time, and evolve 
along with our reflective capacities.  

Women’s Secret 

Peter W. Petschauer—Appalachian State University 

It was a passing conversation. 
In a store filled with exotic perfumes – 
covering antiques’ musty smells. 
 
She held up her hand – 
two fingers indicating two inches thickness – 
a book about women; 
the book about men has no more than one. 
She smiled coyly –  
size matters, she surely meant. 
 
Two mature women laughing – 
they let me know: 
women are worth more pages than men. 
I was present for all of mankind – 
as they revenged millennia of oppression. 
 
Women… 
Eve subdued Adam with an apple – 
he gladly accepted her heaven over the other. 
The loss of Paradise – 
the loss of innocence – 
the elevation of sexual attraction – 
a status greater than that of men and God. 
Endowed with powers men never understood – 
the darkest secret where they find release. 
 
Sex… 
To cultivate the untamed Enkidu – 
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Gilgamesh sent out the whore Shamhat. 
We never hear of her again. 
With a lock of hair Samson lost his strength – 
Delilah’s sheers have entered history. 
Women of Sparta withheld their sex – 
make peace, not war, they said. 
Queen Cleopatra used her sex – 
and men fell to her feet. 
She failed to save her kingdom; 
not they, though, but the snake did her in. 
 
Sex… 
Created by women to ensnarl men – 
that’s what men wrote already in ancient texts. 
Ever since first articulating their thoughts, 
religious leaders undermined – 
that unrestrained force, 
that unbridled impulse, 
that outright rejection of superego. 
 
Men… 
Proud inventors of writing – 
they styled their texts in mud – 
subdued territories across the globe. 
They conquered minds and lands – 
with extensions of their private instruments. 
 
Women… 
Sexual and powerful – 
hailed as the mother of God and put on a pedestal. 
And subjugated. 
Despised for fulfilling desires – 
behind thick walls of houses – 
slaving below glass ceilings. 
From the ancients to the moderns – 
behind bars of dubious explanations. 

 Peter W. Petschauer’s biography may be found on page 
206.  
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Women’s Hard Choices and  
Hillary’s Choice 

Paul H. Elovitz—Ramapo College 

The extension of rights has resulted in women gaining the 
vote and achieving some of the highest positions in academia, busi-
ness, government, industry, and the media.  This has occurred de-
spite considerable conscious and unconscious opposition by the old 
boys’ clubs that had dominated these professional activities.  Wom-
en today have an incredible array of choices.  They can identify 
with and emulate stay-at-home or working mothers; go to college 
and graduate school; be as sexually active outside of marriage as 
their brothers; choose a career; find a partner and have children 
within or without marriage; and seek to climb up the ladder of suc-
cess.  In short, they can aspire to have it all—to become a super 
woman.  However, every choice a woman—or for that matter a 
man—makes opens up certain possibilities and closes others.  
There is a cost for everything we humans do and women are often 
held to a higher standard than men.  This article starts with this gen-
eral discussion, but concentrates on the choices Hillary Clinton has 
made and is currently in the process of making (Hillary Rodham 
Clinton, Hard Choices: A  Memoir, 2014, 595-596).   

 Although a woman may aspire to great achievement outside 
of her home, her husband, boyfriend, or partner may not provide 
the needed support or may have other ideas.  Her children may con-
sciously or unconsciously develop problems as the best way to get 
attention.  Even if her spouse sincerely declares his desire to further 
her career, will he begin to give the type of support that a wife has 
traditionally given?  Will he anticipate his spouse’s professional 
and personal needs and automatically pick up after her?  Will he 
socialize effectively with the spouses of his co-workers and their 
bosses?  In most cases the odds are against this type of meaningful 
backing.  Will a potential super woman be willing to leave a seri-
ously ill child for an important meeting to prove that she is as dedi-
cated to professional advancement as any of her male competitors?  

Will the high achieving Hillary Rodham Clinton choose to 
enter into the exhausting task of running for the presidency that, if 
successful, would place the burdens of that office on her in her 70th  
year and beyond?  Or will she decide that it is time to kick back and 
enjoy life as a retiree and new grandmother?  As a young lawyer 
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planning a separate career she reports that “I chose to follow my 
heart instead of my head” and leave Washington to go to Arkansas 
with Bill Clinton (Living History, 2003, 69).  What will her heart 
and head be telling her as she contemplates running to succeed 
Barack Obama as president? 

 If a woman with political aspirations such as Hillary Ro-
dham makes a deal with her husband, as Hillary did with William 
Jefferson Clinton, that each would support the other’s political aspi-
rations, the man is almost certain to come first as in their case.  
When they were living together in Little Rock and even after their 
1975 marriage, their friends were not sure who would be the first to 
pursue a political career.  It made sense for the Arkansas-born hus-
band to run for office before his Chicago-born wife.  As governor, 
his cash salary was only a fifth of what his wife earned as a partner 
in a law firm in Little Rock, so she was the primary breadwinner.  
Besides opposition to the “Boy Governor’s” liberal policies and 
manner, the voters in this conservative state disliked their first lady 
keeping her own name, dressing without regard to local style, and 
openly playing an important role as his advisor.   

In 1980 Bill Clinton went from being the youngest governor 
of the state to becoming the youngest ex-governor.  In pursuit of 
reelection, among other adjustments the Clintons made, was for Bill 
to apologize for his mistakes and for the couple to appear tradition-
al enough to get Bill reelected continuous times until he became 
president.  Hillary Rodham presented herself as Mrs. Bill Clinton, 
shaved her legs, and paid more attention to local styles.   

Politics like marriage require many compromises.  The post-
humously born Bill Clinton may never have known his natural fa-
ther, but as governor he emulated both his idealized natural father 
and his stepfather, Roger Clinton, in being an unfaithful spouse.  
There were reports of shouting matches in the governor’s mansion 
in Arkansas, with the state’s first lady threatening to take their baby 
and leave, although in the end she did not.  When Bill’s drive for 
the Democratic presidential nomination in early 1992 was on the 
verge of being derailed by the reports of his philandering, the fact 
that his wife had forgiven him, as displayed on the television pro-
gram Sixty Minutes, was a key factor in Democratic voters forgiv-
ing him.   

Nevertheless, Hillary had to deal with the reality of her hus-
band being a womanizer who easily strayed.  President Clinton may 
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have convinced himself that he was true to the promise he had 
made his wife that he would never have sex with another woman 
because he did not have genital sex.  The most that prosecutor Ken 
Starr could establish was that there were about 11 or 12 instances of 
oral sex he reported in the voyeuristic Starr Report.  When the Pres-
ident declared that he did not have sex with “that woman” (Monika 
Lewinsky) he apparently believed his own words, but his Republi-
can opponents and wife certainly did not.  It is noteworthy that 
while Clinton was running for the White House in 1992, as a presi-
dential psychobiographer I discovered his ability, and that of his 
mother, of forgetting inconvenient facts.  Ultimately, as a good po-
litical wife, Hillary stood by her man.  The President held onto his 
office despite the trial of impeachment and left with unusually high 
public opinion numbers. 

The reasons why Hillary “stood by her man” are multi-
determined.  Her mother Dorothy’s parents had divorced and aban-
doned her to distant, unloving relatives, making her life a hell.  “We 
don’t believe in divorce” was a mantra in the Rodham household 
(subsequently one brother divorced), even when Hillary’s friends 
wondered how her mother could put up with the petulant husband 
her mother called “Mr. Difficult” (Carl Bernstein, A Woman in  
Charge: The Life of Hillary Rodham Clinton, 2008, 25).  At the 
time his only daughter, a “Daddy’s girl,” idealized him as she—a 
Goldwater girl—idolized the 1964 Republican presidential hopeful.  
Despite all Bill’s faults, Hillary and he shared a passion for politics 
and each other’s careers—the dream of the White House helped 
hold them together, partly because divorce for a southerner would 
be too great an electoral negative.  Hillary includes in her reasons 
for staying together “a love…[that] has grown  through our shared 
experiences of parenting our daughter, burying our parents,…a life-
time worth of friends…and an abiding commitment to our coun-
try” (Living History, 75). 

The world around them is not actually open to the enormous 
number of choices that it theoretically offers to women at the pre-
sent time.  In Arkansas, most voters were not enthusiastic about Bill 
announcing that Hillary would be a full political partner when he 
assumed the governorship in 1978, nor when he assumed the presi-
dency in 1993. 

The disdain of many for this approach was one of a variety 
of factors that resulted in Bill Clinton not being reelected as gover-
nor in 1980 and the many difficulties he had in his presidency.  It 
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was easier for many politicians to block Clinton’s efforts at health 
care precisely because Hillary was leading the effort.  In many re-
spects white Americans have become more conservative, which 
does not bode well for a liberal woman president.   

Narcissistic blows have a way of increasing the chances for 
life-changing decisions.  Investigative journalist and author Carl 
Bernstein argues that Hillary’s failure to pass the bar examination 
in Washington DC helped lead to her deciding to finally accept 
Bill’s invitation to join him in Arkansas, which would eventually 
result in their marriage (Bernstein, 92).  Could the concussion that 
Hillary suffered after a recent fall have also been a narcissistic 
blow?  At age 67, a serious concussion is a much greater reminder 
of her vulnerability than a concussion in her 20s would have been.  
The rocks that will be thrown at her in running for president may be 
figurative, but at her current age her ability to deal with them may 
be another matter.  If Hillary has definitely decided to run it is also 
likely that she is postponing an announcement because the scrutiny 
and political abuse she receives upon joining the contest will inten-
sify enormously.   

Although there have been a fair number of women presi-
dents and prime ministers, the first woman leader of a country that 
has major military responsibilities or one that is threatened militari-
ly is expected to be tougher than the average male president.  Indira 
Gandhi (president—1966-1977, 1980-1984) was subjected to enor-
mous pressure before being assassinated in 1984.  Golda Meir 
(premier—1969-1974), the only woman in the Israeli cabinet and 
said to be the only member who had “balls,” had to face the test of 
the 1973 Yom Kippur War, and Margaret Thatcher (prime minis-
ter—1979-1990), the “Iron Lady,” was tested by the Argentine gen-
erals in the 1982 Falkland War.  Thatcher’s low public opinion rat-
ings would have shortened her period of leadership, but these rat-
ings skyrocketed as a result of her successful conduct of the war.  
However, when her public opinion ratings dropped again the old 
boys’ club within the Conservative Party itself forced her into re-
tirement.  These examples are used to illustrate that the first woman 
president has to be tougher than the male presidents because, in all 
probability, she will be tested more than a man. 

Former President Clinton may not have been a loyal hus-
band, but he is loyal to the deal he made with his wife Hillary Ro-
dham in supporting her political aspirations after he had his turn.  
Should Hillary decide to run for President in the 2016 election and 
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be successful, there is a great advantage to having a former occu-
pant of the White House as her spouse.  If Hillary Rodham Clinton 
becomes our next president, it could be very beneficial that her 
chief informal advisor will be the man who was known in Arkansas 
as “Slick Willy” because of his ability to wiggle out of tight situa-
tions.  He can help her find symbolic ways of proving that both she 
and the country are not weak at a time when hounds of war are 
shouting for a dangerous foreign war or her head.   

The actor turned president, Ronald Wilson Reagan. dealt 
with the painful blow of 241 U.S. marines being blown up in Leba-
non on October 23, 1983 by going to war against Granada only two 
days later, allegedly to protect some American medical students 
from Cuban communist advisors to the left wing government.  The 
medical students had to be told that they were in danger since there 
had been no actions or threats against them by the left wing govern-
ment.  After the retreat of the left wingers the American public 
went to bed thinking of the strength of their country and its leader, 
rather than the vulnerability that had killed the 241 young Ameri-
can military personnel.  The cynicism involved in this decision is 
deplorable, but its political effectiveness can’t be ignored. 

Hillary, who has built a strong presidential candidate re-
sume as a senator, secretary of state, and policy advocate before 
long must either step aside into the life of a retired grandmother or 
assume the intense scrutiny and added abuse as a front running can-
didate.   That she was nicknamed “fearless” by a friend in her early 
20s (Bernstein, 86) may be an indication that she will once again 
take the plunge into the messy business of presidential politics.  

 Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, a historian of modern Europe, pro-
fessor, and psychoanalytic psychotherapist has taught at Temple, 
Rutgers, and Fairleigh Dickinson universities prior to becoming a 
founding faculty member at Ramapo College.  In 1983 he founded 
the Psychohistory Forum and serves as its director and in 1994 he 

created Clio's Psyche, this quarterly refereed scholarly publica-
tion.  Professor Elovitz is a presidential psychohistorian and schol-
ar of the history of psychohistory who may be contacted at pe-
lovitz@aol.com.  

The Online Forum Invites You to Participate 
Join the lively psychohistory conversation in the online leg of the 

Psychohistory Forum. To do so contact Molly Castelloe at 
msc214@nyu.edu. 
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What Does a Woman Really Want? 

Neil Wilson—Psychoanalyst in Private Practice 

 Men often feel mystified by women and there is a tendency 
to project this bafflement onto the founder of psychoanalysis.  Sig-
mund Freud knew an enormous amount about women, but his state-
ment that women’s sexuality is still “a dark continent,” is often pre-
sented as if he said that women are generally unknowable.  Many 
colleagues don’t check his original words and continue this mis-
reading of Freud.  Thus Marilyn Charles, in her valuable symposi-
um article, is far from alone in making this mistake.  Another mis-
used quotation, right down to the present, is “What does a woman 
really want?” which is often stated as “What do women want?”  A 
check in the Concordance of the Psychological Works of Sigmund 
Freud, Vol. VI (1980) reveals 857 references to “woman” and 685 
references to “women” but none to this quote.  Below I will trace 
the origin of this quote, put it in the context of Freud’s work, ex-
press my thoughts about it, and offer some thoughts on the knowa-
ble question generally.  

 First, it is interesting that Freud chose the analogy of “a 
dark continent” to refer to the sexuality of women.  The term “dark 
continent” referred to sub-Saharan Africa, that Europeans explored 
and took over in Freud’s early lifetime.   The sexual connotation of 
the term is not so subtle.   It is dark in the women’s vagina and for-
ever unseen.  Men can’t make up their minds about the dark conti-
nent—they are frequently in and out of it in their sexual activity 
and some in their emotional relationships.  The people of the “dark 
continent” were dominated, just as the white men of Europe domi-
nated women—both Africans and women viewed as inferior people 
in need of civilization. 

Initially, Freud thought that the developmental struggles of 
girls and boys were identical.  However, before long he realized 
that anatomical differences, varying relationships with loved ones 
(“objects” in our psychoanalytic language), and different Oedipal 
issues meant that the sexes had very different struggles. 

Freud’s lifelong struggle to understand sexual development 
and its implications was only partially successful.  Often, he noted 
that his understanding was incomplete.  The “what does a woman 
really want?” quotation is commonly misused even today and there-
fore has contemporary relevance. 
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The original question, which was apparently put to Princess 
Marie Bonaparte, was: “The great question that has never been an-
swered and which I have not yet been able to answer, despite my 
thirty years of research into the feminine soul is ‘What does a wom-
an really want?’”  Ernest Jones reported that it was related by her to 
him, but without context and only the rough time frame based on 
the reference of 30 years.  No light on Freud’s alleged query was 
shown in Jones’ and Bonaparte’s papers and letters or in the Lon-
don Institute of Psychoanalysis archives.   

        What is Freud’s meaning?  In his fulfilling marriage of 53 
years he did not seem to struggle with this question.  A quick sur-
vey of Freud’s clinical vignettes and numerous case histories 
doesn’t indicate that women perplexed him more than men.  While 
he referred to women’s sexuality as “a dark continent” his clinical 
cases reveal a deepening knowledge of the subject.  

          In Freud: A Life for Our Times (1988), Peter Gay focuses on 
this difficult question, pointing out that early in life young Sigmund 
was surrounded by a rather dominant mother and five younger sis-
ters.  He was very close to his mother and viewing himself as her 
favorite (she called him “my golden Siggi”) may have required the 
young boy to be intensely aware of her needs.  However, could not 
this special position, real or imagined, have placed neurotic de-
mands on the child as he sought to keep it?  If so, could it partly 
explain his question?    

Regarding the general question of men’s understanding of 
women, the legendary “The Marriage of Sir Gawain and Dame 
Ragnell” comes to mind.  In one version, Sir Arthur is deer-hunting 
on his own lands, which turn out to be the Sir Gromer’s domain.  
Gromer is a gigantic knight who normally beheads poachers, but 
because of his regard for Sir Arthur, he will spare his head if within 
a year and a day he can answer the query, “What do women want?”   

Industriously, Arthur and his nephew Sir Gawain spend the 
next year recording in two books the answers to this question given 
by all the women in the kingdom, but are horrified when they real-
ize that the answers all vary.  In despair at the expected loss of both 
his life and his kingdom, Arthur sets off and encounters Dame Rag-
nall, an old hag who is the sister of the giant.  Fortunately, the hag 
will provide the answer, if she can marry Sir Gawain, who is ready 
to sacrifice himself for his uncle and lord.  The answer, declares 
Dame Ragnell, is that women want to make their own choices in 
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life—they want autonomy.  

 His king is safe, but Gawain must wed.  Amazingly, upon 
its consummation the old hag becomes a beautiful maiden who tells 
her husband that he has the choice of her being fair by night and 
foul by day or visa-versa.  Gawain declares the choice to be hers, 
prompting her to be fair both by night and day, since it was her 
choice. 

 Upon telling my daughter, a mother and successful career 
woman, the tale, she declared “No way!”  So I asked, “What do 
women want?”  Without hesitation she stated, “Security, of 
course!”  This forced me to reconsider the question in our era of 
liberated women.  My conclusion is that there is no single answer to 
this question, leaving it in a sense, unanswerable.   

Could Freud have posed this rhetorical question to his pa-
tient Marie Bonaparte?  If Freud did pose it, did she perhaps misun-
derstand what he meant, as is common among patients during treat-
ment?  Marie Bonaparte was frigid and struggled with her sexuali-
ty.  While first in therapy with Freud beginning in 1925, two years 
later she had surgery aimed at correcting her lack of sexual re-
sponse by lessening the distance between her vagina and clitoris in 
fitting with the theories of Professor Josef von Halban of Vienna.  
Freud tactfully disapproved, but even after this operation failed she 
had it twice more in 1930 and 1931, with similar results.   

My thought is that perhaps Freud was seeking to indirectly 
ask Bonaparte what she wanted.  She never was at home with her 
femininity and would later call herself “a female misfit.”  In the 21st 
century might she have been tempted to have gender reassignment 
surgery to change her anatomy? 

In her fine book Female Sexuality (1953), Bonaparte refers 
to Freud’s insight into female sexual development over 60 times.  
Her emphasis on the biological aspects of sexuality exceeds even 
Freud’s.  Nowhere in her writing is there a suggestion that the 
founder of psychoanalysis lacked knowledge regarding female sex-
uality.  Given that her detailed volume is based on her analyst’s the-
ories and work, it strikes me that Bonaparte may have misunder-
stood Freud’s query about women. 

Neil Wilson, EdD, is a psychoanalyst and psychologist in 
Teaneck, New Jersey where he co-founded and co-directed the New 
Jersey Institute for Training in Psychoanalysis prior to retiring 
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from administration.  He may be contacted at neilwilson88 
@yahoo.com.  

Feminist Historian Joan Wallach Scott:  
Featured Scholar Interview  

Paul H. Elovitz—Clio’s Psyche 

 Joan Wallach Scott is a historian of France with major con-
tributions to gender and intellectual history.  She was born on De-
cember 18, 1941 in Brooklyn, New York as the eldest of two daugh-
ters to Sam and Lottie Tanenbaum Wallach, who were both high 
school history teachers.  She was raised to believe in the equality of 
women and academic freedom.  The failure of the latter hit close to 
home when her father was fired from his public 
school position in 1953 in a McCarthyite at-
tack on leftist teachers.  After attending Mid-
wood High School she graduated Magnum 
Cum Laude from Brandeis in 1962 as a Phi 
Beta Kappa.  

 Scott received her doctoral degree in 
history from the University of Wisconsin–
Madison in 1969. She then taught in history 
departments at the University of Illinois at Chicago (1970-
72), Northwestern University (1972-74), and the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill (1974-80) before becoming Nancy 
Duke Lewis University Professor and Professor of History (1980–
85) at Brown University.  There she was founding director of 
the Pembroke Center for Teaching and Research on Women.  In 
1985 she became Professor of Social Science at the Institute for 
Advanced Study in Princeton, N.J. before being appointed the Har-
old F. Linder Professor at the Institute in 2000.  She became Pro-
fessor Emerita upon her retirement in June 2014. 

 Scott’s eight books include The Glassworkers of Carmaux: 
French Craftsmen and Political Action in a Nineteenth-Century 
City (1974); Women, Work and Family (co-authored with Louise 
Tilly) (1978);  Gender and the Politics of History (1988); Only Par-
adoxes to Offer: French Feminists and the Rights of Man (1996); 
Parité: Sexual Equality and the Crisis of French Universalism 
(2005); The Politics of the Veil (2007); and The Fantasy of Femi-
nist History (2011).  She has also edited ten volumes and written 
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some 72 articles. 

 Professor Scott is a Fellow of the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences.  She has received numerous awards and prizes 
including the Hans Sigrist Prize of the University of Bern (1999); 
the Herbert Baxter Adams Prize of the American Historical Associ-
ation (AHA-1974); the Joan Kelly Memorial Prize of the AHA 
(1989); and AHA Award for Scholarly Distinction (2009).  She sits 
on the editorial boards of nine journals.  She is a founding editor of 
the journal History of the Present; A Journal of Critical History 
(historyofthepresent.org).  Professor Scott (JWS) was interviewed 
by Paul H. Elovitz (PHE).  

PHE:  I am impressed by your  knowledge of applied psychoa-
nalysis, what I call psychohistory, in your article, “The Incommen-
surability of Psychoanalysis and History,” that appeared in the re-
cent Cambridge University Press book, Psychoanalysis and Histo-
ry: Interdisciplinary Explanations.  Why do you see psychoanalysis 
and history as incommensurable? 

JWS:  I think they are incommensurable in a productive way—
that was my point in the article.  History constructs narratives, pre-
fers rationalist explanations for the texts it reads and for the events 
and behavior it recounts.  It also strives for a certain closure in the 
interpretations presented.   Psychoanalysis questions the coherence 
of narratives, looks for signs of unconscious disruption in texts, 
events, and behaviors, and, in that way, opens possibilities for dif-
ferent kinds of interpretation from the ones historians are used to 
offering.  The time of history tends to be linear; the historian fan-
cies herself an observer not a participant in the story she tells.  The 
time of psychoanalysis is more confused; it’s not just that the past 
remains in the present, but that the present constructs the meanings 
of the past.  The analyst is a participant in the process, not simply 
an observer.  

PHE:  Is there any way of overcoming this gulf that you see be-
tween the two disciplines?   

JWS:  Why should there be?  The point is not to resolve the dif-
ference in one direction or another—I argue in the article that that 
was, in effect, what the psychohistory movement of the 1970s did, 
to its detriment—but to see how the encounter between the differ-
ent approaches pushes each to places they wouldn’t otherwise go.  
People trained in both disciplines can move back and forth and of-
fer insight that more traditionally trained historians can’t. 
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PHE:  What was the basis of your  resistance to psychoanalysis?   

JWS:  Like many histor ians, I thought it was impossible to get 
to the unconscious minds of people in the past.  I thought it could 
only be about individuals.  I held fast to rationalist interpretations 
and was trained not only to produce coherent linear narratives, but 
to read texts for their coherence.  In the intellectual history courses 
I took, one produced coherent readings of the thoughts and actions 
of historical characters.  If there was incoherence, it was the histori-
an’s fault. 

PHE:  When you write, “it is the unconscious that knows neither 
time nor contradiction that distinguishes the psychoanalyst’s ver-
sion of history from that of the disciplined historian,” as one of a 
number of scholar/clinicians trained in both history and psychoa-
nalysis, I am puzzled by the implication of this statement.  Do you 
mean to imply that I can’t use what I have learned as an analyst to 
provide a better understanding of a historical personage or situa-
tion? 

JWS:  No, I don’t mean that at all.  It’s precisely your psychoana-
lytic training that lets you read for the unconscious, lets you intro-
duce notions of incoherence and irrationality into your analysis of 
history.  But if you were to write a full historical account, I wonder 
what kinds of framing you’d choose, what causality you’d opt for, 
what kind of closure your story would have.  It’s there that the ten-
sions are manifest, not simply in offering a “better understanding of 
a historical personage or situation.”  That suggests a kind of small 
addition to the big story; I’m referring to how you’d tell the big sto-
ry, and I assume it would be different from the way a traditional 
historian would tell it. 

PHE:  I find your  questions to be thought provoking.  My fir st 
thought was that the framing would depend on the topic and that for 
my work on the history of psychohistory it would be what you 
would expect of a traditional historian.  I do believe that I need to 
be more open to letting in my psychoanalytic self in how I tell the 
big story.  In struggling to gain the acceptance of my fellow histori-
ans for applied psychoanalysis, I am sometimes resistant to allow-
ing my psychoanalytic perspective to frame the big picture.  In 
terms of resistances, what led you to move beyond your resistances, 
as stated in The Fantasy of Feminist History (2011)? 

JWS:  There were things I couldn’t explain in the work I was do-
ing on gender and women’s history.  There was a group of feminist 
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scholars at Brown University (where I joined the faculty in 1980) 
who were immersed in psychoanalysis, post-structuralism—
theories I hadn’t encountered before and that seemed to offer better 
ways of approaching the persistent inequalities between women and 
men, the fantastic claims made about sexual difference in the 
course of history. 

PHE:  You associate psychoanalysis applied to history with 
madness and profound passion.  However, have you encountered 
colleagues before me who are devoted to applying psychoanalytic 
history to understanding childhood, coping mechanisms, creativity, 
emotions, group behavior, historical change, innovation, overcom-
ing trauma, and personality rather than pathology? 

JWS:  Yes, of course.  If I only associated psychoanalysis with 
the study of pathology, it wouldn’t be much use beyond extreme 
cases.  But, I wonder, do you think profound passion is pathologi-
cal?   I don’t. 

PHE:  Yes, profound passion need not be pathological, but it 
can be.  It isn’t for Jimmy Carter, who formed a reaction formation 
regarding violence as a small boy and whose passion for peacemak-
ing is a part of his personality.  It was for the chemist Sir Humphry 
Davy (1778-1829), whose fantasy of being descended from aliens 
from outer space fueled his passion for science, but also left him 
vulnerable to narcissistic injury as he aged and people considered 
him to be strange.  Have you come across similar cases in your own 
work? 

JWS:  I don’t think so.  This isn’t the kind of thing I look for, I 
guess. 

PHE:  Although I was trained in a fair ly traditional analytic 
institute, the heart of psychoanalysis to me is about a methodology 
of listening to the individual to help clients understand their own 
emotions and conflicts, not to find categories to fit them into.  What 
are your thoughts on this, and does this fit in with your current 
sense that humans are “mutable”? 

JWS:  I don’t think historians who apply psychoanalytic categories 
(or diagnostic labels) to their subjects are doing work of a kind that 
interests me.  It’s the processes (displacement, condensation, pro-
jection, fantasy, identification, etc.) that I find useful for thinking 
about behavior in the past (and the present).  As for the mutability 
of humans, that’s a different issue, isn’t it?  I offered it as a histori-
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cal concept.  I think we are all products of the interactions of cultur-
al norms (myths, rules, etc.) and individual psyches (formed in fam-
ilies and groups), which grapple with those norms—obey, adapt, 
transgress, resist them.  The norms are mutable for all sorts of his-
torical reasons (not all of which are explained by psychoanalytic 
theory). So, in that sense, humans—in the long perspective of 
time—are mutable.  

PHE:  You appear  to find the psychoanalysis of Lacan and oth-
er French theorists to be more amenable to you than the psychoa-
nalysis of what you describe as the Anglo-American School, which 
includes Nancy Chodorow and Carol Gilligan.  Is this accurate and, 
if so, why is it? 

JWS:  Yes.  The psychoanalysis that interests me (Freud should 
be included along with Lacan, Laplanche and de Certeau) is, as I 
said above, the one that focuses on the operations of the uncon-
scious (understood through language).  It also posits sexual differ-
ence as a problem, not as something known or to be taken for grant-
ed.  The fixed oppositions between men and women, masculine and 
feminine, are challenged in the work I depend on.  Those opposi-
tions tend to be reified in object relations theory, which also often 
focuses on more sociological explanations and solutions.  I think 
the operations of the unconscious (fantasy especially) are more 
complicated and elusive than sociology can explain. 

PHE:  As psychoanalytic histor ians we readily use the concept 
of fantasy, but in my experience it is not commonly used by other 
historians.  So it puzzles me that you write about The Fantasy of 
Feminist History.  Why do you use this concept?  Does it make 
some of your feminist colleagues uncomfortable? 

JWS:  Why are you puzzled?  I thought I made it pretty clear  
in the introductory chapter why fantasy was a concept I wanted to 
work with.  It calls into question the idea that representation neces-
sarily corresponds to material realities; it suggests there are desires 
that are expressed by people that theories of “interest” can’t ac-
count for; it assumes that gender is an attempt to rein in fantasy.  
I’m sure it disturbs some feminist historians, but my work has dis-
turbed them for a long time.  You can find any number of articles 
attacking my “poststructualist turn,” calling into question my cre-
dentials as a feminist and a historian.  I don’t write for those who 
refuse to engage the critical work I think I’m doing.  This doesn’t 
mean I’m immune to criticism—I actually find criticism extremely 
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useful in sharpening my thinking and improving my writing.  It 
does mean that there’s a difference between refusal and engage-
ment.  

PHE:  Have you have exper ienced an in-depth therapy which 
could readily change your perspective on issues like psychoanalysis 
generally and fantasy in particular? 

JWS:  Yes.  But I think the effect was indirect, as perhaps it al-
ways is.  I’d say that equally important was reading the work of the 
feminists at Brown and elsewhere that I’ve already mentioned.  
Seeing the kind of insight they gained was tremendously exciting.  
In the Pembroke Centre I learned to think in new ways; that expo-
sure, as much as my own analytic experience, has had a profound 
effect on my thinking. 

PHE:  How does postmodernism relate to psychoanalysis and 
psychohistory? 

JWS:   I don’t do postmodernism, so I’m not sure how to answer 
this question.  My exposure was to what is called post-
structuralism, to the emphasis on language, the critique of meta-
physics, the critical work of scholars like Foucault, Derrida, Lacan, 
Kristeva, Cixous, Irigaray (all French, I’m afraid!).  A certain kind 
of Freudian reading figures in all of their work.  As for psychohis-
tory, I’m not sure what that is beyond the moment in the 1970s 
when it proclaimed itself a sub-field in the U.S. 

PHE:  When you repor t finding “the uses that some psycho-
historians made of Freudian concepts reductive and unhelpful,” I 
have to agree.  Just as there is bad economic, labor, political, social 
history, there is bad psychohistory.  Why is psychohistory tarred so 
completely by work poorly done, while other historical specialties 
are not? 

JWS:  I think it has to do with the anxiety that thinking about 
the unconscious produces among conventional historians.  Or with 
the idea that there’s nothing that can be firmly proven about a psy-
choanalytic reading of some event or behavior in the past. 

PHE:  As the son of a union organizer  and a politically activist 
mother who was jailed for demonstrating for free school lunches 
during the Great Depression, I am predisposed to question things 
that many other historians would not.  I wonder about the impact of 
having leftist parents on you and your scholarship.  
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JWS:  I think my parents predisposed me to being a cr itic, 
but—as I suggest in the small autobiographical piece I wrote, 
“Finding Critical History” (in James Banner and John Gillis, eds. 
Becoming Historians, 2009)—my relationship to my father was al-
so formative in a different way.  The dynamic with him (this I did 
learn in my analysis) was complex.  I at once sought his approval 
and resisted his authority.  (Oedipal?  Maybe, but I understand it 
better as a contradictory dynamic.)  In any case, critical engage-
ment was what I learned consciously at the dinner table and (in an-
other register entirely) psychically in family dynamics. 

PHE:  Several times in your  chapter  you cite Peter  Loewenberg 
of UCLA, a member of the Editorial Board of our journal.  Do you 
have any personal association with him and what do you think of 
his scholarship, beyond his work on the Langer brothers that you 
mention? 

JWS:  His work was very helpful to me when I was writing the 
article you referred to at the beginning; I learned a great deal from 
his writing—of which I read a lot.  I don’t know him personally. 

PHE:  You have done a great deal for  women’s history in both 
your career and scholarship. What do you consider to be your great-
est contribution in this area? 

JWS:  Keeping the question of gender  an open question instead 
of as a known relationship between women and men.   

PHE:  In wr iting about gender , have you paid considerable at-
tention to childhood in the development of your subjects? 

JWS:  No. 

PHE:  Why does wear ing the veil in French schools evoke such 
strong emotions? 

JWS:  French republicanism is a very strong ideological posi-
tion.  It insists on the universality of its principles.  It takes Islam to 
be a dangerous violation of French secularism.  There is a long co-
lonial history at play here, which took Arabs to be an inferior race; 
there is racism both past and present in the portrayal of immigrants 
from North and West Africa as dangerous classes.  There is also an 
interesting displacement of “religion” onto Muslims, even though 
this secular nation still celebrates Christian holidays as national hol-
idays, supports church buildings as part of the national patrimony, 
and contributes to private religious educational institutions.  In fact, 
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in some of the anti-Muslim rhetoric, Christianity has become syn-
onymous with secularism!! 

PHE:  Of which of your books or  ar ticles are you most proud?  

JWS:  My favor ite ar ticle is “Fantasy Echo: History and the Con-
struction of Identity” (Critical Inquiry, 2001).  I like all of my 
books—they were adventures; I learned new ways of thinking as I 
wrote them.  I don’t have a single favorite. 

PHE:  What are you working on now?  What is its importance 
and when do you expect to have it published? 

JWS:  A book on secular ism and gender  equality.  It’s a sequel 
to The Politics of the Veil (Princeton University Press, 2007).  In it 
I return to the second-wave feminist scholarship of the 1970s and 
‘80s and to post-Colonial scholarship as well to argue that gender 
equality and secularism were not, historically, synonymous.  The 
aim is to deconstruct the current “clash of civilizations” argument 
that the secular Christian West guaranteed gender equality while 
the religious Muslim East did/does not.  My aim is to take apart that 
binary opposition and introduce some complexity into the debate.  
I’m writing now; it should be done by the end of the year. Princeton 
University Press will publish it. 

PHE:  What is your  pr imary intellectual affiliation?   

JWS:  I don’t know how to answer this question.  I guess I’m a 
historian, but a critical historian. 

PHE:  Have you published, or  do you plan to publish, a full au-
tobiography?  

JWS:  I mentioned the ar ticle I have done; I have no plans to do 
any more autobiographical writing. 

PHE:  What do we, as psychoanalytic histor ians/psychohistor i-
ans, need to do to strengthen our work and make it more acceptable 
to mainstream academics? 

JWS:  I wonder  if making things acceptable to mainstream aca-
demics implies that we give up on critical thinking.  My position 
has always been contestatory—I don’t want to be acceptable to 
mainstream academics, I want to critically engage them. 

PHE:  I cer tainly do not mean to imply that we give up on cr iti-
cal thinking or bend over backwards to become acceptable.  In ask-
ing the question what I had in mind is how to not put off main-
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stream academics by being more careful about avoiding technical 
psychoanalytic terminology, simply applying diagnostic categories 
to historical personages, and so forth.  Asking this question is one 
way of trying to engage academics.  I would love to engage in de-
bate with academic historians, but they tend to want to avoid a dia-
logue.  This is the case at my college and the AHA turns down my 
colleagues’ proposals for panels.  Perhaps I need to try some other 
venues.  Do you have any thoughts as to where? 

JWS:  Well, there’s my journal, History of the Present!!  I agree 
with you about wanting to engage academic historians and to 
demonstrate the usefulness of thinking psychoanalytically.  I don’t 
think it’s entirely hopeless; you just have to go out of the main-
stream, find people like yourself who are working on these issues—
and they do exist.  There’s a whole group of younger historians 
who are engaging these ideas and doing it imaginatively and with 
great originality.  There are people in literature who are doing the 
same.  The AHA is probably not the place to look for an entry, but 
there are other venues and conferences that will be open to the kind 
of work you are talking about.  While we were doing this interview 
I got an email from someone at Tel Aviv University who is think-
ing along the lines you mention.  So there are people out there, it’s 
finding them, creating occasions to meet, and engaging them that’s 
the challenge.  That’s why my friends and I founded History of the 
Present—to provide intellectual space for exactly the kinds of en-
counters you are looking for. 

PHE:  Good luck with your  new book, which we would like to 
review in our journal.  Thank you for an interesting interview.   

Psychology and the Holocaust: Part II 

Introduction  

Eva Fogelman—Psychohistory Forum Research Assoc. 

Three and a half generations later, almost 70 years after the 
Holocaust, thinking and feeling people, with or without a family 
history of the barbaric atrocities inflicted by Germans toward the 
“Final Solution of the Jewish Question,” and others including Gyp-
sies, Seventh-day Adventists, homosexuals, blacks, and the mental-
ly or physically disabled, continue to examine the unthinkable: 
man’s inhumanity to man and its aftermath.  With every passing 
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year, historical writings, psychological research, memoirs, political 
science and sociological analysis, and fiction proliferate.  The main 
actors are the perpetrators, victims, bystanders, rescuers, resisters, 
prisoners of war (P.O.W.), and liberators.  In recent years, the de-
scendants of the perpetrators, victims, and rescuers have been stud-
ied in terms of their own distinct personae and features.  Inanimate 
objects such as memorials, Holocaust museums, and scenes of the 
crime such as concentration camps, ghettoes, and mass graves rep-
resent what James Young, a memorial expert, describes as “the tex-
ture of meaning.”   

 The historiography of the Holocaust is an area of study that, 
in itself, has been much debated among historians.  Although psy-
chology has contributed to our understanding of the Holocaust and 
other genocides, historians are reluctant to share the stage with psy-

chologists.  Clio’s Psyche, therefore, is unique.  It is a journal that 
incorporates and expresses the views of scholars from many disci-
plines and thus provides a multidimensional approach to the Holo-
caust and genocide generally.     

 The perpetrators were the first to be studied because of the 
Nuremberg Trials and other tribunals.  Rorschach tests were admin-
istered to some of the SS to assess their personalities.  Stanley Mil-
gram conducted his famous Obedience to Authority book, film, and 
studies (1974) to explore whether ordinary people will harm indi-
viduals if ordered to do so by a scientific authority.  Phillip Zimbar-
do performed simulated experiments on prisoners and guards.  Ear-
ly studies of transcriptions of perpetrators’ testimony on trial, psy-
chological testing, and simulations found that, as a general proposi-
tion, the killers were not psychotic.    

Authority, sometimes wrapped in the language of science, 
has the power to transform ordinary citizens into killers.  In the 
Third Reich, the propaganda machinery was an important vehicle 
that was implemented to dehumanize the Jews, to make them “the 
Other.”  Those who continued to see the Jews as people just like 
themselves were able to transcend the propaganda that Jews are 
vermin and became resisters, rescuers, or passive bystanders.   

The debate about who were the killers continued with Han-
nah Arendt’s conclusions from observing the Eichmann Trial.  In 
her seminal work, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banali-
ty of Evil (1963), she concluded that Eichmann was just following 
orders, completely ignoring his initiative in orchestrating the depor-
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tation of a half million Hungarian Jews in 1944.  However, more 
importantly, Arendt blamed the Jewish leaders in the Judenraete as 
actors and participants in the destruction of European Jewry.  The 
Eichmann Trial was also an opportunity to hear survivor testimony; 
and, thus, began the discourse about Jewish victims’ behavior dur-
ing and after the Holocaust.  Raul Hilberg, in his magisterial work 
The Destruction of the European Jews (1961), blames the 
Judenraete for collaboration with the Germans, thereby blaming 
the victims.  Israeli historians such as Yisrael Gutman in Warsaw 
Jews (1977) and Yehudah Bauer in A History of the Holocaust 
(1982) write that the Jewish victims should be praised for their he-
roic resistance despite all odds, when they were all destined for an-
nihilation.   

The debate about the persecutors heated up with Daniel 
Goldhagen’s publication of Hitler’s Willing Executioners: Ordinary 
Germans and the Holocaust (1996), in which Goldhagen identifies 
the killers as “all Germans pursuing German national political 
goals” (7).  Ultimately, “eliminationist anti-Semitism” was the core 
ideological value that motivated the German killers.  On the other 
hand, historian Christopher Browning, who initiated the process of 
looking at the police records of Reserve Police Battalion 101, came 
to different conclusions from the same testimonies, which he pub-
lished in Ordinary Men:  Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the Final 
Solution in Poland (1992).  Browning understands the complexity 
of human behavior.  He draws upon Milgram’s understanding of 
obedience to authority and Zimbardo’s prisoners’ dilemmas.  Like a 
good social psychologist—although he is a historian—Browning 
merges the situational with the person and gives credence to the 
indoctrination that changed certain people over time.  Although nei-
ther Browning nor Goldhagen interviewed any of the killers—a ne-
cessity for attributing in-depth motivation—Browning’s analysis is 
multidimensional.  This rings true for my research.  When I inter-
viewed rescuers of Jews during the Holocaust about their reasons to 
rescue Jews at such a risk to themselves and their families, I found 
five different types of motivations, which I write about in Con-
science and Courage:  Rescuers of Jews During the Holocaust 
(1994).   

The discussions about the perpetrators continue in Clio’s 

Psyche’s Special Issue on Psychology and the Holocaust: Part I 
(Vol. 21 No. 1, June 2014, 1-68).  It begins with Andreas Musolff 
’s captivating view of the Germans’ reception of the Nuremberg 
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Racial Laws “for the Protection of German Blood and Honor” on 
September 16, 1935 which eliminated civil rights for German Jews.  
Victor Melaladze elaborates on Robert Jay Lifton’s discussion of 
the use of the defense mechanism doubling by Josef Mengele.  Ro-
chelle Saidel reviews the role of women killers from Hitler’s Fu-
ries: German Women in the Nazi Killing Fields and dissuades us 
from the notion that only men were persecutors.   

Paul Elovitz movingly shares with the reader how two Jew-
ish twin brothers, Gregory and Andre Bukstein, survived the Ger-
man invasion of Soviet Russia when others in their family were 
killed and continues with how they reconstructed new lives in Dis-
placed Persons’ (D.P.) camps, in Israel, in France, and in the United 
States where one became a benefactor of Ramapo College.  David 
Beisel alerts us to a new group of protagonists, the eye witnesses 
during and after the atrocities, and the psychic effects of this.  Pope 
Pius XII as an observer was discussed by Daniel Rancour-
Laferriere.   

The second generation of Holocaust survivors has become 
an identifiable group since Helen Epstein’s groundbreaking book 
Children of the Holocaust: Conversations with Sons and Daughters 
of Survivors (1979).  The “Psychology and the Holocaust” issue of 

Clio’s Psyche has an entire section devoted to how the memory is 
transmitted to descendants of the Holocaust, what it feels like for 
these witnesses, and what meaning it has in their lives.  Cinema, 
photography, and poetry are all part of the final stage of mourning, 
which supports George Pollock’s idea that from mourning comes 
creativity.  This helps us understand why there is such a prolifera-
tion of studies of the arts relevant to the Holocaust.  The articles by 
Ken and Ida Dancyger, Juhani Ihanus, and Rachel Youdelman are 
all valuable contributions. 

Marion Feldman and Katy Hazan present a case study of 
two women who were children to parents in France who had emi-
grated from Poland and Bessarabia in the 1930s.  Their findings 
confirm previous works by Eva Fogelman and Helene Bass-
Wichelhaus, published in Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Stud-
ies (vol. 4, no. 1, Jan. 2002, 31-47), that a group experience after 
the war, such as being placed in a children’s home, facilitated resili-
ence. 

A group of victims receiving attention are the psychoana-
lysts who were Jewish children during the Holocaust or adults who 
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escaped during the early years of the Third Reich.  How their or-
deals shaped their contributions to psychoanalysis in Europe, the 
United States, and Israel is examined by Hanna Turken in her book 
review of Contemporary Psychoanalysis and the Legacy of the 
Third Reich by Emily A. Kuriloff (2014).  For example, Henry 
Krystal coined “massive psychic trauma.”  Krystal found that 
“secure attachment” is the single most important factor in the well-
being of survivors.   

As for the witnesses, Samantha Lakin, who has conducted a 
study on Jewish children who escaped from France to Switzerland 
during World War II, has since gone to Rwanda to interview survi-
vors of the genocide of 1994, where more than 800,000 Tutsis were 
killed in 100 days by the Hutu militias.  Miriam Victory Spiegel, 
who has done therapeutic and educational work with Holocaust sur-
vivors and their descendants in Switzerland, examines the impedi-
ments to peace between the Israelis and Palestinians as an extension 
of the influence of the Holocaust trauma.   

As we get further away in time from the atrocities, other 
witnesses come forth.  Peter W.  Petschauer, a child of an SS father 
who was a German diplomat whose unit was coopted by the SS in 
Northern Italy in 1944, is looking for fragments of memory of what 
it was like for his father to be a POW in 13 facilities after the war.  
Petschauer and his wife travel to some of these POW facilities that 
are long forgotten: some have collapsed and present-day inhabitants 
in areas of these camps could care less about the past.  Petschauer’s 
experience reminds the reader of the bystanders who, during the 
years of persecution, lived next door to the stench of the crematori-
ums of Auschwitz/Birkenau and who went about their daily chores 
oblivious to the mass murder.  There were exceptions, and 
Petschauer points out Wendelgard von Staden, whom I had a 
chance to meet when she was promoting her book Darkness Over 
the Valley (1981). 

Alexandra Senfft, the granddaughter of Hanns Elard Ludin, 
an envoy to Slovakia for the Third Reich convicted of war crimes 
and hanged in 1947, shares with the reader, a camera crew, and a 
child Holocaust survivor her journey to her grandfather’s grave in 
Bratislava, Slovak.  Although Senfft’s uncle, Malte Ludin, directed 
a film, Two or Three Things I Know About Him  (2006), about the 
denial in the family about Hanns Elard Ludin’s role in the Third 
Reich, Senfft takes this struggle against familial denial a step fur-
ther toward the truth.   
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  Petschauer’s poetry, in both issues of Clio’s Psyche, is his 
attempt, like that of all of us in the post-Holocaust generation, to 
search for meaning and to break the pattern of denial.  As memory 
becomes history and as geography erodes clues to family histories, 
a collective memory is being formed that can be transmitted to fu-
ture generations as one step aimed at immunizing them against re-
peating such horrors.   

 Eva Fogelman, PhD, is a psychoanalytic psychotherapist 
and social psychologist in private practice in New York City, a pio-
neer scholar of the intergenerational impact of the Holocaust, a 
filmmaker, and author of Conscience and Courage: Rescuers of Jews 
During the Holocaust.  She is also the Co-Director of Child Develop-
ment Research.  She may be contacted at evafogelman@aol.com.   

Out of Hiding: French Jewish Children  
after the Holocaust  

Marion Feldman—Univ. of Paris Descartes 

Katy Hazan—Œuvre de Secours aux Enfants (OSE) 

Introduction 
Cumulative traumas were suffered by surviving Jewish chil-

dren hidden during the German occupation of France in World War 
II.  Traumas included separation from their parents, the death of 
many parents, loss of identity while in hiding, and a subsequent fear 
of revealing their status after the “Liberation” of France.  Their per-
ception of the world and of themselves was negatively impacted.  
In the 1980s scholars began to write about them and in 1991 their 
plight was acknowledged by the French government.  As they reach 
the last stage of their lives it is important that their stories be told.    

 This article is based on detailed studies by the psychologist 
Marion Feldman and the historian Katy Hazan.  They focus, respec-
tively, on trauma and resilience, and networks of hiding and care of 
the survivors.  After the war, many of the hidden children were 
placed in homes that were secular, observant, or Zionist, and under 
the influence of political movements and ideologies such as com-
munism or socialism.  The psychologist’s subjects were born be-
tween 1929 and 1944 to non-French parents, and at the time of the 
interviews the typical age was just under 75.   

 During adolescence, the issues of identity, belonging, and 
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family bonds became all the more important for the Jewish child 
survivor, who had been forced to lead a secret life and assume a 
new identity, and who had been confronted with the breaking up 
and loss of family.  They questioned their own survival and were 
often tormented by feelings of guilt, resulting in questions such as: 
“Why did I survive when the others died?” “Am I Jewish or Catho-
lic?” or “Is my life legitimate?”  This article focuses on two cases 
illustrating most of the issues experienced by Jewish children hid-
den in France during the Second World War.  

Two Case Studies: Béla and Berthe 
Béla was born in Paris in 1935 to Polish-Jewish parents who 

had met and married in France in 1933.  The family spoke Yiddish 
at home and celebrated the Jewish holidays at the grandparents’ 
home.  In October 1940, Béla’s father had to register as a Jew; the 
following year he was arrested and imprisoned in a regional deten-
tion center where Béla remembers once visiting him and being told 
by him to care for her mother.  When the Gestapo came to take Bé-
la and her mother, they escaped to a relative’s home.  In the sum-
mer of 1942, Béla was given a new name and false papers after be-
ing placed in the countryside, where she was brought up as a peas-
ant by a farmwife who was paid to keep her.  

 At the end of the war, Béla and her mother were reunited: 
“For one year,” they waited in vain for her father’s return.  In 1948 
her mother met a man who had lost his wife and children.  “He was 
completely broken.  Their relationship was terrible, he clung to my 
mother,” Béla reported.  At that time Béla went through an identity 
crisis: “I did not know who I was anymore.”  When she was 15, her 
mother fell ill.  Béla took care of her mother and could not “get rid 
of my stepfather… [who] was impossible to be around.”  In this 
difficult period she had to give up her dreams of advancing herself 
through education and instead became a secretary.  Béla’s mother 
was 54 when she died, having given her the message that she 
“wanted me to marry a Jew.”  As a dutiful daughter, Béla met her 
future husband, a Jewish war orphan.   

When interviewed, Béla saw her own psychological issues 
quite clearly, recognizing the role reversals that occurred with her 
mother—that she was parentified.  She had accepted her father’s 
direction to “look after mother” and she continued this pattern with 
her husband, who was also quite needy.  In her mind the postwar 
period was more difficult than the war period.  Upon retirement Bé-
la began therapy and joined a hidden children’s group, where she 
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could discuss her problems freely.  She also frequents an activity 
center promoting the Yiddish language and takes part in a Yiddish 
theater group. 

Berthe was born in 1932 in Paris to parents who had emi-
grated from Bessarabia and spoke Russian, Yiddish, and French at 
home.  Her mother died when she was only four years old.  Her fa-
ther remarried but her stepmother did not accept her, which prompt-
ed him to place Berthe in public assistance until 1940 when he took 
her to the countryside, where she would be shielded from the dan-
ger.  During the journey to the countryside, Berthe’s father prom-
ised to come back and get her, but he was arrested, deported, and 
died.  She recalls a difficult life in the countryside: she did farm 
work without going to school.  Her “granny” was a hard woman.  
At the Liberation, 13-year-old Berthe was sent to live in a com-
munist children’s home where the home’s atmosphere was warm 
and welcoming but the past was not mentioned: “We would not talk 
about it, it was taboo.”  Only the future was supposed to matter.  
However, she reports being anxious and nervous—often bothered 
by nightmares.  Later in the communist home, she met her future 
husband and afterwards kept in close touch with the people she met 
there with whom she felt “family bonds.”   

Both cases reveal issues hidden children are troubled by, 
showing their vulnerability and the ongoing wounds left by their 
past.  Due to their lives as hidden children, Béla and Berthe both 
suffered, and about the time of retirement, sought to come to terms 
with their life experience, especially by joining groups of hidden 
children.  It helped that their suffering was finally acknowledged by 
a 1991 international meeting in New York City of hidden children 
of WWII and acknowledged by the French government in 1995.  
Both were the daughters of Jewish immigrants, both were only chil-
dren, and both had a similar experience during the war.  However, 
when they were adolescents after the war, their situations were 
quite different.   

Berthe was 13 when she was placed in a children’s home, 
where she developed a sibling relationship with the other children.  
At the same age, Béla lived in a troubled family environment as her 
mother remarried a very fragile man.  Béla asked herself a lot of 
questions about her identity and her affiliations.  Berthe was seem-
ingly free of this introspection; in her group home, the other chil-
dren helped her develop and maintain her sense of identity.  They 
helped her with the difficult changes in her mind, body, and identity 
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as she moved toward independence in the passage that constitutes 
adolescence.  In a difficult environment where she received little 
support, Béla found herself playing the part of a parent.  Berthe, on 
the other hand, had the help of the other children.   

While neither of the girls had a normal childhood, Béla’s 
adolescence was quite troubled.  She insists on the fact that the pe-
riod after the war was far worse than the war itself.  Béla and 
Berthe share similar stories, as do many other hidden children.  It 
would be interesting to conduct broader research and study the psy-
chological impact of the postwar period on these children’s adult 
lives.  Béla and Berthe seem to have been prone to the same weak-
nesses in their adult lives. 

General Analysis 
The hidden children were exposed to trauma before, during, 

and after the war.  As the children of Jewish immigrants, they were 
part of a higher-risk group than the children of native-born Jews 
who did not stand out from the rest of the population.  In addition to 
being separated from their parents, often they lost their own culture 
and identity.  Some of them did not recognize their parents after the 
war.  Often their names and religion were changed, creating major 
problems in the younger ones’ identity formation.  Hidden children 
were sometimes mistreated and humiliated, and after the Germans 
were driven out these children were often exposed as targets of 
their parents’ traumas and mourning—Liberation did not feel liber-
ating to them.  Only silence was considered appropriate, even be-
tween parents and children.  Society simply did not recognize hid-
den children as victims for a very long time.  

After the Liberation, the children showed a variety of symp-
toms of the traumas they had endured: anxiety, anguish, doubts, 
psychosomatic troubles, hyper-vigilance, sleep disturbances, re-
pressed emotions, split personality, hyperactivity, and extreme si-
lence.  They felt they did not belong anywhere.  There were prob-
lems within the family, starting with the reunions with the surviving 
parents.  After having so hoped to see each other again, the disap-
pointed expectations of parent and children were enormous.  Some-
times parents had been so humiliated and demoralized by deporta-
tion or a life in hiding that it was impossible for their children to be 
reunited with them.  In some cases, when reunited, the children suf-
fered physical and/or psychological violence from their parents, 
who had been so changed by their experience during the war: they 
could not stand the “call for life” expressed by their children. 
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Despite cumulative traumas, hidden children were able to 
develop certain survival skills.  Some children, especially the older 
ones, were protected by the secure relationship they had had with 
their parents or with a benevolent person playing the part of a lov-
ing parent.  The country life also helped build resilience.  The 
homes opened by Jewish organizations after the Holocaust to wel-
come the children were the best solution for children who had not 
accepted their parents’ death and who could not adapt to foster or 
adoptive parents.  The children lived there with their peers, toward 
whom they developed strong feelings of affection and whom they 
consider family even at the present, over 65 years later.  Every 
child, even walled up in pain, knew that others shared the same 
feelings.  They felt a sense of community, no longer like a poor or-
phan taken in by relatives out of a sense of duty.  The children’s 
homes were dominated by strong female characters, charismatic 
women the children could feel some closeness with.  These women, 
quite often the cook, the laundry lady, or a receptive educator, were 
considered family by the children in need of the presence and sup-
port of adults.  No one could replace their parents, but these associ-
ations helped.  Several children refused to bond with a new person 
they suspected of taking their mother’s place.  Every home had its 
choir, and concerts helped create the group’s cohesion.  Some of 
these children actually became artists.   

In 1945, no psychological support was offered to the Jewish 
hidden children who had suffered during the Occupation.  The chil-
dren’s homes helped them on their path to resilience, even though 
many of them remained vulnerable, fragile, and sometimes deeply 
insecure.  They were dragged from one place to another according 
to the availability of the homes, which sometimes had to be closed 
due to financial shortages, from one association to another or from 
their family’s home to living in community.  Many of the hidden 
children did not have a stable environment but had to move from 
two to ten times, making it difficult to achieve personal stability 
under such circumstances.  Fortunately, being grouped together was 
reassuring to these survivors, aiding their reintegration into society 
and their future lives.   

Marion Feldman, PhD, is a clinical psychologist at the 
Œuvre de Secours aux Enfants (OSE—Charitable Organization for 
Helping Children) in Paris and a teacher and researcher at the 
University Paris Descartes of the Paris Cité Sorbonne (PCPP EA 
4056).  She may be contacted at marion.feldman 
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@parisdescartes.fr.  Katy Hazan, PhD, is a historian who is head 
of the OSE Archives and History Department in Paris and may be 
contacted at k.hazan@ose-france.org.  Dominique Rotermund, 
MA, Coordinator of the OSE Archives and History Department in 
Paris, translated the article.   

Echoes of the Holocaust 

Peter W. Petschauer—Appalachian State University 

Letters from a man in the Ghetto found me first. 
He implored his American family – 
in beautiful German script. 
From hopefulness to despair – 
he pleaded with them to hear his cries. 
They never did, nor could. 
America did not want more educated Jews. 
 
Discovered decades later in an attic in New Jersey – 
his cards and letters – 
so far removed in space and time – 
reawakened the ugly past. 
The quest to understand the fate of an uncle  
in wartime Warsaw. 
 
He dreaded the onset of winter – 
when he found a white summer suit, 
salvation seemed at hand, 
but winter was not the problem. 
He already knew of Treblinka,  
when it became his destination next July. 
His American relations could not understand – 
the German he wrote better than his guards. 
 
The child from Warsaw and I found each other next. 
As college professor and colleague, 
she became my friend. 
In constant fear they moved – 
from house to house, cellar to cellar – 
never knowing when it all would end. 
 
At dusk, passing German soldiers shot at her father. 
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He lived with a scar on his back  
to recall the attack. 
The stain returned in dream after dream – 
white shirts bleeding time after time. 
How could she ever forget? 
 
Bombs rained down on their basement – 
destruction, dust, and death all around. 
Her side stood, the other fell. 
The others died, every one of them. 
They survived. 
God of Jews and Christians,  
what is the fairness in that?  
 
I found him last,  
the great Jew and literary critic. 
They sent him back to Poland in 1939 – 
his studies in Berlin never to resume. 
As secretary of the Judenrat, 
he practiced German and typing instead. 
They had found no one else for the job. 
 
His notes became the record – 
for that infamous day in July –  
when the SS announced the Ghetto’s dissolution. 
The shot next door woke him from a trance – 
his boss had killed himself in despair. 
 
They stumbled across a field of ruins. 
Surely they thought – 
better to end life here with bullets in our backs – 
than in a chamber filled with gas.  
No soldier shot him or his wife. 
 
[Editor’s Note: Poetry and music have an ability to get to the es-
sence of an issue quite quickly and with great emotional and intel-
lectual force.  This was brought home to me when one colleague, 
upon reading Petschauer’s “Women’s  Secret” poem, wrote, 
“Wow, precisely what I was getting at in my piece, although stated 
much more clearly and powerfully than I did.”  We welcome poems 
relevant to our special features, issues, and symposia.  Naturally, 
they are refereed with our other submissions.]  
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Reflections on Comparative Mass  
Atrocities and Genocide 

Samantha Lakin—Clark University 

As we commemorate the 20th anniversary of the 1994 
Rwandan genocide, I reflect on the June 2013 commemoration ad-
dress I was invited to present at Mount Kenya University in Kigali, 
Rwanda during the 19th commemoration of the genocide.  My goal 
was to put historic cases of violence in context and identify lessons 
about our own healing and rebuilding processes after violence or 
trauma.  

The genocide in Rwanda was a horrific event that shocked 
the world.  Approximately 800,000 individuals were killed in 100 
days of extreme violence.  I lived in Rwanda during the 19th com-
memoration period from April to July 2013 to document testimo-
nies from survivors.  This research heightened my awareness of 
communities which have experienced genocide and mass atrocities.  
My first instinct was to consider that, like Rwandans, Jews around 
the world live with the scars of the Holocaust.  I would argue most 
Jews were educated about the brutality and genocidal madness that 
faced the Jewish people over 65 years ago.  Soon we will no longer 
have survivors of the Holocaust to testify.  We will only have me-
morial sites and recorded testimonies to understand the history of 
the Holocaust.  Those of us who have documented stories of Holo-
caust survivors will live with the burden to keep their stories and 
memories alive.   

As a Fulbright scholar, I had the privilege of researching 
Jewish children rescued in Switzerland during the Holocaust while 
most of their parents were deported to concentration camps.  Their 
killing was widespread and systematic, covered by the United Na-
tions (U.N.) definition of genocide.  In my research I explored 
some Jewish and non-Jewish resistance to the Nazi “Final Solu-
tion,” especially in France and Poland.  These movements were 
formed by men and women, communists and political liberals, and 
others persecuted by the Nazi regime.  Many leaders of the re-
sistance died clandestinely combatting the Nazi regime, which in-
cluded rescuing children. 

I interviewed and documented the experience of 65 survi-
vors of the Holocaust who escaped to Switzerland.  Some common 
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themes presented themselves, including a lost sense of childhood, 
disappeared and deported family and friends, hiding their identity, 
sexual violence, interruption of education, and fear of the unknown, 
deportation, and death.  Some of the survivors had never told their 
stories before and others had spoken many times at commemora-
tions, for school groups, or to their families.  The stories I discov-
ered were stories of hardship and loss.  These survivors live with 
the knowledge that they survived and others did not.    

In 2013, my research took me from Europe to Rwanda.  
During a visit to the Agahozo-Shalom Youth Village in Rwanda, I 
learned that Rwandans are discovering similarities regarding their 
own history and backgrounds.  Agahozo-Shalom is an orphanage 
that began in 2008 as a high school for child survivors of the 1994 
Rwandan genocide.  The Village is based on a post-World War II 
model of community-based Israeli living for survivors and orphans 
from the Holocaust.   

At the Village, I met a boy who traveled to New York with 
a group of students for outreach and fundraising.  This 16-year-old 
boy had the privilege of meeting a Holocaust survivor during his 
visit to New York.  As this student and I sat in the cafeteria at the 
Village in Rwanda, I was immediately struck by his respect, confi-
dence yet humility, and his ability to think big.  He told me about 
his visit with a Holocaust survivor in New York and how surprised 
he was by the similarities of their experiences.  He was struck by 
the fact that the Nazis measured Jewish noses, ears, and facial fea-
tures, something that was also done in Rwanda.  The student was 
inspired by how the Holocaust survivor generation focuses on mak-
ing the world a better place and working to ensure that the hate they 
experienced is never repeated.  He did not know that there was a 
global movement of organizations and individuals dedicated to pre-
venting future mass atrocities and genocide.  This student’s insights 
and understanding show some of the similarities between the Holo-
caust and the Rwandan genocide, which are also relevant in a 
broader discussion of mass violence.  While there are many aspects 
of the Holocaust and the Rwandan genocide that do not compare, 
the racial ideology that plagued Germany in the 1930s and the Bel-
gian colonists in Rwanda around the same time were one root cause 
of the violence that came afterward in both cases.   

The term “genocide” is legally defined in Article 2 of the 
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 
Genocide (1948).  While genocide is clearly a significant and dis-
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tinct crime, I cannot help but question what is limiting about this 
definition.  There have been many cases of crimes against humanity 
that are not labeled by the U.N. definition of genocide yet still re-
quire attention and serious examination.  Imagine Srebrenica, Bos-
nia, July 1995, at the end of a three year civil war between Serbs 
and Bosnian Muslims in Bosnia-Herzegovina.  Nearly 7,000 men 
and boys were separated from the women in their families and 
killed in this massacre, shot down by the gunfire of Serbian troops 
whose ideology was to create a greater Serbia.  In total, 100,000 
people were killed during the war.  In addition, an estimated total of 
20,000 to 50,000 women were raped and over 2.2 million people 
were displaced, making it the most devastating conflict in Europe 
since the end of World War II. 

Imagine Freetown, Sierra Leone, 1990, where the Revolu-
tionary United Front (R.U.F.) began an extreme civil war between 
the government of Sierra Leone and the rebel movement.  The 
R.U.F. used tactics to gain power and control that fall into the cate-
gory of mass atrocities, including mutilation, amputation, rape, con-
scription of child soldiers, and drugging of militia members.  The 
conflict continued from 1990 to 1999 when civilian rule was rein-
stated through elections.  By then, the U.N. had intervened to re-
store political stability.  In total, over 43,010 people were killed af-
ter the insurgency began in 1991 (United States Institute of Peace, 
“Truth Commission: Sierra Leone Truth Commissions, Digital Col-
lection.”  Accessed March 10, 2013.  http://www.usip.org/
publications/truth-commission-sierra-leone).  

According to the distinguished political scientist Alexander 
George (1920-2006), “The ‘lessons’ of history are often incon-
sistent, if not contradictory, and generalizations are hazardous if not 
carefully qualified.  The lesson drawn from a particular case may 
be contradicted by the lesson that springs from another case.”  He 
goes on to write that “since historians know this better than others, 
they are perforce the custodians of relevant historical 
memory” (Alexander L. George, “Case Studies and Theory Devel-
opment: The Method of Structured Focused Comparisons.”  Diplo-
macy: New Approaches in History: Theory and Policy, 1979, 43-
68).  Therefore, it is the historian’s job to create a workable frame-
work to compare cases of mass violence. 

 This year, on April 7, 2014 I attended the 20th Commemora-
tion ceremonies of the 1994 Rwandan Genocide.  Sitting in the 
Amahoro Stadium in Kigali with nearly 30,000 Rwandans and in-
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ternational individuals all affected in some way by the genocide 
allowed me consider the purpose of remembrance.  In the stadium, 
mournful and apologetic words of politicians contrasted with the 
shrieks of genocide survivors traumatically recalling memories of 
past violence.  Politicians spoke about a new Rwanda and hope for 
the future, yet the survivors seemed haunted by the past.  This con-
tradiction seemed clear to me, discussions of hope and rebuilding at 
a time dedicated to remembering and sorrow.   

We cannot reverse the tragedies of the past, but we can con-
sider how these lessons can change our actions regarding future 
prevention and education.  At the Mount Kenya University’s 19th 
commemoration, I challenged the students to make themselves 
stronger leaders for the future.  One Rwandan survivor there told 
me that to know sorrow and difficulty makes an individual stronger, 
helping feel the pain of others, but also feel the joy of those we 
love.  We cannot erase the past.  We can, however, reenter society 
with a heightened awareness of what we can do to fix and repair the 
world.  If each person does their small part, we will be able to make 
a significant change.  

Samantha Lakin, MA, is a PhD student in political history 
at Clark University who was a Fulbright scholar in Switzerland 
(2011-2012), a grantee with the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities (2009), and has worked on gender issues with the World 
Health Organization.  Samantha has also served as a researcher at 
the Kigali Genocide Memorial in Rwanda and she may be contact-
ed at Samantha.lakin1@gmail.com.  

Concentration Camps after WWII and the  
Holocaust   

Peter W. Petschauer—Appalachian State University 

 For several years now, Europeans have erected monuments 
to the men, women, and children murdered and killed during World 
War II and the Holocaust.  Some of these monuments are the for-
mer concentration camps in Germany, Austria, and Poland.  This 
essay deals with the camps that were forgotten after liberation, with 
the vast majority of them simply rotting into the ground.  The essay 
is guided by several themes. 

 The first pertains to the recollections about the camps of the 
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few men and women who are still alive.  Along with their fading 
memories, the camps live on in our collective awareness.  As the 
last survivors enter the final phases of their lives, they and their 
children and grandchildren want to record what happened to them.  
Two recent memoirs are Marcel Reich-Ranicki’s My Life (2000, 
this and the other titles are translated from German) and I Sang for 
the SS: My Path from the Ghetto to the Israeli Secret Service 
(2014).  

A second theme pertains to the perpetrators who were 
caught and tried.  Again we have a massive literature and men and 
women are still coming forward with the stories of their fathers, 
mothers, and families.  Among them are Martin Pollock, The Dead 
Man in the Bunker: A Report about My Father (2004) and Jennifer 
Teege with Nikola Sellmair’s Amon [Göth]: My Grandfather 
Would Have Shot Me (2013).   

Still a third trend deals with the camps that were turned into 
Displaced Persons’ (D.P.) and Prisoner of War (P.O.W.) facilities 
after the war.  Both groups were asked or forced to fix up the camps 
that they “inherited.”  We have fewer accounts of them, but I have 
the diary of my father, who spent three years in several of them.  
Some camps were later turned into the museums (Gedenkstätten, or 
places of remembrance).  

The vast majority of camps are forgotten.  Some were so 
miserably constructed that they collapsed into themselves and van-
ished.  Others were abandoned, forgotten, or torn down, and re-
placed with other buildings.  Some were re-appropriated for a time 
after the war and then forgotten.  There is not much literature about 
any of these camps, but my wife Joni and I visited seven of these 
sites in 2006 and usually found an older person or two who knew 
the location of them.  Sometimes a few remnants of buildings could 
still be seen but for the most part, nothing remains, except possibly 
a plaque nearby.  

Even though forgotten, 70 years later one can still find tell-
tale signs of abandoned camps based on three criteria:  One, they 
are on a rail line or a major highway of the 1940s.  Two, they have 
peculiar concrete posts that are sometimes still visible at or near an 
abandoned camp, with no one really knowing for what they stood.  
A few of these posts still retain small pieces of electrical wire.  
Three, even though some camps were replaced by massive succes-
sor buildings or towns, a wall or some other structure remains.  
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Aside from the obvious reasons of not surviving the war, 
being poorly located for reuse and miserably constructed, additional 
reasons influenced the abandonment of the camps and their sites.  
Most importantly, once the Allies liberated the prisoners, the camps 
lost their function and, even if the buildings survived the war but 
could not be reused, they were useless.  The people who had lan-
guished in them were obviously not interested in staying there.  Eli 
Wiesel alerts us to this desire when he almost immediately took the 
streetcar from Dachau to Munich.   

Then, too, the Allies, after having liberated the camps, had 
for the most part no use for them, even if they could have served as 
a reminder of what happened in a particular location.  The war was 
over, the prisoners liberated; it was time to go home.  

Finally, local Germans were sometimes taken to camps, 
shown what had transpired in their midst, and forced to bury the 
dead and clean up the mess.  They, too, wanted to forget and go on 
with their lives.  Their key concerns were food, housing, and find-
ing relatives.  Their secondary concern was to forget the misdeeds 
of some family members, cope with their own bystander status, and 
deal with post-traumatic stress following the bombing raids and 
their totally demolished cities.  

 Today we know of hundreds of camps and we can trace 
most in lists of Aussenlager (main and sub-camps).  Some of their 
photos and drawings can be viewed on the Internet.  However, very 
few people recall where these camps were located, even given the 
information on the Internet; the vast majority of people who once 
knew are dead and a particular camp’s location was not information 
they necessarily shared with their descendants, thus they do not 
know either.   

Indeed, the vast majority of the abandoned camps were for-
gotten until very recently when a few were, so to speak, rediscov-
ered.  Even if there is a plaque somewhere in the area, one has to 
know where it is.  We found several camps that literally only one or 
two people remembered.  Three examples of these camps are: 

The camp near Speyr in Upper Austria.  My father was in-
terned there for a few months in later 1945; in other words, it was 
then used as a P.O.W. facility that was run by a lieutenant whom 
my father remembered well.  In 2006, Joni and I asked older men 
and women in Steyr and they told us of a camp outside the city.  
We drove there and a saleswoman in a nearby store pointed to a 
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commemorative sign across the highway.  We found the plaque 
with some flowers and names and discovered that the camp had 
stood on the lower side of the street; it had rotted into the ground.  

Another was the camp south of Hallein near Salzburg.  Es-
tablished by the SS as a Dachau sub-camp in 1943, it housed in 
miserably constructed barracks about 1,500 to 2,000 men who 
worked under indescribable conditions in a nearby stone quarry.  
The quarry is still visible behind some trees and bushes.  Most men 
succumbed from their work or were shot.   

 After the war, the American military repurposed the camp 
for captured SS soldiers and officers, including the Hohenstaufen 
division famous from A Bridge too Far (1974); for a time, my fa-
ther was thought to have been in this division and incarcerated in 
this miserable place.  Today, the area is filled with middle class 
houses that are surrounded by typical wood fences and pretty gar-
dens.  In the back of the area is part of an original wall of the camp 
that recalls the fate of its inhabitants; there are flowers and lists of 
internees.  

 Once more, one has to know where the camp was located.  I 
asked a woman who was standing outside of her house what she 
thought/felt about living on top of a former camp.  She said essen-
tially that “this is a good place to live and the house was reasonably 
priced.”   

The third is the story of Ohrdruf, a sub-camp for Buchen-
wald in Thuringia.  It was the first camp the Americans liberated in 
1945.  Photographs on the Internet show images of General Dwight 
“Ike” Eisenhower standing with his leading generals at the site.  Ike 
had army photographers take pictures of the camp itself, the camp’s 
living and dead, and the huge ditch with buried bodies.  In addition, 
Germans from nearby towns were brought to see the calamity that 
their leaders, perpetrators, and collaborators had committed; after-
wards, the men were forced to dig graves for the unburied corpses.  
Today, there are lots of commemorative tablets around town, but 
the camp itself is gone—one can view some of its images on the 
Internet. 

  A new phenomenon has now emerged; people living near a 
few camps are commemorating those who were interned in them.  
One smallish labor camp is described in Wendelgard von Staden’s 
memoir Darkness over the Valley (1981).  The book offers her im-
pressions of the sub-camp near Vaihingen on the family’s property, 
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Wiesengrund; about 1,800 prisoners labored there.  When I asked 
the Esso station manager in the 1970s where this particular camp 
had been located, he said that he was unaware of a camp in the ar-
ea.  He most likely did not know about it because his father, the sta-
tion’s original owner, had not told him.  The camp was located up a 
ravine behind the station.  Thus, in this case, we had practically no 
record of the Wiesengrund concentration camp.  However, after 
planning began in 1996, a memorial site was opened in 2005.   

Among the examples of revived camps is the small one in 
Katzbach in the Adlerwerke of Frankurt’s Gallus area.  About 
1,600 men were imprisoned here until their forced march on March 
24, 1945; they were treated better than most prisoners because they 
were toolmakers and other specialists.  Many died in Buchenwald 
and Dachau after the march.  There is no memorial for them, but on 
March 24, 2014 about 250 people fell on the ground in Frankfurt’s 
main square in memory of the 528 men who died. 

Another camp stood in Berlin-Steglitz.  Hardly anyone 
knew about this small site, in part because it had been re-
appropriated several times after the war and then forgotten.  Re-
cently, a curious Berliner became interested and a builder and his 
crew who were building an apartment complex on the site in 2005 
assisted him in locating the foundations and various fascinating 
memorabilia.  Most of the men in this camp, too, died on a forced 
march toward the end of the war.  

The reality of the “lost” camps is only one of many about 
the Holocaust.  It will not let go of the individuals who lost family 
members, the bystanders who ignored the events associated with it 
in Europe, and here, the National Socialist hangers-on who tried to 
forget and go on after the war, or the perpetrators who felt them-
selves often guiltless.   

It will also not let go of the children and grandchildren of 
these groups.  We are now in our 60’s and 70’s; many of us are still 
dealing with the losses of family members, others with parents’ si-
lence, and still others with their parents’ and grandparents’ support 
of a murderous regime.  Then there is a group who often are at a 
complete loss of what to think or do. 

I continue to be affected because my father was a diplomat 
in Northern Italy whose unit was coopted by the SS in 1940.  As a 
result, he was in American prisons from 1945-1948 and not freed 
until after his trial in April 1948.  The opportunity and the will to 
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visit the places where he had been imprisoned came in my late 60s 
and, thus, the realization that he stayed mostly in former concentra-
tion camps; this experience affected him deeply, but he only spoke 
about it one time.  The American military did not place former ene-
my combatants into these former concentration camps to teach 
them a lesson, they simply used available buildings.  However sure-
ly, like my father, the prisoners got the point.  

All of us realize that forgetting about the Holocaust would 
be admitting defeat.  Not just for those who died in it, but also for 
those whom it will not let go of and who can assist in avoiding the 
next possible similar tragedy.  Being open to the camps’ history is 
one way to understand and honor that past. 

Peter Petschauer, PhD, is Professor Emeritus of History at 
Appalachian State University and a Research Associate of the Psy-
chohistory Forum.  In addition to holding a named professorship, 
he chaired the Faculty Senate at Appalachian and headed the Fac-
ulty Assembly for the University of North Carolina system.  He also 
holds an honorary doctorate from Appalachian State.  In June 2014 
he published a book, In the Face of Evil, regarding four women in 
his family whom he called mother.  Petschauer may be contacted at 
petschauerpw@appstate.edu or visit him at http://www.peter 
petschauer.com.  

Living with the Dead: Sharing the 
Truth and the Pain of the Past 

Alexandra Senfft—Author and Journalist 

It is a cold January morning, 2014, in Bratislava.  My 
grandfather is buried here in the Slovak capital and I am on my 
way to his grave.  An Irish film crew is with me—and Tomas 
Reichental.  Tomi, born 1935 in the Slovak town Pieštany, sur-
vived Bergen-Belsen as a boy.  His immediate family was rescued, 
but 35 other members of his family were murdered in the Holo-
caust.  When I asked Tomi to accompany me to the graveyard, he 
looked at me in disbelief.  “But not to show reverence to the very 
person responsible for the death of my family,” he said.  I con-
vinced him that my intention was not to have him pay homage to 
my late grandfather but to share an experience with him that both 
divides and unites us.   
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The woman at the cemeteries department recognizes me 
instantly although I have visited the place only once before, togeth-
er with a German-Slovak woman who survived Auschwitz as a 
toddler.  The survivor and I had an intense exchange but eventually 
we fell into the trap of being enmeshed in the past and our dialogue 
collapsed.  She felt like a victim again and perceived me as the de-
scendant of my Nazi-progenitor while I was not aware of any 
wrongdoing and considered her unfair.  It was a sad and destruc-
tive outcome depicting the still existing walls between many of the 
offspring of both survivors and perpetrators.   

With this earlier failed encounter in mind, I am even more 
apprehensive and nervous.  The cemetery administrator nods to me 
knowingly and leaves her office at once in order to lead us to the 
grave: VIP treatment—the envoy’s granddaughter!  It is a shame-
ful privilege I do not wish to have.  Tomi feels even more uncom-
fortable than I as we walk through the cemetery.  My grandfather’s 
unadorned grave looks forlorn.  The inscription on the shabby 
wooden cross is merely an acronym, H.E.L., hiding the identity of 
the deceased: Hanns Elard Ludin, envoy to Slovakia for the Third 
Reich, convicted of war crimes and hanged from the gallows in 
1947.   

In case my family wished to prevent the grave from being 
desecrated by keeping it unmarked, they might consider the fact 
that I am now exposing rather than protecting it as an act coming 
close to disgrace.  I am very conscious of my move, which 
amounts to a final breach of loyalty with the “clan.”  I stand up to 
it, because with Tomi I could share what wouldn’t be possible with 
my family: the truth.  Up to this day, some of my relatives cling to 
the belief that Hanns Ludin did not know that the Slovak Jews 
whose deportation orders he signed were sent to their certain 
deaths; they presume he dispatched them to labor camps having no 
idea about the extermination program—as if dispossessing and de-
porting people against their will wasn’t bad enough.   

My mother, Erika-Nora, was the eldest of the six Ludin 
children.  She was 14 when the noose was put around her beloved 
father’s neck.  Nobody explained to her why his “comrades” got 
away after the war without punishment, building lucrative careers.  
In the postwar era, my grandmother and her environment, like the 
rest of German society, kept silent and thus made my grandfather 
appear like a martyr.  Had he not handed himself over to the Amer-
icans and rejected opportunities of escape?  Was he not executed 
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by the Czechoslovaks, who wanted to set an example and wreak 
vengeance on all Germans?  Ludin is still seen as “a victim of his 
times,” an innocent Nazi, definitely not as a perpetrator.  My moth-
er and I grew up with “deafening silence” (Birgit Rommelspacher)
—almost daily talk around the role of Ludin in which all too many 
words concealed the hideous facts.  To speak with my mom about 
her father was a taboo also, since she dithered between denial and 
uncontrolled outbreaks of weeping.  It tore her apart that her father, 
whom she loved so dearly, could have been a murderer at the same 
time.  The trauma of losing him so brutally in her adolescence 
raged in her just as much as the violence emanating from his func-
tion and his deeds. 

To me, my grandfather was a desk criminal, and that atti-
tude seems even more devious than committing the murderous 
criminal acts personally.  How long did it take me to come to that 
conclusion?  Until my mother died after decades of self-destruction 
that was really a creeping suicide, I was unconsciously part of the 
“conspiracy of silence” in my family.  I had not been encouraged 
to ask critical questions and, if I did, I was confronted with emo-
tions I could not handle.  It was hard enough dealing with an unsta-
ble mother who sought to numb her painful feelings with alcohol.  
So I learned to avoid engagement with the bothersome past and 
thought about my grandfather no further.  To me, he was a despic-
able Nazi; yet I didn’t consider what his position as envoy for the 
Third Reich meant in reality.  He was to me a man out of a history 
textbook to whom I had no emotional ties, a total stranger, not 
least because I was born 14 years after his death. 

“The legacy of silence” (Dan Bar-On), the fact that among 
perpetrators there were “indescribable and undiscussable” (Idem) 
issues, had a major impact on our lives.  I only discovered this 
years after my mother’s accident in her boiling bathtub, inebriated 
as she was, which finally killed her at the age of 64 and ended her 
suffering of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).  As I wrote her 
biography, focusing on the transgenerational process and on what 
had been transmitted down the line, I realized with shock that had 
my grandfather not been executed, I would have probably enjoyed 
having him around, sitting on his lap as a child, unaware of his full 
identity—as was the case with my grandmother, to whom I felt 
very close: my lovely Granny, the head of the cartel of silence. 

My hitherto blurred heritage unraveled layer by layer.  I 
was slithering along the rim of an abyss filled with fear, shame, 
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guilt, denial, and lies.  I was confronted with a system of silence, 
silencing and repression that I had not been able to see before.  Im-
mense pity welled up in me as I remembered my poor mother, who 
had not been able to escape her own and her family’s prison.   

After finishing my book Silence Hurts: A  German Family 
History (2007), I realized I had shaped my own identity apart from 
the family diktat (decree), strengthened my viewpoint, and as-
sumed my responsibility as the grandchild of my Nazi-
grandparents and as a German citizen.  My mother’s family had 
rejected me as a whistle-blower.  I wasn’t really one of them any-
more.  Often asked by readers if I had “liberated myself from the 
past” I answered “No — there is no liberation from the past.  But I 
integrated it into my being.  I now know the monsters that before 
threatened me from their hiding, I am not afraid any more of a 
black box full of secrets I didn’t even know existed.”   

I don’t regret a minute of the painful process I underwent 
and undergo in order to come to terms with my mother’s and my 
family’s past.  Now I am able to demand clarification from the so-
ciety I live in, to be clear myself, and to use this to build on the 
future.  My children should not grow up with the same betrayal as 
my mother and I did.  They should know their past in order to be-
come healthy, strong people, and good democrats defending hu-
man rights.   

This, too, is why I stand here with Tomas Reichental at my 
grandfather’s grave, which for each of us has such drastically dif-
ferent connotations because we come to it from opposing perspec-
tives.  Tomi and I manage to talk about it while we stand there in 
the cold.  The cameras are forgotten.  Tomi speaks about his fami-
ly and when he names the lost ones, we both cry.  The dead be-
come real and are remembered.  My 19-year-old daughter Magda 
is observing the scene from behind the cameraman.  History has 
become tangible for her too, here in the graveyard and during the 
ensuing trip.    

“Tomi, my grandfather is dead, but you are alive,” I say.  
Tomi agrees with a sense of relief as we hold on to each other, 
somewhat lost and yet not alone.  We still have a long way to go in 
order to come to terms with a past that is haunting most of us up to 
this day.  Sharing this experience with Tomi was the right thing to 
do.  My daughter and the film team were with us and wrapped us 
in cotton wool, supporting us in our shared sorrow.  We weren’t 
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alone at all.  Dan Bar-On once said to me “Alexandra, you might 
lose some of your family over working through the past, but you 
will find others to fill their place.”  “It couldn’t be truer,” I think 
gratefully, as Tomi and I leave the cemetery arm in arm, nestled by 
a cocoon.  In the face of the rising populist, right-winged develop-
ments in Europe, I wonder though if all our efforts are too late.  

Alexandra Senfft is a publicist and author of several 
books.  In 2008, Silence Hurts: A German Family History, won the 
German national “Best Biography Award.”  Senfft specializes in 
the transgenerational processes of the Second World War and the 
Holocaust and in the Middle East.  She writes for diverse German 
and international newspapers, magazines, and journals and may 
be contacted at www.alexandra-senfft.de or at as@alexandra-
senfft.de.  

The Impact of the Holocaust on  
Psychoanalysis 

Hanna Turken—Psychohistory Forum Associate 

In Contemporary Psychoanalysis and the Legacy of the 
Third Reich (NY: Routledge, 2014, 170 pages, $37.37), Emily A. 
Kuriloff gives us a multilevel analysis of a historical time that has 
led me to conclude that the development of psychoanalysis from id, 
to ego, to subjective and interpersonal analysis was impelled by the 
enormous events of World War II.  Also, that the theory and prac-
tice of psychoanalysis might have taken a different path had the 
lives of analysts and their patients not been so disrupted.  What 
makes her book so compelling are the in-person interviews with the 
analysts who bore witness to the horrors of the war.  

Dr. Kuriloff transports us intellectually and emotionally into 
the psyches of those analysts who lived with the experiences of dis-
placement and loss firsthand as adults, such as Anna Freud, Edith 
Jacobson, Margaret Mahler, Heinz Kohut, Ernst Kris, Erich 
Fromm, Otto Fenichel, Martin Bergman, Heinz Hartmann, Rudolph 
Lowenstein, Max Eitington, Bruno Bettelheim, and also those who 
experienced displacement and loss as children such as Henry Kris-
tal, Henri Parens, Otto Kernberg, Bernard Ehrenberg, and Anna and 
Paul Orenstein.  In choosing a psychohistorical approach, Kuriloff 
not only provides us with the magnitude of the events of the Holo-
caust and the struggles of the individual analysts to survive and re-
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cover, but also with the struggles that ensued to protect the integrity 
of the international analytic movement once Freud and his follow-
ers were no longer the central organizing core of analytic thought 
and the Berlin Institute became the Goering Institute with Mathias 
H. Göring as the head.  The task assigned to him by his cousin Her-
mann was to “Aryanize” psychoanalysis.  Jewish analysts, as a con-
sequence, began to migrate to Britain, France, the United States, 
and Israel.  Although the émigré analysts were welcome, theoretical 
conflicts began to develop.   

In Britain, although the analytic community welcomed the 
émigré analysts, anti-Semitism existed in a more subtle form.  The 
intensity of the theoretical “controversial discussions” at the British 
Society in London between the Freudians and the Kleinians is best 
described by Donald Winnicott when he exclaimed, “I should like 
to point out that there is an air-raid going on outside!”  He suggest-
ed that it might be wise to seek shelter, but the analysts continued 
their discussion as if nothing had been said.  The thrust of Anna 
Freud’s ego psychology had begun in Vienna while Melanie 
Klein’s projective identification and object relations theory were 
being developed in London.  Anna Freud escaped under duress.  
Melanie Klein left for London at the Society’s invitation before the 
Anschluss.  What was under contention between the two groups 
was the vicissitudes of aggression and the role of subjectivity vs. 
orthodoxy.  Kernberg and others suggested that Freudian followers 
in London and elsewhere were steadfast in preserving Freudian 
psychoanalysis as a response to loss and a means to retain their 
identity. 

In the United States, émigré analysts encountered road-
blocks.  Lay analysts who did well in Europe were not accepted as 
practitioners, nor were those with a European medical education.  
Otto Fenichel was deeply affected by this rejection of his qualifica-
tions.  Edith Jacobson and Wilhem Reich, who were part of the left 
wing “political Freudians,” were silenced by the war and, later on, 
by the McCarthy era.  In prewar Berlin analysts like Karen Horney 
and Wilhem Reich no longer considered themselves strictly Freudi-
an.  They were not Freudian psychoanalysts, but simply psychoana-
lysts.  Another group coming to this country created an idealized 
image of Freud as a solitary man, the silent “abstinent analyst” 
within a rigid, systematized orthodoxy.  

 Salman Akhtar defines this behavior as “frozen grief,” as 
symbolic of what was lost.  Although some analysts were not open-
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ly acknowledging their trauma, others were.  Kohut’s narcissistic 
injuries and fragmented self; Margaret Mahler’s separation prob-
lems; and Edith Jacobson’s trauma concepts were indicative of their 
individual traumas.  There was a growing awareness of the role of 
the environment in an individual’s development, particularly the 
role of empathy and the role of the mother in survival.    

German and Austrian Jews migrated to Israel after l933 with 
Hitler’s ascension to power in such numbers that it was coined the 
Fifth Aliyah.  This was a different group from those who came be-
fore.  They came under the 1933 Haavara agreement forged be-
tween Zionist agencies and the Nazis to facilitate emigration.  They 
were educated, assimilated urban Jews forced to flee against their 
will with all their possessions.  They had no wish to be in or work 
in a foreign land and were experiencing a humiliating yearning for 
their homeland.  They were German to the depths of their souls.        

The first of Freud’s essays to be translated into Hebrew was 
“Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego.”  The hope was to 
find a connection between the individual needs and the needs of the 
collective.  The goal was to fit new arrivals into the group model.  
The original settlers were invested in the future and the survival of 
Israel, but now they were invaded by these unhappy, complaining 
individualists.  There was increasing friction between the two 
groups.  The arriving analysts who founded the Israeli Psychoana-
lytic Society in Jerusalem continued even into the 1960s to write 
the meetings’ memoranda in German.  Books and newspapers in 
German (rather than in Hebrew) continued to be published.   

Shoah survivors described feeling invisible, their stories not 
being welcomed in the land of hope and rebirth.  Israeli psychoana-
lyst Hillel Klein was amongst the first to openly discuss the psycho-
logical impact of the trauma.  The files of children survivors that 
were evaluated at the Max Eitingon Institute indicate that they were 
written in the language of orthodoxy and their recent trauma was 
not considered central to their difficulties.  William Niederland 
named the disorders that survivors were presenting “survivor syn-
drome”; it includes the long-term effects on individual and family 
dynamics, including difficulties with affect tolerance and communi-
cation.  Survivor syndrome was a variant of the Scandinavian “KZ 
syndrome,” which stands for the German Konzentrationslager 
(concentration camp).  This is what Henry Krystal refers to as 
“massive psychic trauma.”  The Israeli psychoanalyst Heinrich Zvi 
Winnik, unlike Freud (who assigned trauma to childhood develop-
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ment), indicates that trauma can occur at any time in life.  The Is-
raeli analyst Ilany Kogan, in a follow-up study of the following 
generation, encountered what she labeled “the intergenerational 
transmission of trauma.”    

Heinz Hartmann and René Spitz fled to France.  At the time, 
Edouard Pichon was the leading member of the Société Psychoana-
lytique de Paris and was part of a nationalistic anti-Semitic group 
known as Action Française.  When Hartmann arrived in Paris and 
applied for membership in the institute, Pichon made his ac-
ceptance contingent on Hartmann’s acceptance of Jacques Lacan.  
For Pichon, Lacan was the only psychoanalyst that could possibly 
represent French psychoanalysis.  Charcot and Janet attributed pa-
thology to hereditary degeneration.  French physicians favored 
physical medical treatments for mental disorders rather than psy-
chological.  Jewish immigrants who did not speak French or were 
non-citizens were considered “étrangers” (foreigners).  This mar-
ginality was also experienced by Jewish-French analysts; the ex-
pectation was that the analysts were to always be French first.  
Hartmann’s ego psychology was not acceptable and, perhaps, nei-
ther was his German accent.  Lacan’s rift with ego psychology and, 
in particular, with Hartmann, has in a way been viewed as Lacan’s 
attempt to be the only “mother tongue.”   

Dr. Natalie Zadge, the child of parents who were hidden 
children during the war, noticed in her training a sort of taboo in 
talking about survivors’ problems.  It was only during her six 
months training in this country while seeing an anorexic grandchild 
of a survivor that she heard a clinician address the child’s problem 
as a typical survivor family problem.  That would never have hap-
pened in France.  Two Lacanian analysts are said to have comment-
ed that in the aftermath of French traumas and crimes, everything 
just continued as if nothing had happened.  That is, they suffered 
from the “Vichy Syndrome.” 

Trauma and its aftermath did not become an integral subject 
in psychoanalysis until Henry Krystal, Henri Parens, and Anna 
Orenstein, who experienced the Holocaust firsthand as children, 
made it their goal.  All three attributed their survival to their attach-
ment to their mothers.  Krystal focused on the affective interaction 
between himself and his patient in helping him or her to endure and 
mentalize the unbearable.  He noted the reactions to catastrophe, 
the progression from excitability to emotional, and even physical 
rigidity and deadness.  He credits “secure attachment” as the single 
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most important aspect in promoting survival in Holocaust victims.   

Henri Parens and his mother fled to France when the Nazis 
invaded Belgium.  There they found temporary safety before being 
interned by the Vichy government in a concentration camp where 
they were nearly starved to death.  Henri’s mother forced him to 
escape, but she did not survive.  Parens, in his psychoanalytic treat-
ment of children, concentrates on the aggression that leads to de-
structiveness as a result of “excessive unpleasure.”  He not only 
wanted to help children, but mothers as well—which he acknowl-
edges as his need to atone for not saving his mother.   

Otto Kernberg and his parents escaped from Austria to 
Chile.  He feels that the less restrictive medical education he re-
ceived left him free to read psychoanalytic theory.  Nobody told 
him what was acceptable and what was not.  This, in turn, allowed 
him to break through the fixed boundaries of psychic structure, 
bringing together structural models, developmental ego psychology, 
and the British object relations theories of Klein and Fairbairn.  He 
saw the compatibility between the theories.  This furthered his un-
derstanding and treatment of the severe character disorders, the bor-
derline pathology.                               

Hanna Turken, PhD, is a psychoanalyst who practices in 
New York City and is a senior member of the National Psychologi-
cal Association for Psychoanalysis (NPAP) and the Theodor Reik 
Clinical Center for Psychotherapy.  Dr. Turken may be contacted at 
hjlturken@verizon.net.  

Searching for Traces of the Holocaust  
in Heinz Kohut’s Thought 

Sivan Schneider—Chicago Center for Psychoanalysis 

The psychic specters of war and genocide cast their shadows 
upon postwar psychoanalytic writing.  They influenced ideas of the 
object and subject, especially accounts of the representation of self 
and the other and theories about the self’s fragmentation, destruc-
tion, and abjection.  Dislocated psychoanalysts who fled Nazi Eu-
rope attempted to understand an aspect of humanity to which Freud 
was not exposed.  Freud, who died on September 23, 1939 neither 
knew about nor imagined the Final Solution, which annihilated 
whole communities and cultures.  Raanan Kulka, in the introduc-
tion to How Does Analysis Cure?, suggested that writing about per-
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sonal fragmenting processes is one of the ways in which psychoan-
alysts coped ethically (albeit implicitly) with the war’s tragedy that 
exposed the fragmentation of the person from his/her humanness 
(in Hebrew, 2005, 14).  Psychoanalysis after the war, according to 
Kulka, engaged with the core of human evil.  It delved into the 
death instinct’s external expressions, such as murderous and ag-
gressive behavior, and looked at a type of relatedness that is based 
on estrangement and a lack of personal responsibility. 

Yet the acknowledgment of the war and the Holocaust’s im-
plications has been avoided and repressed, creating a gap in the 
psychoanalytic literature that echoes the silence in other disciplines 
(Elisabeth Glaser, “From Vienna to Chicago: Heinz Kohut's Flight 
from the Holocaust,” International Journal of Applied Psychoana-
lytic Studies, 7, 3, 2010, 246-258).  The destruction-discourse about 
internalized objects (objects are “loved ones” in the language of 
psychoanalysis) within post-Freudian theories echoes and elabo-
rates upon the destruction that characterized World War II.  Post-
war psychoanalysts have thus far dealt with this destruction in an 
indirect manner within the context of individual life stories.  The 
foundational creators of the British Middle School, Neo-Freudian 
and relational analysts generally avoided writing directly about 
WWII or the Holocaust, turning instead to examine the develop-
ment and interaction of the self and other. 

One of the most influential psychoanalysts who theorized 
about fragmentation processes is Heinz Kohut (1913-81).  A dislo-
cated Austrian, Kohut fled Europe in March 1939 and emigrated to 
Chicago.  His personal life experience between and after two world 
wars contributed to the development of his theory of the self and, in 
particular, the concept of fragmentation.  One central concept that 
Heinz Kohut contributed to psychoanalysis is that of the 
“selfobject.”  (Kohut referred to the “self-object” in his earlier writ-
ings, but then dropped the hyphen.)  According to Kohut’s biog-
rapher Charles Strozier, “Kohut was concerned with the self and its 
meanings, with the enduring connections we have with others and 
the ways we take them in (what he called the selfobject milieu), 
with the profound effects of traumatic disruptions in that mi-
lieu” (Strozier, 2007: 409, “Heinz Kohut and the Meanings of Iden-
tity,” Contemporary Psychoanalysis, 43: 399-410).  The concept 
“selfobject” provides a way of talking in intrapsychic language 
about the effect of benevolent others in one’s life and their im-
portance to one’s well-being.  The absence of adequate selfobjects 
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may lead to self-fragmentation—the deterioration of the person’s 
state of mind and psyche under intense anxiety, the feeling of 
breaking into pieces (zerbrochen in Yiddish) as Ernest Wolf, one of 
Kohut’s early followers and students, once suggested when I strug-
gled to understand the origin of Kohut’s ideas of fragmentation.  He 
added that in order to be a human being one must have someone 
being human for her/him in the formative periods of life (Ernest 
Wolf, personal communication, 2009, 2014).  

Kohut experienced three main phases of his life in which 
either the precursor or the actual feeling of fragmentation was pre-
sent.  In his childhood, the propensity to fragment and his relation-
ship to his selfobjects formed.  The second period was initiated by 
the trauma that Kohut experienced under the Nazi regime in Austria 
and allowed his earlier vulnerability to fragmentation to manifest 
itself.  The third period of fragmentation occurred during the period 
of his perceived break with Freud, in light of his intense theoretical 
relationship with Sigmund and his friendship with Anna, which 
played a role in his alienation (Schneider, Broken Self: Psychobio-
graphical Explorations of Heinz Kohut’s Concept of Fragmenta-
tion, Clinical Research Project, Illinois School of Professional Psy-
chology, 2011).  Given the fragmentation he experienced through-
out his life, perhaps it is not surprising that the Holocaust is men-
tioned in passing but ignored in practice despite its deep connection 
to his theory of fragmentation.   

 In what follows I will focus on the second period of frag-
mentation.  Kohut maintained an uneasy public-private dichotomy 
when negotiating the issues of the Holocaust and Judaism.  He 
wrote and talked publicly about the perpetrators, but he was more 
implicit and elliptical about the victims.  In the Kohut Archive at 
the Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis, a letter from Judith Kes-
tenberg asks Kohut whether a patient in his book is a child of Holo-
caust survivors.  Kohut avoided answering directly, instead suggest-
ing that they talk about the matter on the phone (Judith S. Kesten-
berg to Kohut, December 14, 1977).  In their phone conversation he 
denied any connection of the case to the Holocaust.  Strozier writes, 
“Some have criticized Kohut for what they consider an unconscious 
avoidance of this issue that may be related to his personal ambiva-
lence about his own Jewish identity” (Strozier, Heinz Kohut: The 
Making of a Psychoanalyst, 2001, 202). 

The effects of the trauma of World War II can be seen in 
Kohut’s writing about the fragmentation process in his understand-
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ing of the destruction of the person, as well as the destruction of the 
image of the other.  He experienced the Anschluss (the German an-
nexation of Austria); the pogrom of Crystal Night on November 9-
10, 1938, in Vienna; and the loss of many people he knew well, 
both relatives and friends.  In the Kohut Archive, a letter sheds light 
on Kohut’s experience during the Nazi takeover and explains how 
he integrated his experience into his understanding of the person.  
(Note that all citations are from Kohut Archive unless otherwise 
indicated.)   Kohut wrote to a colleague about Vienna in the 1930s:  

That the application of my work to the motivations 
of people and to their behavior in the arena of histo-
ry is very important to me can be deduced easily not 
only from my earlier remarks regarding the experi-
ences of the late 1930s when I witnessed the disinte-
gration of the whole culture that had formed and 
sustained me but also from the fact that I have many 
times in my work attempted to apply the lessons I 
learned in the psychoanalytic setting to the area 
“beyond the bounds of the basic rule” (Kohut to Dan 
Offer, December 15, 1978).  

 Another letter in the archive is also revealing.  After fleeing 
Vienna, Kohut spent about a year in Great Britain, living for most 
of that time in Kitchener, a refugee camp.  The letter from a friend, 
who was a camp leader at Kitchener, to Kohut reveals that Kohut 
was acutely aware of not only the disintegration of the culture, as 
he wrote to Dan Offer, but his own fragmentation.  It suggests how 
badly Kohut suffered during this time.  In the letter from 1943, his 
friend described his own state as “traumatic shock with mostly   
after-effects that have ruined my [brain] to a certain degree (or 
make it appear that way) and that come to [throw] me into a panic 
whenever I try to bring my very Ego into action.”  His friend then 
adds that he compares his present state of mind to Kohut’s in 1937-
38.  In other words, his friend’s self-description echoes Kohut’s 
mental state as Nazism took control of Vienna ([confidential] to 
Kohut, October 11, 1943).  Kohut’s experience of a fragmented 
state generated his ability to empathize with the breakable self and 
consequently brought him to write about this state in a clinical set-
ting.  Indeed, Kohut’s son speculated that his father probably suf-
fered not only in reality but also in fantasy from what happened and 
from what he imagined might have happened (Thomas Kohut, Per-
sonal communication, in Schneider, 2011). 
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Kohut wrote The Two Analyses of Mr. Z (1979) which, as 
Goeffrey Cocks (The Curve of Life: Correspondence of Heinz Ko-
hut 1923-1981, 1994) and Strozier (2001) suggest, provides a de-
scription of Kohut’s own analysis in disguised form.  In his analy-
sis, Mr. Z dreamed about concentration camps and saw piles of 
bodies, which he was not sure were dead or alive.  Kohut referred 
to this dream as being a crucial one in Mr. Z’s analysis, represent-
ing the shifting from mother to father theme.  It is a telling example 
of how Kohut avoided the subject of the murders themselves in that 
the victims are presented but not discussed.  One could say they are 
“present absentees” (Grossman 1992, Present Absentees), to denote 
this existence-lacuna: there, but ignored and voiceless.  

Only in later years, when Kohut was already an established 
founder of a new school of thought, did he explicitly mention the 
Shoah in his published writing.  Referring to the healing process of 
the victims, he wrote, “The prolonged exposure to a milieu that 
lacked all selfobject support created self-defects in at least some of 
the survivors, including the propensity toward profound disintegra-
tion anxiety that the mere passage of time will not cure” (Joseph D. 
Lichtenberg and Samuel Kaplan, eds., Reflections on Self Psychol-
ogy, 1983, 397-398).  Although Kohut refers to the survivors of 
concentration and death camps, one wonders if this statement is  
self-referential.  It expresses a tragic sentiment about himself which 
nevertheless directed him against the “mere passage of time” in his 
writing about analyzing, restoring, and curing the fragmented self. 

Sivan Schneider, PsyD, is a therapist in Chicago working 
in the Center for Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy at the Chica-
go Institute for Psychoanalysis and at Smart Love Family Services.  
She may be contacted at sivanschneider@gmail.com.   

 
The Holocaust as an Impediment to 
Peace in the Middle East 

Miriam Victory Spiegel—Couples Therapist  

Just as the Shoah has not yet ended for families impacted by 
it decades ago, the State of Israel exists under the heavy influence 
of the trauma of the attempted annihilation of the Jews, which af-
fects their efforts to make peace with the Palestinians.  The meta-
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phor of Israel as a psychology patient was aptly applied in Ofer 
Grosbard’s Israel on the Couch (2003), where he clearly saw diffi-
culties in the peace process.  Therefore, it might be useful to ap-
proach the “case” of Israel/Palestine from a psychotherapeutic and 
analytic perspective and integrate various authors’ ideas to perceive 
how the Shoah influences the incapacity/intransigence of the Israeli 
people and political leaders in that process. 

Two Narratives, One Hologram 
The creation of Israel was supported by powerful myths, 

many of them still operative.  The Zionist pioneers were contemp-
tuous of Eastern European Jews who were considered weak and 
incapable of living off the land or fighting for it.  Israelis cling to 
that pioneer myth of the thick-skinned, softhearted “Sabra” (Tom 
Segev, The Seventh Million: The Israelis and the Holocaust, 1991).  
Israeli politicians are proud of getting their hands dirty or even 
bloody without publicly regretting the pain or loss of life their ac-
tions might have caused.  Yet from Israel’s beginnings, two narra-
tives were operative:  the strong pioneer narrative, and the almost 
as strong—and ambivalent—narrative of the vanquished, trauma-
tized victim.  Both are applied—interchangeably—by politicians 
and media in Israel as if they are part of a hologram in which the 
perceived image shifts from one to the other as needed to make a 
point.   

Avraham Burg wrote in The Holocaust is Over; We Must 
Rise from Its Ashes (2008) that the renewed spirit of a new nation 
was redefined.  “Israel was no longer a future-oriented state, but a 
society connected to its bleeding, traumatic past… the years of grief 
and of utopia, depression and mania fused two monumental events, 
the Holocaust and the building of Israel, into a single entity” (75).   

When over 300,000 Shoah survivors came to Israel after the 
Second World War, their arrival coincided with the War of Inde-
pendence in 1947-1948.  Though regarded as cowardly, and objects 
of shame, they were recruited wherever possible to fight for the 
State.  There was no time to look back, mourn, or be honored for 
their losses and suffering.  The subliminal message of the pioneer-
based majority population was to deny and ignore their weakness 
(Segev).  They were expected to adapt, conform, and not draw at-
tention to what they experienced or left behind.    

Segev maintains that this collective denial of the Holocaust 
was rampant during Israel’s formative years.  It was turned around 
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by the capture, trial, and execution of Nazi war criminal Adolf 
Eichmann in 1960-1961.  The event transformed the Israeli self-
concept and the attitude toward the Shoah: in a single act, revenge 
on the Nazis was consummated and the deep shame for the weak-
ness of the victims was expunged.  The two sides of the Israeli self-
concept were melded into a myth that endures today. 

Israeli historian Idith Zertal sees in the dramaturgy of the 
Eichmann capture and trial a relevant dimension to our search for 
understanding in Israel’s Holocaust and the Politics of Nationhood 
(2005).  She believes the Zionists deliberately transformed the col-
lective anxiety and memory of the Holocaust into an interpretation 
of history in which Hitler and Auschwitz become intricately con-
nected with the present and future threat of annihilation by Arabs.  
Zertal believes Prime Minister Ben-Gurion deliberately and pains-
takingly re-invented this historical interpretation over several dec-
ades.  His first motivating force may have been to distract people 
from noticing that the Zionists did not act decisively or directly to 
prevent the slaughter of the majority of European Jews during the 
Second World War.   

Zertal wrote: “Israel…was, in its first, formative decade, a 
monument to selective amnesia and erasure of certain chapters in 
Jewish history that would have hindered its constituting effort and 
contradicted the state’s narrative of power and renewal…It was 
heroes’, not victims, time” (94).  She observes that a national Holo-
caust Day and the establishment of the Holocaust Remembrance 
Authority (Yad Vashem) were not created at the outset of Israel’s 
existence.  The past had to be “forgotten” to achieve nation-
building, while heroic memories were created according to Ben-
Gurion’s psychological national plan.  The Eichmann case became 
part of Ben-Gurion’s “grand national pedagogy” (Zertal, 95).  

The “hologram effect” was applied to transform the trauma 
of the Shoah into an affirmation of Israeli machismo.  The Holo-
caust, [and] its victims, were to be the metaphor, “a terrible, sub-
lime lesson to Israeli youth and the world that Jewish blood would 
never be abandoned or defenseless again.”  Ben-Gurion, who or-
dered and planned the capture of Eichmann, guided the process of 
creating Israeli discourse of the Holocaust from the perspective of 
power.  It was his finest hour.  “Only two weeks before he an-
nounced Eichmann’s capture in the Knesset, he was an embattled, 
worn-out, and much criticized political leader… Now, once 
again… he was hailed as the great, historic Zionist leader” (Zertal, 
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96-97).  

Ben-Gurion merged two of the most powerful enemies and 
made public assertions linking Nazis and Arabs.  He justified taking 
German reparations money because he needed it to keep “Nazi Ar-
abs” from slaughtering Jews.  Eichmann’s capture and arrival in 
Israel consolidated the linking of Nazis and Arabs as eternal ene-
mies of Israel, with the Holocaust invoking existential threats as a 
means of nation-building.   

According to Burg, it worked.  “We have displaced our an-
ger and revenge…from an old foe to a new adversary, and so we 
allow ourselves to live comfortably with the heirs of the German 
enemy—representing convenience, wealth and high quality—while 
treating the Palestinians as whipping boys” (94).  The irony was not 
lost on the late Israeli social psychologist Dan Bar-On, who wrote 
“Germans, Israeli-Jews and Palestinians wish to move beyond vic-
timhood: Some reflections on the possibility of displacement of ag-
gression” (unpublished paper, 2007).  The Jewish failure to retaliate 
and avenge themselves for the Shoah in the hearts and minds of 
many survivors’ and Jews transformed into a war against the Pales-
tinians—who are perceived as an existential threat to Israel. 

The Healing Process  
The most sobering and humbling point of departure for most 

practitioners is the painful acknowledgment that not all traumatized 
people can be healed.  Healing can only begin when the violence 
has stopped and the victim/survivor is safe from further threats of 
violence.  That is not today’s reality.  Israelis and Palestinians must 
refrain from violence to recover from fear of attack and annihila-
tion, and recovery may take longer than anticipated because dec-
ades of shock and trauma may have created a time lag before the 
survivor/victim’s metaphorical “muscles” can relax the heightened 
sense of alarm and anxiety which has been normal for them.  This 
process can also trigger new or long-repressed emotions: sadness 
and mourning for the losses, and shame for feeling vulnerable as 
well as for behavior during the decades of trauma and denial.    

To start to heal, the traumatized person or collective must be 
recognized as a victim.  Today, Israel insists on recognition as a 
“Jewish State” but also needs to be acknowledged as pure, inno-
cent, victimized, and worthy of compassion.  As long as that does 
not happen, the Israelis will continue to insist on it.  If the Israelis 
don’t feel safe, they’ll remain in battle mode. As long as both sides 
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see each other as perpetrators, the peace and healing both sides so 
urgently require won’t happen. 

Conclusion 
As therapists, we are intimidated by the overwhelming 

amount of untreated trauma on both sides.  As human beings, if we 
allow ourselves—as some Israelis quoted above do—to see the na-
kedness of the emperor, we should be outraged by the decades-long 
appalling abuse of human rights by Israeli politicians and generals 
who used the Holocaust to support their actions.    

Is Israel’s Holocaust Hologram a grandiose publicity trick, 
to generate good will for Israel?  Does it distract people from notic-
ing Israeli human rights abuses?  Is it the seriously distorted think-
ing of deeply traumatized people, who waver between “borderline” 
attributes or even “schizophrenia”?  Whom do we help with these 
diagnostic labels?  We can each try to find our own position, possi-
bly a schizophrenic one between compassion for the victim while 
confronting the perpetrator, both in the same entity. 

Miriam Victory Spiegel, MSW, lives and practices in Zü-
rich, Switzerland as a couples therapist and collaborative divorce 
consultant.  She has also worked therapeutically for many years 
with adult children of Holocaust survivors and she may be contact-
ed at mvictory@bluewin.ch.  

[*Editor’s note: This article is extracted from a longer version that 
appeared in German in Peter Schulthess and Heide Anger, eds., 
Gestalt und Politik. Gesellschaftliche Implikationen der Ge-
stalttherapie (2009).  Normally, we have a rigid rule of originality 
in all languages, but an editor suggested that, given that the above 
argument is not covered in any other submission, we include this 
article.]   

Meeting Report 

Perspectives on Terrorism on the High  
Seas 

Paul H. Elovitz—The Psychohistory Forum 

 There was a very lively discussion at the May 3rd Psychohis-
tory Forum Work-In-Progress seminar on “The Film Captain Phil-
lips and the Problem of Contemporary Terrorism.”  Some of the 
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central points involved the complexities of the Islamic world; the 
cinematic concept of the hero; the consequences of American coun-
ter-terrorism policies; culture and the psyche; enemies within and 
without; one man’s freedom fighter is another man’s terrorist; the 
perspective of the viewer; resentment at the U.S. for its activities, 
including anti-terrorism and bases around the world; and the role of 
women in Islamic societies.  

 The special meaning of the film for our presenter came 
through loud and clear.  Professor Jacques Szaluta has spent his ca-
reer teaching history to students at the U.S. Merchant Marine Acad-
emy on Green Point, Long Island.  He was touched by the recent 
Tom Hanks film Captain Phillips because the danger of piracy on 
the high seas is a clear threat to their profession.  Those at our 
meeting who had seen the film were also quite moved by it.  Never-
theless, it appeared to have the greatest meaning to Szaluta, a psy-
choanalyst and proud American who has close ties to Europe, 
where he has often presented his scholarly findings and conferred 
with colleagues.  He has enormous admiration for the seamanship 
and courage of Captain Phillips, whose book A Captain’s Duty 
(2010) he shared with his colleagues.   

 Prior to the recent Academy Awards, the actor who played 
the lead terrorist in the film received one nomination and the real 
Captain Phillips was noted in the audience and applauded.  We con-
sidered the reasons Tom Hanks, who played the role so well, and 
the film, did not receive awards.  Our conclusion was that at the end 
of the film the hero was shown as a real human being suffering 
from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) rather than as a John 
Wayne or Clint Eastwood cinematic type.  Neither the academy nor 
audiences are eager to see the real effects of psychic and physical 
trauma: they prefer viewing a more cartoonish hero.  A moving ele-
ment in the film was at the end when the nurse caring for the Cap-
tain, who was crying like a baby, said, “Look in my eyes,” as a way 
of bringing him back from the horror he had experienced, much 
like a mother presents a holding environment and says to a small 
child lost in a tantrum, “It’s ok, I’ll take care of you.”  This was 
contrasted with the young terrorist leader declaring to the captive 
Phillips, “Look at me.  I’m captain now,” as a way of asserting his 
dominance based on the fear that an AK-47 demands when it’s 
pointed at the unarmed.   

 The presenter emphasized the hero being a typical working 
man, who, at some sacrifice to his home life due to his being at sea 
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for three months at a time, carried out his obligations.  In the midst 
of the hijacking, Captain Phillips responded according to his train-
ing at the Massachusetts Maritime Academy and his experiences as 
a seaman.  However, not all of us saw him as a working 
man/“everyman” who suddenly was caught in the midst of terror-
ism.  After all, he was better educated and a captain with much 
greater responsibilities than the crew.  The fact that 11 crew mem-
bers are suing the shipping company for 50 million dollars, arguing 
their captain recklessly risked going into a pirate-infested area off 
the Somali coast, is a reflection that he isn’t an everyman.  Whether 
their lawsuit is justified or simply a reflection of wanting some of 
the fame and money accrued by their captain remains an open ques-
tion.   

 The contrast between the Americans and the Somalis in the 
film was highlighted in the presentation and discussion.  The Amer-
icans were well-fed, well-off, and had a variety of choices in their 
lives, as contrasted with the Somalis who were thin, poverty-
stricken, and had few choices.  Living in a prosperous democracy, 
the Americans could choose to go to sea, serve in the military, or 
stay within the relative safety of their country, while the Somalis 
were dominated by warlords who ordered the villagers to capture 
the passing ship for ransom.  Their alternative way of making a liv-
ing was fishing, which offered a much less prosperous existence.  
The Somali women were silent, while Captain Phillips’ wife, An-
drea, was respected and treated as a full partner in their marriage.  
Their son was resentful that his father is away for such long periods 
and is then perhaps too present during the months he’s at home.  At 
the end of the film, the highly competent and empathetic nurse was 
also a woman.   

The male Navy SEALs, who are parachuted into the situa-
tion, are depicted to be almost machine-like in the execution of 
their orders, in contrast to the naval officers of the destroyer who 
are working to end the engagement with the pirates without a loss 
of American life.   

 Many of the reactions to the film focused on the conflicting 
perspectives of people in the U.S. and elsewhere in the world.  Jam-
shid Marvasti, a New England College of Medicine faculty member 
and psychiatrist from Manchester, Connecticut, was especially elo-
quent on this matter.  He cited the Bible: “We don’t see things as 
they are.  We see things as we are.”  We view the world according 
to our concerns, cultures, and priorities.  Thus, one person or cul-
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ture’s freedom fighter is another’s terrorist.  To people being killed 
or injured, it does not make much difference who’s firing or 
launching the weapons.   Michael Britton, a New Jersey psycho-
therapist, pointed out that when an individual or country approach-
es a situation with hostility then they will, in turn, face hostility.  
This has much to do with the U.S. generally being seen negatively 
around the world.  He believes there will be more hope for the 
world when people and other countries can admit that the U.S. is 
both a terrorist and a supporter of freedom fighters.   

 This reporter argued that as long as the U.S. has about 150 
bases in so many countries, our government will feel compelled to 
prop up the local dictators who have welcomed the bases and con-
tinue to be involved in local affairs on the less democratic side.  I 
also maintained that U.S. policy is quite complex because we have 
to make choices in a world where revolts for the sake of democracy 
commonly bring great instability; hatred of the U.S. can be a source 
of great popular support for irresponsible rulers.  It is like dealing 
with groups of people, some of whom are borderline psychotic or 
neurotic in a dangerous nuclear world, thus making decisions both 
complex and difficult.  Dr. Marvasti cited Gandhi to the effect that 
if we take an eye for an eye then we will have a blind world. 

 Irene Javors focused many of her thoughts on the cultural 
clashes in the world having to do with different senses of women’s 
roles and what it means to be a man.  Her discussion of the enemy 
within and the enemy without was very thought-provoking because 
these enemies are motived either by ideology or psychosis.  All 
agreed that we prefer the enemy without since that feels much saf-
er, but as Connecticut school shootings and so much else show, the 
enemy within is very real and dangerous.  Irene Javors thinks that 
the situation will be helped when we get past our traditional coloni-
zation, resembling what took place in the eras of the British Empire 
and Theodore Roosevelt.  I contended that our improved communi-
cations not only open the whole world to us in a positive sense, but 
also negatively since we have so much more to fear.  Consequently, 
when growing up we worried when there was a child molester or 
violent criminal in our town or city.  Now we worry about it in an-
other part of the world as if it were around the corner.  Instant news 
means that the world can view the fine economic lifestyles that 
some are living, provoking envy, jealousy, and other primitive 
emotions.  It is so much easier to blame foreigners as the “other” 
than one’s own government.  The enemies of the West, who see us 
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as the dangerous “other,” use modernity, especially modern tech-
nology, in the name of fighting it. 

 There was a general consensus that the presenter’s thought-
provoking paper was weakest in terms of its focus on terroristic im-
pulses within the Arabic world, as if this represented all of the Is-
lamic world, which is so large, complex, and, in some places, such 
as Indonesia, quite democratic.  There was strong concern for the 
inferior position of women in so much of the world.  It was pointed 
out by Dr. Marvasti that in countries such as Iran, women play 
quite an important role despite their veils and second-class citizen-
ship.  The presenter countered with the extent to which the Quran 
refers to women in ways that are quite offensive to our Western 
eyes.  However, in comparison to the Old and New Testament, 
women are given more notice and protection in the Quran.  It is not 
the difference of treatment of women in the sacred texts that makes 
for the inferior position of Islamic women in comparison to West-
ern women, but rather that Islam has not had a general enlighten-
ment, as in the Christian world in the 18th century.  

 Jacques Szaluta was quite appreciative of the opportunity to 
discuss the movie and his initial thoughts on terrorism. The meeting 
was followed by a pleasant luncheon at a restaurant at the Hilton 
New Fashion District Hotel. 

 Paul H. Elovitz’ biography may be found on page 174.  

Book Reviews 

Psychological and Historical Dialogue 

David Beisel—SUNY Rockland 

Review of Christian Tileagă and Jovan Byford’s Psychology 
and History: Interdisciplinary Explorations, Foreword by Kenneth 
J. Gergen (Cambridge, Eng: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 
ISBN 978-1-107-03431-0, hardcover, 324 pages, $99. 

 The aim of this anthology is to stimulate dialogue between 
history and psychology.  It succeeds admirably.  The editors divide 
13 chapters into three parts (plus a solid Introduction and outstand-
ing Conclusion).  “Theoretical Dialogues”—five essays—focuses 
on general theoretical matters, though they often contain practical 
suggestions.  Two “empirical dialogues” sections—four chapters 
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each—focus on “doing,” though they contain theoretical overviews.  
This mix of theory with empirical case studies is one of the 
strengths of the volume. 

 Topics range from the promise and problems of interdisci-
plinary study to matters of history and memory, neurobiology, iden-
tity, emotions, foreign policy, self-esteem, stereotypes, and preju-
dice.  Footnotes, located conveniently at the bottom of each page, 
are comprehensive and include citations from pertinent periodical 
literature as well as significant books.  They provide valuable over-
views.   

 The contributors’ erudition is uniformly impressive, their 
expertise balanced equally between history and psychology, with 
most of the psychologists coming from social psychology.  Judging 
from the amount of marginalia I left on nearly every page, each 
chapter deserves extended comment.  I often felt that particular 
chapters, sometimes the book as a whole, deserved full symposia 
on their own.  Space limitations here require me to focus on a cou-
ple of chapters with special relevance to psychohistory. 

 I particularly liked historian Joan W. Scott’s “The Incom-
mensurability of Psychoanalysis and History.”  (See the interview 
with Professor Scott in this issue on page 178.)  In this chapter, 
published earlier as an essay in History & Theory, Scott, a Profes-
sor at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, finds many 
points of commonality and “seeming” commonality between histo-
ry and psychoanalysis.  She invokes familiar names: William Lang-
er, Peter Loewenberg, and John Demos; she cites a neglected essay 
by intellectual historian Frank Manuel in a 1971 issue of Daedalus.  
She shows how psychohistory, along with the historians of the 
1970s, worked to make itself compatible with mainstream history 
by abandoning the centrality of sexuality, replacing it with issues of 
power.  She discusses British historian Lyndal Roper’s recent use 
of “a dynamic model of the unconscious” to understand Western 
civilization’s early-modern witch craze, concluding, nevertheless, 
that despite some areas of overlap, psychoanalysis and history cling 
to separate boundaries (60).   

 There “is no easy resolution to this lack of fit between the 
disciplines,” she concludes, suggesting that the study of fantasies 
may be one way of beginning to bridge the gap.  (Of course, psy-
chohistorians have been studying fantasies for decades).  Scott pro-
poses counterintuitively that it may be the very lack of fit that 
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“provides the ground for continued conversation and debate.”  In-
deed, “Recognizing these limits can have the paradoxical effect not 
of securing boundaries but of loosening them,” thus opening the 
way to creative collaborative work (63). 

 My guess is that Scott’s ideas will come as news to most 
historians who are even more intent on closing ranks against psy-
chologically-oriented history while maintaining the fiction that they 
are open to all approaches.  The recent decision by the American 
Historical Association to remove psychohistory as a historical spe-
cialty has reinforced the official barrier between disciplines, though 
it has not dulled the optimism of historian and psychoanalyst Paul 
Elovitz.   

 In “The Success and Obstacles to the Interdisciplinary Mar-
riage of Psychology and History,” Elovitz, a professor at Ramapo 
College of New Jersey and editor of this journal, offers up one of 
the stronger chapters of the book. (Author’s note: Elovitz thanks 
this reviewer as one of the readers of an earlier version of his chap-
ter.)  His essay, an outstanding overview, is a must read starting-
point for any comprehensive grasp of psychohistory’s history.  Es-
pecially helpful are his references to neglected early pioneers such 
as Preserved Smith (also noted by Scott), James Harvey Robinson, 
neurologist Leon Pierce Clark, historian Harry Elmer Barnes, 
Freud’s flawed histories, and a number of early analysts who tried 
their hand at applied psychoanalysis.  Prominent practitioners who 
later joined the “interdisciplinary marriage” are treated judiciously.  
An especially valuable part of the chapter covers the history of psy-
chohistorical organizations and publications, many still going 
strong. 

 Elovitz’ chapter builds a convincing case for psychohisto-
ry’s moderate but continuing success.  The book’s editors correctly 
assert in their conclusion that though it “ended up marginalized by 
both mainstream psychology and mainstream history,” psychohisto-
ry has “survived in spite of this, and thrived on the periphery of 
both disciplines” (293). 

 This will surprise historian Rob Boddice.  His chapter, “The 
Affective Turn: Historicizing the Emotions,” considers the last vol-
ume of Peter Gay’s five volume Bourgeois Experience: Victoria to 
Freud (published 1984-1998) to be psychohistory’s last gasp, call-
ing Gay himself “a rare survivor of a defunct sub-discipline” (149).   

 Considering Elovitz’s chapter, this raises the question of 
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how much psychohistory Boddice has actually read and makes one 
question if Boddice, who teaches at the Freie Universität Berlin 
(Free University of Berlin), has ever heard of the Gesellschaft für 
Psychohistorie und Politische Psychologie. 

 Attempts by historians to validate the history of emotions 
such as Boddice’s are a positive sign, yet his essay falls into the 
same trap as other recent efforts (see the lengthy dialogue in the 
December 2012 issue of the American Historical Review) where 
historians have over-intellectualized, focused on method, and done 
what amounts to intellectual history by studying historical ideas 
about emotions rather than the emotions themselves, all the while 
pretending that both psychoanalysis and psychohistory don’t exist. 

 Nevertheless, I am glad the editors included this chapter in 
the book.  Essays such as this have to be counted as part of the in-
terdisciplinary dialogue since they illustrate what can go badly 
wrong when scholars miss the point or make egregious errors 
(Boddice writes about Darwin without ever mentioning the work of 
psychiatrist and psychohistorian Ralph Colp) and can reveal hidden 
resistances to the very dialogues we are supposed to be serving.   

 Two other chapters deserve special mention: Mark Knights’ 
“Historical Stereotypes and Histories of Stereotypes” with its illus-
trations and analyses of late 18th and early 19th century British car-
toons and Cathie Carmichael’s “Psychology, the Viennese Legacy 
and the Construction of Identity in the Former Yugoslavia,” which 
shows how psychology was misused to build and reinforce ethnic 
hatreds in the Croatian-Serbian-Muslim conflicts of the 1990s. 

 In sum, this book is fascinating, inspiring, provocative, frus-
trating, annoying, and anger-provoking.  In other words, totally en-
gaging.  It is strongly recommended for anyone involved in inter-
disciplinary study and is a must read for those approaching psycho-
logical history from either history or psychology.  

David R. Beisel, PhD, is a veteran psychohistorian who 
has published widely on American and European history.  He can 
be reached at dbeisel@sunyrockland.edu.  

Murdering Our Own Species 

Ken Fuchsman—University of Connecticut 

Review of Jeffrey Moussaieff’s Beasts: What Animals Can 
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Teach Us About the Origins of Good and Evil (New York: Blooms-
bury, 2014), ISBN 978-1-60819-615-9, 213 pages, hardbound, 
$26.00. 

 Steven Pinker’s 2011 book The Better Angels of Our Na-
ture: Why Violence Has Declined hit a nerve with many.  Some 
were happy to support his declaration that humanity has improved 
since the establishment of the modern Western state, the Enlighten-
ment, the rule of reason, and later the rise of feminism.  His use of 
statistics to show that the percentage of those who die from homi-
cide and war is on the wane seemed to give an empirical foundation 
to his overall thesis.  Others found that he overestimated the degree 
of violence among hunter-gatherers and that the percentage of the 
population who died from war, genocide, or tyranny has risen over 
the last few centuries.      

 Into this fray steps Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson with his re-
cently published Beasts: What Animals Can Teach Us About the 
Origins of Good and Evil.  Masson is known to those in psychoana-
lytic circles for, among other things, his ability to convince Anna 
Freud to allow him to translate her father’s complete letters to Wil-
helm Fliess.  The 1985 publication of this correspondence revealed 
so much more about Freud’s inner life than the 1954 expurgated 
version.   

 On the other hand, in his 1984 book Assault on Truth, Mas-
son made the absurd claim that Freud abandoned the so-called se-
duction theory out of moral cowardice.  If he had closely read the 
letters he edited, he would have seen the reasons Freud, in his self-
analysis, had for changing his mind.  Earlier, in late 1983, a The 
New Yorker profile of Masson portrayed him as a narcissistic fool.  
Masson sued the writer, Janet Malcolm, for libel.  He lost this suit 
and eventually resettled in New Zealand. 

 Can such a notorious person add anything to the controver-
sies surrounding Pinker’s claims?  The answer is yes.  As do others, 
Masson questions Pinker’s claims of horrendous death rates among 
hunter-gatherers due to violence.  Masson is not alone in claiming 
that “war probably emerged only after the advent of agriculture, 
between ten thousand and twelve thousand years ago” (175).  
Pinker calls those with such views “the anthropologists of peace,” 
and approvingly notes another scholar’s labeling them as “the 
Peace and Harmony Mafia” (Better Angels, 36).  As such, Pinker 
does not seriously consider all the evidence, which is for different 
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reasons, also true of Masson as well.  There are two opposing my-
thologies here.     

 Masson is astounded by the “cavalier manner” in which 
Pinker “treats most violence in the world over the past fifty years.”  
Masson lists many barbaric actions from the mid-50s on that get 
“little or no mention” from Pinker, including the genocide in Rwan-
da, the Chinese killing of 17% of the population of Tibet, the ethnic 
cleansing in Yugoslavia and East Timor, and the million deaths in 
India’s partition.  Masson says that in “a book about the alleged de-
cline of human violence” Pinker does not pay much attention to 
“some of the most violent episodes in our recent history” (176).  
Masson has a point.  Pinker has trouble dealing with certain issues 
that do not fit into his thesis.  The 55 million deaths in World War 
II are not evidence of violence’s decline.  While Pinker blames Hit-
ler for the war, this view does not account for the Japanese attack 
on Pearl Harbor.  Very few actions compare to the Hitler-initiated 
Holocaust.  Still, in World War II there were enough barbaric ac-
tions by both sides to give anyone pause before proclaiming the 
better angels of our nature are ascending.   

 On the other hand, neither Masson nor Pinker accurately 
reports the disagreements among anthropologists on the prevalence 
of war among hunter-gatherers.  Lawrence Keeley, on whom Pinker 
relies, stresses high death rates due to war among hunter-gatherers 
(War Before Civilization, 1996).  Carol Ember randomly surveys 
50 hunter-gatherer groups who do not herd or farm.  Ten percent 
did not have war or did so only rarely, while 64% had war at least 
every two years (Ethnology, 1978, Volume 17: 439-448).  Ray-
mond Kelly found that hunter-gatherer groups without war had one 
kind of social structure and those with war had another (Warless 
Societies and the Origins of War, 2000).  Keith Otterbein says that 
when there was a lot of hunting there was warfare and, when hunt-
ing declined, so did war (The Anthropology of War, 2009).  In oth-
er words, war began before the advent of agriculture, but many 
hunter-gatherer groups did not often engage in war, did not have 
high death rates from war, and external conditions influenced the 
frequency of warfare.  Both Masson and Pinker can be seen, in part, 
as polemicists intent on arguing for a favorite point of view and dis-
counting highly relevant evidence.  In Pinker’s case, he even calls 
his opponents members of the mafia.  

 While Pinker has a message of progress, Masson does not.  
To him, “we were better off before civilization” (97).  The human 
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turning point, to Masson, is when we began cultivating plants and 
domesticating animals.  Masson approvingly quotes Jared Dia-
mond’s assertion that domestication is “‘the second worst mistake 
in the history of the human race’” (100).  Masson traces the “origin 
of greed” to this period, as he does with war.  He also maintains 
that “the very idea of ‘the other’ as somebody without value could 
be traced back to animal domestication” (97, 100).  Now we see 
Masson’s view of the origin of human evil.  It is in the exploitation 
of animals following the development of agriculture.  Here is an-
other version of humanity's fall.  Derived from Jean-Jacques Rous-
seau, this view is highly romanticized.  Much of the rest of Mas-
son’s book focuses on how animals are, by and large, not very ag-
gressive toward humans, while the same cannot be said for our 
treatment of other creatures.   

 Masson adds that “certain kinds of violence exist only in 
our species” (38).  This would include “domestic violence” which 
is to be found only in “human families” (36).  He mentions that 
“homicide is the third-leading cause of death of American children 
five to fourteen years old” (38).  Much of his book is centered on 
what we can do to treat animals better.  Yet Masson also sees the 
destructive actions humans impose on each other.  Not without rea-
son, Masson asserts that “the most important question human be-
ings can face is this: What makes us so violent to one anoth-
er” (159)?  Masson does not fully explore this question.  Across the 
globe, there are 400,000 victims of homicide and 1.2 million deaths 
due to violence a year.  Few other primates practice intragroup kill-
ing, and we are the only one who within our own groups murder 
adult females.  You bet your life there are few more important 
questions than why we are so violent toward each other.  As Naomi 
Bliven writes in The New Y orker, the “greatest of... mysteries... is 
why human beings have never learned to cherish their own spe-
cies” (Sept. 12, 1983, 153).                                  

Ken Fuchsman, EdD, is Director, Bachelor of General 
Studies, and Assistant Extension Professor at the University of 

Connecticut.  Dr. Fuchsman is on the Editorial Board of Clio's 

Psyche and the Journal of Psychohistory, as well as Book Review 
Editor of this journal.  He writes on the history of psychoanalysis, 
interdisciplinary studies, liberalism, and trauma, and can be 
reached at ken.fuchsman@uconn.edu.  
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Working through Guilt and Regret:  
An Emergent Psychoanalytic Paradigm? 

Don Carveth—York University 

 Review of Susan Kavaler-Adler’s The Anatomy of Regret: 
From Death Instinct to Reparation and Symbolization through Viv-
id Case Studies (London: Karnac Paper, 2013), ISBN 978-1-78049
-117, 248 pages, paperback, £21.34. 

Susan Kavaler-Adler is the founder and executive director 
of the Object Relations Institute (ORI) for Psychotherapy and Psy-
choanalysis in New York and the author of several books and many 
papers in the area of British and American object relations theory 
and therapy.  (The unfortunate term “object” in psychoanalytic ob-
ject relations theory refers to the loved and hated others with whom 
the self is in relation both in the external interpersonal and, more 
importantly, the internal intrapsychic worlds.)   

In the book under review, the author presents in her intro-
duction, chapter one, and conclusion the revised version of Kleinian 
theory, integrated with concepts of William Ronald Dodds Fair-
bairn, Donald Winnicott, and Margaret Mahler, which informs her 
view of the therapeutic process as one of “developmental mourn-
ing.”  It is through facing up to and mourning one’s destructiveness 
(arising in Kavaler-Adler’s view not from innate aggression but 
from trauma broadly defined) and one’s consequent regrets, all in 
the context of a therapeutic holding environment, that one is able to 
liberate oneself from their defensive and maladaptive “false 
self” (Winnicott), one’s “antilibidinal ego” or “internal sabo-
teur” (Fairbairn), and from Freud’s and Klein’s sadistic superego.  
Having clearly outlined her theoretical framework, the author illus-
trates it through a series of extensive, richly described case studies 
that, to my mind, succeed in demonstrating in clinical detail her 
theory in practice and its therapeutic power in work with patients 
suffering from diverse levels and types of psychopathology. 

 Kavaler-Adler’s perspective is, in many ways, parallel to 
my own, as outlined in The Still Small Voice: Psychoanalytic Re-
flections on Guilt and Conscience (2013).  Whereas I speak more 
about guilt than regret, I think the two are really inseparable as one 
cannot genuinely face and learn how to bear one’s guilt without at 
the same time experiencing regret about the damage one has done 
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to others and to oneself.  Kavaler-Adler and I agree with Melanie 
Klein that consciously integrating one’s guilt and regret, working 
through the depressive position, and moving toward reparation, is 
the path toward recovery.  

 Because I confine mourning to the process of working 
through losses, including those resulting from our destructiveness, I 
do not view working through the depressive position by genuinely 
facing guilt and regret as mourning per se.  Though certainly sober-
ing and humbling, accepting responsibility in this way at the same 
time relieves one from painful shame and superego torment and 
leads to reconciliation with conscience.  I suspect some patients on 
the verge of the depressive position who intensely and extensively 
experience mournfulness and what Kavaler-Adler calls “the grief of 
regret” may be using these painful emotional states as a delaying 
tactic against getting on with the work of repentance and reparation. 

 I share Kavaler-Adler’s rejection of the concept of the 
“death instinct” (a concept defined so differently by different au-
thors that it is only in context that one may hope to grasp what it 
might mean).  In any case, the concept is redundant and can safely 
be ignored, for on virtually every page Klein mentions it she pro-
vides an alternate and, to me, far more acceptable explanation of 
the infant’s inevitable paranoia as arising not from projection of the 
death drive but from its cognitive limitations and interpretation of 
all frustration as an attack.  The absent good breast is experienced 
as a bad attacking breast.  Like many North American writers, Ka-
valer-Adler succumbs to the idea that Klein ignores the real parent-
ing, letting the caretakers off the hook and blaming pathology on 
the child’s drives and fantasies.  However, throughout her career 
Klein has stressed the importance of the real caretaker, whose 
goodness and love are crucial to offset the paranoia arising from 
projected aggression arising from both the existential and the sur-
plus frustration due to parental failure. 

 While many deplore the fragmented state of contemporary 
psychoanalysis, I see the fragments as pieces of a wonderfully com-
plex puzzle that we are gradually beginning to be able to piece to-
gether and which will constitute the higher dialectical synthesis of 
the existing partial perspectives.  Analysts who have immersed 
themselves in Sigmund Freud, Klein, Fairbairn, Winnicott, Mahler, 
Heinz Kohut and others seem to be overcoming tunnel-vision and 
glimpsing and beginning to delineate an overarching framework for 
psychoanalysis.  In this connection, a recent posting by Arnold 
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Richards to the Clio's Psyche listserv (June 23, 2014) is of inter-
est: “A worldwide conceptual survey by the IPA [International Psy-
choanalytic Association] shows that the number one and number 
two concepts were transference/countertransference and projective 
identification,” a finding he feels “supports the view that there is a 
new conceptual consensus with a Kleinian take.”  Kavaler-Adler is 
an important contributor to this emerging synthesis. 

 Although this book does not directly contribute to psycho-
history insofar as the latter utilizes psychoanalytic theory as a basis 
for understanding the psychology of historical actors, an emerging 
new psychoanalytic paradigm should be of great interest to psycho-
historians.  This new paradigm emphasizes the role of unconscious 
guilt stemming from aggression reactive to frustration and trauma 
and turned back against the self by a persecutory superego, leading 
to varying degrees of self-punishment and self-sabotage often un-
recognized as such.  In the lives of individuals, groups, and nations, 
self-defeating repetitions result from, among other factors, re-
pressed or split-off guilt and unconscious identifications with both 
the aggressor and the victim expressed through the destruction of 
the self and others.  I agree with Kavaler-Adler that it is only 
through consciously experiencing and working through our guilt 
and regret that positive change through repentance and creative rep-
aration can occur. 

Don Carveth, PhD, is Emeritus Professor of Sociology and 
Social and Political Thought at York University in Toronto as well 
as a training & supervising analyst in the Canadian Institute of 
Psychoanalysis and current director of the Toronto Institute.  His 
The Still Small Voice: Psychoanalytic Reflections on Guilt and 
Conscience was published last year by Karnac.  He may be con-
tacted at dcarveth@gmail.com.  

 

Forthcoming Psychohistory Forum 

Saturday Work-In-Progress Seminars 

Ken Fuchsman (UConn) and Paul Elovitz (Ramapo College) will present “Is 

Humankind More or Less Civilized?” on September 20, 2014.  Lawrence J. 

Friedman (Harvard University) will speak on “‘Give Peace a Chance’: 
Growth of a Dissenting Minority in the Early Cold War” on November 1, 2014 

and Michael Clifford (private practice) on the psychobiography of Bowlby, 
A. Freud, Klein, and Winnicott on Jan. 31. 2015.  
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Arlene Kramer Richards and the Power of  
Women 

Irene Javors—Yeshiva University 

Review of Nancy R. Goodman, ed., Psychoanalysis: Listen-
ing to Understand, Selected—Papers of Arlene Kramer Richards 
(NY: IP Books, 2012), ISBN: 978-0-9851329-8-9, 482 pages, pa-
perback, $39.99. 

 Arlene Kramer Richards is a psychoanalyst as well as a 
training and supervising analyst with the Contemporary Freudian 
Society (formerly New York Freudian Society) and the Internation-
al Psychoanalytic Association (IPA).  She is a fellow at the Institute 
for Psychoanalytic Training and Research (IPTAR).  

 In addition to her academic achievements, Richards is a po-
et, author of numerous books for young readers, and an intrepid ex-
plorer of our interior lives.  In this collection of essays, the reader is 
introduced to new ideas about female psychosexual development, 
perversions, creativity, loneliness, and the use of psychoanalysis as 
critical theory in reviewing films. 

 Throughout her writings, Richards is most interested in 
gaining an understanding of subjectivity.  She is concerned with 
helping her patients discover their personal vision of the world—
their feelings, ideas, desires, and power.  Her studies of creative 
individuals, such as the poet Hilda Doolittle (1886-1961) and Mar-
cel Proust (1871-1922), are concerned with gaining an understand-
ing of their unique creative processes. 

 In her essay “Hilda Doolittle and Creativity—Freud’s Gift,” 
she discusses the poet’s psychoanalysis with Freud and how he 
helped Doolittle overcome her “writer’s block.”  He helped Doolit-
tle integrate her bisexual inner world with her creativity and her 
relational world.  She needed to have her subjectivity validated and 
valued and the psychoanalytic process was most helpful in doing 
so.  

 I would further suggest that given the context of the times 
she lived in, Doolittle was subject to the strict cultural gender bina-
ry of what was acceptable female agency.  Her desire to become an 
accomplished poet exceeded the limits of what was considered the 
proper sphere for a woman.  Freud, a powerful male figure to Doo-
little, provided her with a “patriarchal blessing” that gave her 
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“permission” to embrace her subjectivity and, hence, her power.  
He allowed her to have a “phallus” in the world through her writing 
as well as maintain her womanhood—a compromise position born 
out of patriarchy. 

 In her essay “Proust and the Love of Longing,” Richards 
delves into Marcel Proust’s magnum opus, In Search of Lost Time 
(1913-1927).  She posits that the central concerns of the work in-
volve the questions of “What is love?” and “What is longing?”  She 
offers various explanations as to the reasons for “longing” to be 
such an essential part of Proust’s storyline—from the idea that what 
is unattainable is more highly valued to the desire to return to the 
oceanic feelings of infancy.  

 From my reading of Proust, I posit the interpretation that 
“longing” and its relationship to “perfect love” is connected to 
death denial.  As long as someone or something is out of our reach, 
we do not risk loss.  Eros/thanatos is kept in balance in a nothing 
ventured and nothing lost equation. 

 An entire section of the book is devoted to a discussion of 
perversions.  For this reader, what is most interesting about these 
essays is that they focus on women’s perversions.  By bringing 
women into the discussion, Richards is taking a major leap of 
thinking by allowing women full subjectivity, even in the realm of 
the perverse.  She offers case studies wherein she analyzes compul-
sive shopping and phone calling as examples of female perversions.  

 By suggesting that women have perversions, Richards is 
challenging traditional psychoanalytic ideas that the realm of the 
perverse is exclusively a “men’s club.”  She has opened a window 
into the interior worlds of many women.  By doing so, she has 
helped us to listen to patients differently and break out of the con-
straints of analytic conjecture to see women as subjects of their de-
sires, however dark these may be. 

 If we regard “perversion” as an act that involves using “the 
other” as an object rather than a subject, Richards proposes that 
women as well as men do this.  One might add that this might be 
what humans do and that the work of analysis is to help us become 
more aware of what, how, where, and when we act in this way. 

 In the final section of the book, Films, Richards uses psy-
choanalysis as a lens through which to view film.  In her essay 
“Woman as Medusa in Basic Instinct,” she discusses the movie 
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Basic Instinct (1992) starring Michael Douglas and Sharon Stone.  
The film is known for its overt sexuality and graphic violence.  The 
most “in your face” scene involves Catherine (Sharon Stone), the 
prime suspect in a brutal murder, exposing her genitals to a group 
of detectives during an interrogation procedure.  She simultaneous-
ly excites and terrifies the viewer as we gaze at the blatant sexual 
power before us.  She is Medusa, a gorgon.  

Richards builds upon Freud’s ideas about the Medusa.  She 
focuses her analysis of Stone’s character’s behavior as an enact-
ment of the Medusa myth, a symbol of the female organ, which is a 
source of primal male terrors of castration and death.  

After reading through the essays, I am reminded of a quote 
by Rainer Maria Rilke in his Letters to a Y oung Poet (1903): “Live 
the questions now.  Perhaps then, someday far in the future, you 
will gradually, without even noticing it, live your way into the an-
swer.”  Richards is immersed in the questions, and she has compas-
sionately listened and patiently waited for the answers. 

Irene Javors, MSW, is a licensed mental health counselor 
in private practice in New York City who teaches in the Mental 
Health Counseling Program of the Ferkauf Graduate School of 
Psychology at Yeshiva University.  She has published a book of es-
says, Culture Notes: Essays on Sane Living (2010) and a small vol-
ume of poetry, Mists of Memory (1988).  She may be contacted at 
ijavors@gmail.com.  

Letter to the Editor 

On the Protest Demonstrations over the Brazil 
World Cup 

Dear Editor, 

 The demonstrations and protests held in Brazil before and during 
the 20th World Cup held in June and July can be understood only in the 
context of the explosion of demonstrations last year and the trajectory of 
the governing Workers’ Party.  In June, thousands of youths took over the 
streets, protesting against a fare raise they considered abusive in a precari-
ous public transportation system.  From this point on, the claims spread 
with calls for improvements in all basic public services.  Health, educa-
tion, transportation, and safety, despite the advancements in the last 12 
years, are still a long way from reaching acceptable service levels.  These 
demonstrations were different than the traditional youth protests and the 
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ones leading to the impeachment of President Collor de Mello in 1992. 

Brazil’s youth shouted a clear message to the world: “No politi-
cians represent us” but the lack of leadership meant that the movement 
dissolved without having made apparent changes.  This created a fertile 
ground for the explosion of violence that had little to do with the original 
causes.  Concurrently, state governments—with a long tradition of violent 
coercion of popular movements—heightened repression and caused 
deaths.  A confrontation was established with media outlets accusing the 
so-called black blocs (hooded demonstrators) and hoodlums.  Add to this 
the profound arrogance of the Fédération Internationale de Football Asso-
ciation (FIFA)—the world futebol governing body—with its unjustifiable 
demands: the eviction of people and even whole communities, the con-
struction of extremely expensive sports venues, the suspicions and accu-
sations of corruption, arbitrary imprisonments, and other forms of vio-
lence.  Increased feelings of abandonment, fear, and injustice encouraged 
the protests that followed. 

 The widespread discrediting of established political practices and 
figures seems to be the foremost message from the demonstrators.  Previ-
ously distant from political reflection and activism, most of the youths 
took to the streets for the first time and proclaimed their dissatisfaction.  
Some of them were sons and daughters of a new Brazilian middle class 
created by the improvements in living conditions provided by the Work-
ers’ Party’s years in office.  Our young people feel a profound emptiness 
and a permanent feeling of insufficiency.  The Workers’ Party  govern-
ments meant little to these youths who didn’t experience the oppression 
of the military dictatorship or appreciate the major improvements it 
brought about in income distribution, child mortality, access to higher 
education, workforce inclusion, purchasing power, and a decline in ex-
treme poverty?  Instead—and unfortunately—they associate the Workers’ 
Party with corruption. 

 The Workers’ Party administration is certainly not the most cor-
rupt in recent Brazilian history.  Even though the corruption is real, anoth-
er element has caused more severe effects.  For almost 20 years a consid-
erable part of the Brazilian intelligentsia was certain that the Workers’ 
Party’s political agenda could be achieved in a more programmatic than 
pragmatic fashion.  By fiercely opposing the establishment, the Workers’ 
Party defended all the ideals of those who believed in a fairer, freer, and 
more democratic society. 

 Despite the Party’s achieving undeniable improvements in all 
social spheres, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and Dilma Rousseff’s recent and 
current administrations, respectively, have proven that the ways of obtain-
ing political support can’t be much different than prior ones.  In the name 
of political pragmatism, unfathomable alliances have been made.  Con-
servative sectors of Brazilian society now claim to support the govern-
ment and the shady deals have continued.  Ex-Workers’ Party militants 
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are the ruling administration’s strongest critics.  Disappointment and shat-
tered ideals brought those who felt betrayed to the demonstrations.  Then 
teachers, artists, and intellectuals started supporting the protests and con-
demning the harshness of police repression, which were denounced 
worldwide. 

 An example of the possibility of expressing oneself without any 
restraints appeared during the World Cup’s opening ceremony when Pres-
ident Rousseff was insulted with obscenities.  We cite this not to criticize 
boos—an accepted demonstration of public contempt in Brazil—but to 
highlight the absurdity of insulting the highest dignitary of the country 
with obscenities because she happens to be a woman.   

 Rousseff was imprisoned and tortured for two years during the 
military dictatorship without ever disclosing her fellow activists.  Howev-
er, to her critics this doesn’t count as proof of dignity or courage, or in-
duce respect, not even for the office she now holds.  Her political exist-
ence seems to be an affront to Brazil’s sexist, patriarchal society.  

 The demonstrations placed the youth in the streets at the center 
stage of the political scene with a vigor that can no longer be ignored by 
whoever happens to be in power.  It’s evident that much social, political, 
and economic awareness sprouted from the streets.  The urban challenges, 
the continuation of the military police, the use of public resources, and 
other issues began to be discussed among youths and adults. 

 We do not believe in reducing social pathologies to psychological 
ones or vice versa.  That’s why we have stressed the role that ideals play.  
Ideals move us and are at the center of the construction of our values.  If it 
is true that Western society is experiencing a decline/disappearance of the 
father function, as well as the absence of laws, individualism, consumer-
ism, and the profound disrespect for the other, would it be wrong to agree 
with those who label it as the culture of narcissism? 

 We say welcome the protests!  Let us believe that there is still 
hope to have politics done another way.  Brazil is in an election year.  Out 
of its past hits and misses, the Workers’ Party can affirm itself by pursu-
ing further social advancements instead of being irretrievably tarnished by 
the stain of corruption.  Or will its definitive legacy be related to the peri-
od during which dreams turned into nightmares and ideals were swal-
lowed by cynicism? 

Sincerely yours, 

Junia de Vilhena and Maria Helena Zamora  

 The authors teach at the Pontifícia Universidade Católica in Rio 
de Janeiro, with Vihena, a psychoanalyst, in psychology and Zamora in 
interdisciplinary research and social intervention.  They may be 
contacted at  juniavilhena@gmail.com.  
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BULLETIN BOARD 
CONFERENCES: The Psychohistory Forum’s 2014 Work-In-
Progress Seminars are announced as details are finalized.  Ken 
Fuchsman (University of Connecticut) and Paul Elovitz 
(Ramapo College) will present on September 20, 2014 on the pro-
gress or lack thereof of civilization, asking the question: Is human-
kind more or less civilized?  On November 1, 2014 Lawrence J. 
Friedman (Harvard University) will speak on “‘Give Peace a 
Chance’: Growth of a Dissenting Minority in the Early Cold War.”  
On January 31, 2015 Michael Clifford (private practice) will speak 
on a subject relevant to his research on Bowlby, Anna Freud,  
Klein, and Winnicott.  Additional proposals are welcome and will 
be vetted by a committee once a presentation paper is submitted.  
Announcements and papers are sent out electronically to Psycho-
history Forum members.  Upcoming conferences include the Asso-
ciation for the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society (APCS) con-
ference at Rutgers University on October 17-18, 2014; the Interna-
tional Forum for Psychoanalytic Education (IFPE) meetings will be 
held in San Francisco on November 6-8, 2014; the National Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis (NAAP) conference 
will be held on November 15, 2014 in Manhattan; the Division 39 
(Psychoanalysis) meetings of the American Psychological Associa-
tion (APA) will be held in San Francisco on April 23-26, 2015; the 
International Psychohistorical Association’s (IPA) conference will 
be on June 3-5, 2015 at New York University; and the International 
Society for Political Psychology’s (ISPP) conference will be on Ju-
ly 3-56, 2015 in San Diego.  We welcome new members Bill Ar-
gus, Michael Clifford, and Duke Wagner.  CONGRATULA-
TIONS: To Brian D’Agostino on his election as IPA president.  
NOTES: Dieter Beck of Germany and Souvik Raychaudhuri of 
India missed the deadline for writing about the contributions of 
Henry Lawton for the June issue, but their contributions are appre-
ciated.  Ruth Lijtmaer’s numerous professional contr ibutions in-
cluded “The Secret Box” Division 39 APA panel.  Margery 
Quackenbush will lead a panel at the “Myths of the Mighty 
Woman: What makes A Woman?” conference on October 11, 2014 
in Manhattan.  Thanks to Arnie Richards a link to The Complete 
Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud may be found on http://
internationalpsychoanalysis.net/2014/06/17/the-complete-works-of-
sigmund-freud/.  OUR THANKS: To our members and subscribers 

for the support that makes Clio’s Psyche possible.  To Benefactors 
Bill Argus, Herbert Barry, David Beisel, Peter Loewenberg, David 
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We Wish to Thank  

Our Diligent,  

Hard-working  

and Prompt Editors,  

and Anonymous Referees 

Lotto, Jamshid Marvasti, and Mary Peace Sullivan; Patrons Tom 
Ferraro, Eva Fogelman, Ken Fuchsman, Alice Maher, Peter 
Petschauer, and Jacques Szaluta; Sustaining Members David James 
Fisher, Ruth Lijtmaer, Alan Mohl, and Joyce Rosenberg; Support-
ing Members Peter Barglow, Don Carveth, Michael Clifford, John 
Hartman, Bob Lentz, Judy Gardiner, Billy Pivnick, Daniel        
Rancour-Laferriere, Burton Seitler, Hanna Turken, and Duke Wag-
ner; and Members Valerie Rose Brinton, Lawrence Friedman, Ted 
Goertzel, Philip Langer, Judith Logue, Richard Lyman and Ruth 
Neubauer.  Our special thanks for thought-provoking materials to 
C. Fred Alford, Herbert Barry, David Beisel, Don Carveth, Molly 
Castelloe, Velleda C. Ceccoli, Marilyn Charles, Howard Covitz, 
Muriel Dimen, Helen DeVinney, Paul H. Elovitz, Marion Feldman, 
Eva Fogelman, Ken Fuchsman, Katy Hazan, Irene Javors, Saman-
tha Laken, David Lotto, William Meyers, Ruth Neubauer, Lysan-
dra Perez-Stromolo, Peter Petschauer, Joyce M. Rosenberg, Sivan 
Schneider, Joan T. Seymour, Joan W. Scott, Miriam Alexandra 
Senfft, Miriam Victor Spiegel, Hanna Turken, Junia de Vilhena, 
Neil Wilson and Maria Helena Zamora.  To Nicole D’Andria for 
editing, proofing, and Publisher 2013 software application, Caitlin 
Adams for editing and proofing, and Dr. Eva Fogelman, Jennifer 
Howard, and Professor Paul Salstrom for proofing.  Our special 
thanks to our editors and to our numerous overworked referees who 
must remain anonymous.  
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Clio’s Psyche Call for Papers 

How Electronics are Changing Our Lives 

For the December 2014 Issue the Deadline is 
October 1, 2014 

 

 Clio's Psyche is looking for articles on a variety of subjects 
including the psychoanalysis/psychology of the following: 

 

 Developmental changes in children based on early exposure 

 How electronics empower the young 

 How the “digital generation” differs from your generation  

 Neurobiographical changes based on electronics 

 Changes in intimacy based on electronics 

 The impact of electronics on the experience of the “other” 

 How technology influences our metaphors and thinking 

 The impact of texting on the family: dependence/individualization 

 Electronics and the sense of self 

 The impact of electronics on impulse control  

 How electronics has improved or deteriorated your life/ world 

 Electronics and the democraticization of society 

 The danger to civil liberties from electronics 

 Humor in the electronic world 

 Electronic cocoons  

 Anthropomorphizing electronics including robots 

 Using Skype for therapy, education, romance, or teaching 

 Psychobiographies of futurologists and innovators: Asimov, Edison, 
Gates, Jobs, Khan, Kurzweill, Wales, Zuckerberg, et al. 

 Reviews of recent books and films 

 Poems relevant to our special issues, major subjects, or psychohistory 

We seek articles from 500 to 1,500 words--including your brief  
biography.  Some 2,500-3,500 word essays are also welcome provided 

they are outstanding scholarship and well written.  We do not publish 
bibliographies and have citations only for direct quotes.  Articles, 

abstracts, and queries should be sent to  
Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, at pelovitz@aol.com.  
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